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FOREWORD 

The International African Institute has received a grant fran the 
Colonial Developnent and Welfare Fund to undertake preparatory v.<>rk for 
a Handbook of African· Languages. The need for a definitive and comprehen
sive survey and analysis of African Languages had lo~ been recognised. 
in the Institute, and work began in June, 1944• 

The Handbook is being planned, with the aid of a cOirmittee of experts 
and a panel of consultants, to provide a systematic and critical stuczy of 
the incidence, distribution and inter-relations of the different African 
Languages and dialects, as well as of the numbers speaking the several 
languages and dialects, and the extent of literacy among these different 
group so It will also include critical bibliographies of publications 
relating to the various language groups, including grammars, dictionaries, 
and text-books, ani a review of vernacular literature with special ref
erence to its use for educational and other purposes. 

In the initial stages the work will be largely comerned. with the 
examination and assesrunent of material already available in print or 
manuscript. This will at the same time reveal needs for further inform
ation and for additional researoh in the field, to be carried out ad hoe 
or in. collaboration with other Institutions a.rrl individuals in the 
different areas. 

The present volume by Professor C .M. Doke is a preliminary survey 
of part of the field to be covered. It deals with literature on the 
Bantu la..,guages and is being published in order to give all students who 
can assist in the survey, the benefit of the author's very extensive 
knowledge of the Bantu fielda As he himself emphasises, this survey of 
Bantu studies is necessarily incomplete and the classification adopted 
is only tentative. The Institute considers, ho,vever, that such a pr&
liminary study of this very wide and complex field will be of consider
able value to all students of African languages; and it will have served 
a most useful purpose, if, as a result of its publication, gaps in existing 
knmdedge are made more apparent, and further problems can be tackled 
more effectively. Those in possession of additional material, published 
or unpublished, will, it is hoped, be encouraged to make their infonnation 
and l'zypotheses available as soon as possible. Both .Professor Doke him
self ani the Linguistic Advisory Committee of the International African 
Institute will welcome comments, criticisms and additions which can be 
incorporated, with due acknONledgement, in later publications and will 
contribute to the Handbook in its final fonn. 

Daryll Forde. 
Director of the 
International African 
Institute 

Id.a Ward., 
Cha.i.rman of the 

Linguistic Advisory 
Committee. 





BA.NT U 
Modern Grarnma. tical Phone tic al 

and Lexicographical Studies 
since 1860 

FOR the purpose of considering in some ovier the large amount arnl diverse 
nature of tre contributions to our knowledge of Bantu languages in modern 
times it is necessary to put forward some classification of the Bantu 
langu~es themselves. There is such a large number of languages of which 
some record or other has been made and the designations of the languages 
and. dialects are so diverse artl confusing that it is essential to attempt 
to sort them out and evolve some order out of the chaos. In this present 
study it is not our purpose to reGord all the dialects, or even all the 
l.:i.nguages, but to make reference only to the more irnportant, to those in 
which some granuna tical or other study has been done. 

No final classification of Bantu languages has, as yet, been made. 
All we can advance at this stage is a tentative one, which may act ~s a 
basis for future correction and emendation. We divide Bantu languages, 
first of all into zones, areas characterised by un:i.ftm:n or similar linguistic~ 
phenomena. This is mainly a geographical classification. It must be ,,.. 
realized that individual members of a particular zone may today be liv
ing among members of a different :.::one owing to tribal migrations (as is 
the case Hith the Ngoni, South-eastern zone, who are found among the 
Eastern Bantu), but the zone label is taken from the habitat of the 
majority. While languages belonging to one zone differ in certaines
sential phenomena from languages belonging to another zone, yet langua,ees 
belongine to the same zone need not be mutually understood. Within the 
zones are groups, aggregations of languages possessing common salient 
phonetic arrl. grammatical features, and having a high degree of mutual 
understanding, so that members can, without real difficulty, converse with 
one another. Naturally individual cases mEJ3 arise (as with Kalanga or 
Western Shona, which cannot join the Shona unification) in which one 
section of the group has developed historically out of great mutual 
intellieibility with the other members, and yet must still be considered 
as belonging to that group. Again, within the groups are clusters, • 
aggregations of dialects v,hich contribute to, or use, a common literary 
form, and the possibility of the literary unification of the clusters 
belonging to the same group must not be lost sight of. Dialects are local 
vernaculars recognised by the Native speakers under special nrunes. It is 
generally the case that there is a considerable number of dialects corr 
tributing to any given literary form in Bantu.l ~ 

l For these definitions see Doke: Bantu Linguistic Tenninology. 
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Following is a tentative classification of the Bantu zones: 

(1) North-western {Dua.la, Fang, etc.). 
(21 Northern (Ga.nda, Rundi, etc.). 
(3~ Congo (Kongo, Bangi, etc.). 
(4) Central. (Luba, Bemba, etc.). 
(5J Eastern (Shambala, Chaga, etc.), with which mey be associated 

North-eastern (Swahili), and East-central (Nyanja) • 
(6) South-eastern (Nguni, Sotho: etc~)jrith which~ be associated 

South-central (Shona). 
(7) Western (Mbundu, Herera, etc.), with ~ich may be associated 

Wes~entral (Lwena). 

It is obvious that the above classification is very general. Division in
to groops and clusters has only been worked out fully m the South-eastern 
zone,and at present we must content ourselves with picking out important 
members from the other zones. We shall now treat them in the orJ.er given. 

[ l] NORTH-WESTERN ZONE 

p 
Position: Languages of this zone abut upon the semi-Ban tu and 

Sudanic languages of West Africa. They are to be found. in the Horth-west 
corner of Bantu Africa, and are mostJJr distributed throughout the Cameroons 
and the Gabun district of French Equatorial Africa. 

Characteristics: The main distinguishing features of the zone are: 

( i) Monosyllabic prefix forms. 
(ii~ Moderate inflexion of the verb - inflexion not being so great 

as elsewhere in Bantu. 
(iii) Nowi prefix forms rather distinct from anywhere else in Bantu. 

(iv) The use of a nasal oonsonant commonly to end a syllable. 

There is distinct evidence that these languages have been inf'luenced 
by semi-Bantu and Sudan.ic languages. They cannot be considered typical of 
Bantu linguistica.lzy,even as the ~ople are not typical c£ Bantu physically. 

l 

The most important languages 1 in this zone 

(a) Bube. 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
( e) 
( f) 

Duala, Isubu, Nkosi, Basa, Lundu. 
Benga. 
Mpongwe. 
Fang, Yaunde and Bulu. 
Kele and Duma, with Ndumu. 

are: 

For detailed lists of the mruzy languages and dialects recorded see H. 
H. Johnston's 'Comparative Stucy•, Nos.183-226. 
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(a) Bube, the northern dialect of the language of Fernando l-'o, referred 
to by Bleek, Torrend, Johnston and others as 'Fernandian' was early 
analysed by John Clarke.~ Since 1860 little work of material importance 
has been done on this or other dialects of the Island. In 1881 was 
issued from the Primitive Methodist Mission Press Parr' s Bubi na .English 
pictiona:r:y, with notes on grarnmar. 2 In 1887-8 Oskar Baumann publishsi 
in the 'Z.A.S~' an article Bei tr5£je zur Kenntni.ss der Bube-Spraahe. 3 In 
1890, however, appeared a very interesting book, the first and almo~t 
the onJ.y Bantu grammar writ ten in Spanish; this is Father Joaquin 
Juanola' s Primer Paso a la Lengua Bubf.4 The first part of this book 
(up to page 8~) deals with the northern d.i~t, the second part comprises 
ma.inly appendices dealing with the western dialect at San Carlos and the 
eastern dialect at Concepcion. Juanola's effort, though containing a 
certain amount c£ detailed inf'onnation, is a model of what a Bantu granmar 
should not beo It would weary to give the many instances of ·this which 
one might quoteo Let two suffice. In the first place he entirely missed 
the significance of the notm classes, calling the noun prefixes 'articles' 
9..S the Spanish el, la, lo, los and las. On page 20, for inst~ e, he 
sets out four ways of forming plurals in Bube: (i) by adding a word of 
qua...tity, e.g. chobo? chobo nkenke; (ii) by inf'lexion, e.g~ bompo ;::> 
be.'Ilpo; (iii) by inflexion and addition, e.g. eria-:;;:, biria; and (iv) 
by change of word ( 'par CBJnbio de Palabra'), 1ott6'-::::, matt6. In the 
second place, his verb classifications are hopelessly mixed; in one of 
these (page 61) he makes the division into auxiliary, regular, irregular, 
ref'lexive, reciprocal and impersonal, shewing no grasp of the principle 
of verbal derivativese 

As an effective Bantu language 13ube, af oourse, will not find a place. 

(b) Du.ala is spoken on the Cameroons mainland opposite tre l.sl.And of 
Fernando Po. Since the a.xtstanding work of Saker in this language, and 
that of Merrick in its cognate Isubu in the fifties of last century, 
li ttle 5 was done on Dua.la grammar until 1892 when Th.Chr1.s talJer published 
his Hand.buch der Dualasprache, which Meinhof considers a very co113ideI'
able advance upon Saker's grammar. The first 68 pages are devoted to 
grammatical notes, followed by a text of folk-lore and some pages of 
phrases, while pages 91-214 comprise a 'Worterbuch', Duala-Deutsch and 

l Bantu Language Pioneers of the Nineteenth Century, in 'B.st. 1 , VoLXI:V, 
p.238. [Referred to in following pages as 'Bantu Pioneers•.] 

2 Pp.xv, 40. 
3 In this various dialectal vocabularies are given; pp.138- 155. 
4 Madrid, pp.189; note al.so Salva.do' s work on Benga in 1891. 
5 Meinhof' published two short papers in the •z.A.s.' ,1888, and a Voca.t>

'JJacy (without author• s name) was published from the 'Mission Press• 
t 63pp.) in 1862. 
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l)eutsch--i)uala. Seidel also has some praise for Christaller' s 'Hand
buch', though he says that it is not without a number of mistakes and 
misconceptions, citing his lack of understanding of the 'relativpartikel'} 
A. Seidel him.self' published, in the same year,his Lei tfaden zur Erler~ 
der Duala-Spra.che in Kamerun, a very slight grar.unatical treatise followed 
by vocabularies.2 In 1904 he published, in the series of language manuals 
1 Method.e Gaspey--Otter-Sauer', Die Duala-Sprache in Kamerun.3 This comprises , 
some 36 pages of granunatical notes, fbllowed by about 80 pages of a ey-stem
atic word-list with short pnrases. For the scientific study of Duala 
however, we turn to the work of c. l,1einhof. Chapter VII4 cf his Lautlehre 
der Bantusprachen published in 1899 ( second edition 1910) contains a 
clear scientific exposition of the phonology of Duala, bringing it into 
line with his Ur---£antu Studies. In 1912 Meinhof produced Die Spra~~~der 
Duala in Kamerun, Volume IV of Reimer' s 'Deutsche Kolonialsprachen', a 
series of little language handbooks with exercises and vocabulary. There 
is nothing special to note regarding the grammatical work which is of the 
slightest in this little book.5 An important contribution to our knowledge 
of Duala came ,·Ii tv the prou.uction in 19111-of E. Dinkelacker' s Worterbuch 
der Duala-Spracheb. This is a carefully prepared vocabularyl: Duala-Geman 
and Ge:nr.an--Duala, in which all the tones of the entries have been marked. 
Seidel had given some slight attention to tone in his later work, but 
here ton&--rnarking is used. consistently. The whole problem of tone in 
Duala is discussed at length -and in a masterly way !Jy H.J. Melzian in his 
article Die Frage der Mitteltone im Duala in the 'M.s.o.s.', Vol.XXXTII 
(pp.159---212) in 1930. P.li. Nekes had previously, in 1911, contributed a 
si1ort article entitled Die Musikalischen Tone in der Duala---sprache to 'Ant.' 
(Vol.VI, pp.911-919). In 1910 the wissionary 3ufe contributed to the 
'Z.f.K.S.' (Val.I, pp.25-36) a lexical comparison of Dull.la wi"th four neigh
bouring dialects, entitled Die Dualasprache in ihrem Ve:maltnis zu den 
Dialekten cles Nordgebiets der Station Bornbe. In 1928 E • .A.L. Gaskin pub
lished a little Outline Duala Grari.mar. The most scholarly treatment of 
Duo.la grammar appeared in 1939. This was Johannes Ittmann' s Grarumatik 
des Duala8, in the preparation of which he acknowled.gecl the assistance of 
Carl Meinhof. In this irnportant work the first 34 pages are devoted to 
a detailed study of the phonology including tone ana.J.ysis. Both this and 
the grammatical part which follov,s are built up on 'the scheme of Professor 
1:einhof for Ur-Bantu, and the whole is rich in examples. Especially 
valuable are Ittma.nn' s two large sections on 'word-formation (36 pages ) 
and Syntax (72 pa,ges), in the latter of which the laws of sentence stxuc-

l A. Seidel, Die Duala-Sprache in Kamerun, page iii. 
2 pp.ix+ 83; a reprint of this appeared in 1912. 
3 'Sys tema. tisches W orterverzeichnis und l!:infW'lrUI'l[; in die Granuna tik 1 , 

pp.viii+ 119. 
4 PP• 92-109 (pp.142-170 of the 2nd edition). 
5 pp. xv + 119. On pp. v & vi is a short li.s t of Duala books, thou.eh 

strangely enough Meinhof does not mention any of Seiclel's works. 
6 'A.Hamb.K.I.', XVI, pp.215. 
7 Containing over 5000 Dual.a words. 
8 Supplement to the ~.f.K.s.',No.20; pp.2,50. 
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ture in Duala are minutely expounded and fully illustrated. L. Heal.lon, 
.Aclminis tra teur des Colonies, produced Premiers eleaEnts de langage Douala.J. 

For Isubu, the only uoiern work to be noted is Meinhof' s Das Verbum 
in der Isubu-Sprache, contributed to the •z • .A.s.•,2 1889-1890. In the 
allied Kwiri, B.Schuler contributed to the' M.s.o.s~3 in 1508 Die Sprache 
der Bakwiri, a.nu C.H. Swarg wrote a 'Vocabulary'• 

Ilkosi, of West Ca.rneroons, is describeci. by H. Dorsch as a distorteu. 
dialect of Duala. The Sudanic influence in its phonology has prompted 
some to deny its being a Bantu language,but this is not the case. Dorsch 
provided in 1911 an interesting grar:m<:ttical outline in his Grammatik der 
Nkosi--oprache mi t einer des Ilkosi mi t Dual a vergleichenden Eintei tung in 
the 'Z.f.K.S.'4-; and followed this by a useful Vocabularium der Nkosi
Sprache in following numbers of the same journal. 

Basa, spoken to the south and east of Duala, though havine affini.tjes 
therewith, is also heavily inf'luenced phonologically by Sudanic. The 
first analysis of this language i$ that by S.Rosenhuber, Die Bas&-S_£racre, 
in the 'M.s.o.s.' Vol.XI, pp.219--306. This contribution, published in 
1908, contains a short grairunatical sketch, follaued by vocabularies of 
'Deutsch-Basa' and 'Basa-Deutsch'. In 1912 was published posthuoously 
at Hruuburg Georg Schiirle' s Die Sprache der 3asa in Kamerun6 edited by 
Carl Meinhof. This work consisted of a grammatical study (pp.1-86) fol
lowed by Basa-Deutsch and Deutsch-Basa vocabularies occupying pages 89 
to 292, a very considerable study. H. Skolaster contributed in 19111-an 
article to 'Ant.• (Vol.IX. pp.740-759) on Die Musikalischen Tone in der 
Basa-Sprache. In this comparisons were ma.de with the Koko and YaWlde 
languages. A Basa:-French :Oeginners' Book has also been published tzy-the 
:Presbyterian Mission. 

Lundu: A.Bruens produced in 1937 a little 
L~ ( of 51 pp• quarto); the language, claimed 
westerly Bantu language, is allied to Dua.la but 
.Efik. 

cyclostyled Grammar of 
to be the most north-

much :infl.uenceci by Sudani.c 

(c) Benga is spoken some distance south of the Dua.la area on the south
ward coast of Spanish Guinea (:3.io Muni). In 1892 R.H. Hassau published 
a revised ed.i tion of Mackey' s gramnar7, and in 1889-90 Meinho1' published 

l I have not seen this, and have no record of tJie date. 
2 Jahrg. 3, pp.206-234. 
J Jahrg. XI, pp.174-218. 
4 Vol.I, pp.24-1-283. 
5 Vol.II, PP• 161-193, 324:-330 and Vol.III, pp. 3lf--{;2; in the years l;ll 

and 1912. 
6 Band VIII of the 'A.Hamb.i\.I. 1 • 

7 Fi1~t published in 1855, cf.'Bantu Pioneers', p.241. 
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in the 'Z.A.s.•1 a Discussion of the Benga Verb. In the previous volume 2 

he had ma.de a short comparison between :aenga and Duala. In l.89l F.Sal.vad.6 
y Cos published at Madrid Collecci6n de apuntes preliminares sobre la 
lengua Benga, etc.3 

(d) Mpongwe is spoken in the Gabun area of French Equatorial Africa, 
the purest dialect being found around Libreville on the Gabun Estuary, 
though dialectal forms, including that of Galwa, extend southward below 
Cape Lopez and along the Ogowe River. A second edi tioh of J .L. Wilson's 
pioneer work on Mpongwe Grammar4- was published in New York in 1879; in 
which same year were published Heads of Mpongwe Grammar - 'containing 
most of the principles needed by a learner. By a late missionary.Gaboon, 
West Africa' (pp.59) ,and A Vocabula of the M on 1e lan e,' by Ameri
can missionaries, at Gaboon, ¥/est Africa' pp.6-54 • Apart from this we 
are practically entirely indebted to French Catholic missionaries of the 
Gabwi for work in this language. There is an undated, unauthenticated 
Essai sur la grammaire npongue, which is supplemented by 'dictionnaires' 
'franyo.is-npongue' and 'npongue-frarn;ais' (pp.38, 52, li8). Father Le 
Berre published his Gramruaire de la Language Pongouee6 in 1873• In this 
is a sreat runowit of information, classified tmfortunatel.y on non-Bantu 
principles. Le Berre does not attempt to regularise or explain the remark
able sounO:--Changes occurring in the verb conjugation and under nasal 
influence in certain noun classes; in fact he records but four noWl 
classes, no ting as 'exceptions I several forms which repr€Sent other classes. 
In 1912 Father J .M.Gautier of the Catholic 1Jission at Libreville publisi1ed 
a vastly superior treatise, Grammaire de la Langue Mpongwee7, in ·which he 
made a classification of seven noun classes ~ingular and plural together), 
and tackled the problem of the 'strong' and 'weak' initials in varying 

·parts of the verb conjugation.8 His book is an extremely good piece of 
v,ork including a treatment of syntax and much up-to-date handling. The 
question of vrnr~ivision needs yet to be faced, and a correction :in cl.ass-
ification of certain parts of speech, particularly pronouns and preposi
tions. 

Missionaries of the 'Congregation du Saint-Esprit et du Saint Coeur 
de Marie' in the Gabun produced two most serviceable dictionaries, 
Dictionnaire Fr8.J19ais-Pongoue9 in 1877, and Dictionnaire Pongoue -

i Vol.3, pp.26~84. 
2 Vol.2, pp.190-208 (1888/89). 
3 pp.151; I have not seen a copy of this. 
4 In 1847; see 'Bantu Pioneers', p.239. 
5 I have not seen these, probably they are but r~tatements afWilson's 

work. 
6 pp.223. 
7 pp.xv+ 250. 
8 Cf. PP• 81, 82, alao p.9. 
9 354 PP•, double colunm. 
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FranQaisl in 1881. Fathers Le Berre e.ni Delorme md part in these 
works. Both books are enriched by idiomatic examples illustrating the 
use of the words. The second c1ictiona.ry is preceded by a disquisition 
on the principles of the language, occupying pages x~-xxxix; this is 
but a condensation of Le Berre' s Grammar and adds nothing new. A very 
J.J3rge2 Dictionnaire Mpongue-FranQais was published by A. Walker in 1934; 
I have not seen a copy of this. 

Omyene or Galwa, a dialect of Mpongwe, was illustrated in 1908 by 
1~. Robert's Methode pour l' etude de l'Omyene,incluclirg grarranar and vocal:>-
ulary. 

(e) ~' or as the French call it 'Pahouin', is spoken by a fairly 
numerous people inhabiting Spanish Guinea and the Ga.bun area of French 
Equatorial Africa as far south as the Central Ogowe. The people were 
reputed to be inveterate cannibals. There are several dialects of Fang, 
the most important of which is Makei, and closely allied to this l0Jl8uage 
are Yaunde and Bulu. One of the earliest publications on Fang was a 
Fanwe Primer and Vocabulary3 compiled by H.M.Adams of the Ga.boon 1~ission 
(A.B.C.F.M.) who died in 1856; the manuscript was revised in 1878 by 
J. Bushnell and published by R.H. Nassau in 1881. In 1887 R.N. Oust pul:>-
lished, at his ovm charges, A.O • .Zabala's Diccionario Pa.mue--Espafiol with 
the title-page reading 'Vocabulary of the Fan Language'.4 Senor Zabala 
was an explorer on behalf of the Spanish Government. A notable work was 
~lat published by Father L. Lejeune in 1892, Dictionnaire Fran9ais-Fang, 
which treated of the Makei dialect of Ogowe. The 'dictionary' comprised 
295 pages double-column of vocabulary preceded by a grammatical outline 
- quelques principes grammaticaux - of 51 pa,ees. This grammatical outr
line was reprinted ~vo years later5 in Volume XXIV of the 'Actes de la 
Societe l:'hilologique'. A Fang--Fran<tais Vocabular-y did not appear until 
well into the 20th Century, when L. Martrou, Vicar Apostolic of the 
Ga.bun, produced his Lexiq_u~ F~rru:ixais. In this little book of 137 
pa.e;es (vocabulary double column of 117 pp., preceded by a grarmnatical. 
outline) the author uses a new orthography based on the principles of 
Ch. Sacleux's 'Essai de Phonetique•.b The book is a useful companion to 
tha. t of Lejeune• In 1901, however, had appeared V. Large au' s great 
Encyclopedie Pahouine. This is really a cyclopaedic dictionary 'Franqais
Fang'; first there is a general introduction of some 70 pages covering 
a description of the people and grammatical notes; tlµs is followed by 
over 600 paees of detailed work on the French words ircluded. Some single 

1 pp.xxxix + 287, double column. 
2 pp.640, xvii. 
3 pp.199; 'Phrases' pp.1-97, Vocabulary, Fang-English, pp.99-199. 
4 S.P.C.K. London, pp.viii+ 34,. 
5 The reprint (corresponding page for page) bears the date 1894, but 

represents 'Annee 1895' of the 'Actes'. 
6 This is the only clue to the date, for Sacleux's mrk appeared in 1905. 
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entries occupy several pages, as for instance 'pala.bre' - legal process 
- which talces twelve pages inclucllil?; numerous Fang texts with translation. 
It might be criticised - as may also van der Burgt's greater work en Hun.di 
- that such a work should be based on the Fang words and not the French. 
Nevertheless La..rgeau has done a great service to the Fang language by 
this ccrnprehensive publication. 

Yaunde, spoken in the hinterland of west Carneroons, is closely allied 
to the Fang language. It was first brought to notice by a brief voc~b
ulary in Meinhof' s Die Sprachverha.ltnisse in Kamerunl in 18950 The first 
gramnatical description was given by Father M. Haarpaintner in 1909 ~ 
his G-rru1matik der Yaundesprache which was published in two. parts in 'Ant•; 
This is but a brief outline of 28 pages. On the grarrma tical sicle the man 
who has made the greatest contribution in Yaunde is Father H. Nekes who 
published in 1911 in the series 'Lehrb.s.o.s.(Berlin)' (Band XXVI) his 
Lehrbuch der Jaunde- -Spra<?_he. This very comprehensive stw,y of the language 
gives adequate attention to the phonolo~ and tonology of YaW1de. 
The 207 pages of gra.rrmar are divided into (i) Lautlehre, (ii) Tonlehre, 
(iii) Wortbildungslehre, and (iv) Formenlehre, which last section of 160 
pages of formal grammatical study is divided into 56 lessons with a large 
number of exercises. To this are added two appendices in v,hich Nekes is 
associated with W.Planert; these comprise exercises dealing particularly 
with tone,J and a 'Jaunde--Deutsch' and 'Deutsch--Jawlde' Worterbucho The 
whole work impresses one with its thoroughness, especially the thorough 
way in which the question of tone has been handled, and the employment 
of five symbols for tone--marking. Two years later, in 1913, Nekes wrote 
Die Sprache der Jaunde in Kamerun 4 , a more concise study, as Volume V of 
the series 'Deutsche Kolonialsprachen' • Another worker who has contri
buted largely to our knowledge of Yaunde is 11. Heepe, who published in 
1919 as Volume XXIV of the 'A.Hamb.K.I. 1 his Jauncle-Texte5. This large 
collection of textual material is accompanied by valuable phonological 
and granmatictl infonnation. Pages 1-19 are taken up by an exper:iJnental 
study in Yaunde tone. Then follow sane 30 pages of phrases., while Section 
III comprises 90 pages of textual material supplied by Karl Ata.ngana. 
Section IV gives some 45 pages of grammatical notes; while Section V, 
the rest of the book, is devoted to :f\.u:-ther textual material ~upplied by 
P. Messi. In 1926 Dr. Heepe published his Jaunde--,'/orterbuch 0 in as~ 
ation with Father Nekes. This is a scholarly piece of work, a 'Jauncle
Deutsch' dictionary of 187 pages foJJ..oved by a Deutsc~aunde' vocabulary. 

1 In the 'Z.A.o.s.• 
2 Vol.IV, pp.68L,r-701, 919-930. 
3 Nekes later contributed to ihe 'Festschrift P.W. Schmidt', in 1928. 

an important article Zur Tonologie in den Bantu--sprachen (pp.~92.) 
4 pp.111. 
5 pp.xvi+ 325. 
6 Published by the University of Hamburg, pp.xiv+257, double column. 
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One type of Yaunde is treateci by Mgr. Graffin and R.P. Pichon in 

their Grammaire Evmndo. 

The allied dialect of Bulu, of South-western Cameroons was first 
represented by G.T. v. Hagen's Lehrbuch d.er Bulu Spra.che in 1914. This 
contains three parts. Part I consists of a short outline or graranar 
(ppo9--77) followed by brief treatments of Drum-language (Trommelsprache) 
and Sor>.gs with music. Part II, of Exercises (pp.87-202) contains, among 
other IT'aterial for reading and translation, a number of folk tales. Pa.rt 
III is the vocabulary, 'Bulu-Deutsch' (pp.207-315) and 'Deutsch--:Bulu' 
(pp.316----tµ:>2). A much slighter work was Ch. Mathieu' s I-'eti t Vooabulaire 
Fran9ais--Boulou of 1921. This little vocabulary contains about 1500 
entries arranged according iD subject heacli.ne;s. G.L. Bates published in 
1926 a Handbook with Bulu-English Vocabula.i.--yl, and the Presbyterian Mission 
issued a Bulu--French Beginners' Dook2, with ~guage notes. In 1932 
RoA• Good produced. his English-Hulu Vocabulary. 

(f) Kele, (i.e. d.i.Kele to distinguish it from the Congo loKele)is spoken 
south of the Ogowe River, over a long but narrow area of South Gabun. 
Since the 1854 Grammar of Preston and Best.3, only sundry short collections 
of words have been published in this language. In the closely al.lied 
language or Duma, spoken on the upper Ogoue, there is A. Reeb' s Essai cle 
Grar□roaire Do~ a short outline of 48 pages published. in 1895. In the 
same year Pere Dahin 4roduced his Vocabulaire Aduma-Fran9ais and Vocabu
laire Fran~&---ii.duma. Akin also is Ndumu, of which A. Bi ton published 
in 1907 his Die tionnaire Fraru;:ais-Ndumu et Hdumu Francais~, preceded by 
an outli~ or grammatical elements. 

[ 2] NOR 'IHlillN ZONE 

Position: The la.ngua,ges of this zone6 are found in parts of Kenya 
Colony, Uganda and the area of Ruand.a-Urundi of the Belgian Congo.Though 
this does not cover a vecy large area, it is the rros t densely populateu. 
part of Ban tu Africa. 

Characteristics: The main distinguishing features of this zone are: 
( i) Disyllabic noun prefixes are general ( except Kamba and Gikuyu), 

shovm in their fullest form in the archaic Gishu,where each 
of the two syllables of tile noun prefix has a consonant. 

1 Halsey Memorial Press, pp.176. I have not seen this. 
2 I have not seen these. 
3 Of. 'Bantu Pioneers', p.239. 
l,- I have not seen copies of these; PP• 72 each. 
5 Grammar pp.i-xxxii; Frru19ais--!'Tdumu, pp.178; Irdumu-Fran<tais, pp.97. 
6 So called because of Roscoe's pioneer work on the area, entitled. 'The 

Northern Bantu'. 



(ii) 

(iiil 
(iv 
(v 
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Full prefixal type of locative forxmtion, with the prefix ~ as 

well as the prefixes of the three locative noun classes. 
Wealth of augmentative prefixaJ. forrre. tions for nouns• 
The operation of Dahl's law of phonetic dissimilation. 
The use of interdental consonants, e and ~ in some languages; 

and double consonants in others. 

There is evidence, particularly in Kamba and G-ikuyu, that some of' 
these languages have been influereed by Hamitic! 

The most important languages in this zone are: 

!a) 
o) 
c) 

Gishu. 
Konjo. 
!lyoro, with dialectal forms: 

Ziba and Haya. 
Ganda, with Soga. 
Rundi, with Rwanda and Ha. 
Gikuyu. 
Kamba. 

llkole, Toro, Kerewe, 

(a) Gishu, spoken by a small group nor~est of Lake Victoria, also 
called 'Gisu' and 'Masaba' is considered to be the most archaic type of 
Bantu extant. Apart from slight vocabularies only one study has reen 
made upon this language, viz. J.B. Purvis' A Manual of Lumasala Grammar, 
which wa.2, published by the S.P.C.K. in 1907. This is a valuable little 
exposition of 96 pages. In his introduction the author writes: 'There 
seems little doubt but that in the country of Masaba, i.e. the la.rrl on 
and near Mount Elgon, Vie have the most primitive language of what might 
well be called the Vu; toria Nyanza Bantu group' • The language is noted 
for its consonantal.- commencing disyllabic noun prefixes, e.g o baba.ndu, 
kikindu, bibindu, kamabali, etc. 

(b) Konjo, bordering on the Semliki River and the great Congo forest 
land, is represented, apart f'rom Gospel translation, only by some irr
cidental short vocabularies collected by Johnston and Struck. 

(c) Nyoro, of' western Uganda, has only been illustrated by travellers' 
vocabularies and translations, apart from two works. The first is !!! 
Elementa.ry Lunyoro Granmar by H.E. Maddox in 1902. This little work of 
81 pages of grammar, folloued by 77 pages of Nyoro-English and E~lish
Nyoro vocabularies, deals with the western or Toro dialect of Nyoro. The 
second is A Lunyo ro--Lun.yanlole-E rglish and Engl is h-LW\,Yoro-Lunya.rkcile Dio
t ionar;y, by :M.B. Davis, published in 1938 1• The language is closely allied 
to that of' Gandac Considerable research work has been done an Nyoro by 
R.A. Snoxall, but it is still unpublished. 

Kerewe, spoken on the large isJanci of Bukerebe and the adjacent 

l Pp.332. I have not seen a copy of this. 
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peninsula and islands o£ Sou~ern Vi~t<:>ria Nyanza! is il1ustrat~d by E. 
Hurel' s contribution iD the M.s.o.s in 1909,entitled La La.ngue Kilcerewe}. 
This contaj.ns an outline exposition of the grarnma.r,wi th speciaJ. attention 
to syntax. Old methods are follo.ved, including the recording of 'pr~ 
positions'. Several pages are devoted to folk-taJ.es in Kerewe text and 
interlinear French translation. This is followed by some thirty pages 
of Kerew~rench vocabulary, double column. 

The Ziba dialect,of the south and south-west coasts of Lake Victoria, 
was well described by H. Rehse in his Die S rache deP Baziba in Jeutsch
Ostaf'rika, which appeared in three parts in the 'Z.f.K.s.', 1912-13 Vol. 
III, pp.1-33, 81-123 and 201-229). In this, pronunciation, granrnar and 
syntax are given and exercises provided. Rehse used a modified form of 
conjunctive writing. Captain Herrmann had previously, in 1904, c5m
triln.1ted a useful stu.dJ" of this language to the 1.M.s.o.s. 1 2, entitled Lusiba, 
die Sprache der Lander Kisiba, Bu,g§.bu, Kjamtw~a, Kj!nja und Ihfuigiro. 

(d) Garo.a. is the most important of the Northern Bantu languages. It is 
spoken in a great part of Uganda, especially from the north-\vestern and 
northern shores of Le.ke Victoria,and is recognised as an official language 
in the Protectorate. Apart from a brief vocabulary recorded by H.M. 
Stanley3s the first linguistic study of Ganda which we have was the Out
line Grammar of the Lu---gancia Language published in 1882 by C.T. Wil.son of 
the C.M.S.4 Several of the White Fathers in Uganda devoted thei.r atten
tion to the language and of them L. Livinhac was the pioneer. In 1884 he 
sent tc headquarters in Algeria (not for publication) an Essai de Gram
maire Ruz~.da.5; this was published. the following year, but a French
Ganda dictionary which he carried with him the follo«ing year was lost -
original and copy - in the wreck of 'l'I.n:rnaculee--Con.ception'. Livinhao 
later revised his work, to which were added contributions by c. Denoit, 
and aft2r the latteres death, a second edition, entitled M~nuel de Langue 
Luganda~, was published in 1894• In addition to a straightforward des
cription of the granmar and syntax this contained 130 pages of legend.a 
and fables with interlinear French translation. A third edition, en1arged 
into a veritable 'tome' of nearly 500 large pages7 appeared in 1914 um.er 
the editorship of Fathei:· Le Veux.. This ie a most valuable contribution 
to the idiomatic stucy- of Ganda and contains an enormous amount of illi;_s
trative zm.terial. A new edition of more concise gr~rnmatice.l detail, en
titled Gramme.ire Lu,ganda 8 , was edited by A. Wolters in ]921, am contained 

l Vol.12 1 pp.l-ll.3. 
2 Val.VII, pp.150-2000 
3 In Through the Dark Continent 1, p.486, in 
4 I have not seen a copy of this; pp.xii, 
5 pp.xiii+ 98. 

/6 pp.290. 
7 
8 

PP•:lrr + 475 
pp.xiii-<- 238. 

1878. 
158. 
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a foreword by Leon Livinhac, Bishop of Pacando. Meanwhile G.L.Pi.1.kington, 
of the Church Missionary Sooiety,prodooed a remarkably f:lne little Hand
book of Luganda in 1891 1 . In this the granmaticaJ. elements are set rut 
in a clear, concise and handy way; reprints appeared in 1901, 19ll and 
1917 • Pilkineton a).so published, in 1892, a Luganda--E:nglish and English
Ll!Ba.nda Vocabulary~, containing a useful collection of ,wrds, ana. some 
practical append.ices, the third of which was a comparison of Swahili and 
Garrla. The untimely death of Pilkington) in the Sudanese mutiny in 
1897 deprived Ganda studies of one f'ull of great promise. w. A. Crabtree 
of the C .M.S., working upon Pilkington' s 'Hand-book' and copious aiditional 
notes and translations of his, produced in 1902 Ele.uents of Luganda Gra..II~ 
maJ+, with which he included exercises and a vocabulary. This latter in
clusion was from Pilkington' s col~ction. Crabtree brought his work more 
up to date in A Manual of Lu-ganW, which W'ru3 published at Cambridge in 
1921. In this he paid considerable attention to phonetics, and though 
there are many things one mIJ.Y' criticise in his work, Crabtree' s manual 
has proved of great value. It is wrl'ortwlate that Crabtree' s flair for 
phonetics led him into the supr8:-6peculative atmosphere in which he pub
lished his two volumes of Primitive Speech (Part I, 'A Study in African 
Phonetics', s.p.c.K. 1922; and Part II, 'The Prefix System of Bantu', 
Kegan Paul, 1922). In these he drew largely upon his store of material. 
in Ganda and allied languages. Later, Crabtree devoted his time mainly 
to researches into Sumerian in his obsession that that language was the 
precursor of Bantu. 

Lexicographical v.ork in Ganda was represented first by Pilkington' s 
vocabulary of 1892, already referred to; the:16in 1902 by H.H. Johnston's 
brief vooabulary in his 'Uganda .Protectorate' • In 1904 a:i;;>peared G.R. 
Blackledge' s Lugand~nglish and .English- Luganda Vocabulary/. About the 
same time, but undated, was published.a the fragmentary Collections of ~ 
Lexicon in Lu---ganda and English, etc. by P. O'Flaherty. P.H. Le Veu:x 
brought out in 1917 his Premier Bssai de Vocabulaire Lu,";clllcla.--Fra.ngais 
clapres 11ordre etymologique9, a very modest title for a very considerable 
Gama dictionary, in which he concentrated on the et.,m:i1ogical,while not 
overlooking the idiomatic. Father Le Veux' s dictionary rIJ83 be reckoned 
WIX>ng the dozen or so realzy important Ban tu dictionaries; and we may 
cons id.er that Le Veux has contributed IJX)re than anyone else to exact 
knowledge of the Ga.rda Language. 

1 pp.vi + 95, s.p.c.K. 
2 pp.2ll. ; 
3 Cf. Pilkington of Uganda by C .F. Harford--£attersby. 
4 pp.266. 
5 pp.xx + 254. 
6 pp.897-8, also including a languaee study on pp.980 et seq. 
7 s.P.c.K. Later edition 1921, pp.211, double column. 
8 I have not seen a copy of this; Ll892] pp.41. 
9 Maiso~arree, pp.1047, single col. 

-
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Two other Gand.a studies need mention here: c.w. Hattersley and H.w. 

Duta prcrluced in 1904-l their Luganda Phmses and Idioms; while Canon F. 
Ro.·,ling contributed in 1912 his Guide to Luganda Prose Compos~ 2 , which 
is remarkable in that it is almost the only book yet produced ai.min.g at a 
study of composition, as a subject, in any Bantu language. It is o. very 
use:fu.l book - its aim being to help students and candidates for languat;e 
exar.ri.nations. 

In 1906 Jo Gorju published his Essai de grarrroaire comparee: du Rtr
ganda au Hueyoro et au Rueyankole • .3 

(e) Rundi and Rwanda are closely allied languages though treated as two 
literary forms. They are spoken by a very large population in "th!Ruancla
Ururuli province of the Congo Belge to the South-west of Lake Victoria. 

The bes t-kno11n name in connection with HWldi is that of J •M •M• van 
der 13urgt who wrote first his Eleroonts d'w1e grarnma.ire Kirundi, which ap
peared in the 'M.S.OoS. 1 4-, in 1902, and followed this, the next year,with 
his monumental Die tionnaire Fran9aiH~irundi5. This remarkable work is a 
mine of cyclopaedic information, containing interspersed 196 ethnographic 
articles concerning the country and the people. There is a long general. 
introduction deaiing Yli th African history and foreign influence upon .id'r.i.ce, 
t.o a certain degree speculative, with such questionable digressions as 
that upon 'Atlantis'. The dictionary itself, based on the French v.ord.s 
(it is a pity it is not Rundi-Franqais instead), is extremely well uone, 

,containing, apart from cyclopaedic material, a vast collection of idioms 
,and illustrative sentences. The value of the work was further enhanced 
1(for the area wru; at that time Wlder Gennan administration) by including, 
:in each case, the Swahili arrl German equivalent bracketed after the French 
entry• A long supplement is added dealing ,7i th 'Ima.na' the concept of 
'ithe deity, and other religious beliefs, with additional notes on the 
history of certain of the tribes. In 1908 F. Menard begun his contribu
tt;ions to Run.di by the publication of his Gramrnaire Rundi6 ~ a straightr
f:'orward description of the language of conside2·able practical use to learn
e~rso Quite a third of this book is rightly devoted to ihe stucy of syn~ 
rt is a valuable contribution. In 1909 Menard produced his Dictionnaire 
F'rangais-Kirundi et Kirunii-:FranQais 7, a handy concise book of reference, 
d,esigned for practical use rather than any exhaustive treatrrent; while in 
tlhe following year appeared his Guide d~Conversation Kirundi8, a very ex-

l 
2 
3 
4-

5 

6 
7 
8 

Second ed. 1921, S.P.c.K. pp.128. 
2nd edition 1921, S.P.CoK., pp.147. 
ppovi, 42• 
Band V, pp.1-78; 
Pye;mies. 

with a supplen:ent (pp. 7~108) on the language of' the 

Bois-le-due, Holland, 1903; 
illustrations and. a ID8p• 

Maison--Carree, Algeria, 1908; 
F'ublished in Belgium, pp.xxvi 
1iaisorr-Carree, Algeria, 1910; 

PP• cxix + 640, double col. with numerous 

pp.xiii+ 516. 
+ 262 -t 308, with added blank le aves. 

PP•.507 • 
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haustive phr~$e and conversation book. 
reliable. 

All these works are thoroughly 

For Rwanda we are mainly indebtf°" to E. Hurel, who contributed to the 
'M.s.o.s.' in 1911 his Manuel Rwanda. This appeared in book form as a 
second edition, un:ier the title Gramma.ire Kinyar«anda, the third edi tion2 
appearing in 1931. Certain exercises were included in this little book. 
In 1913 appeared Father Dufay' s Deutsch-Kin,ja.J.ua.nda-Worterbuch. In 1917 
K. Roehl contributed Das Dahlsche Gesetz Wld verwandte Erschein~~E._im 
Ruarrla--Rwrli-Ha to the •z.f.K.S. '3, in which paper he :iiscussed the in
cideme of Dahl's Law of dissimilation in this group of languages. In 1926 
Hurel published a Die tionnaire fra.ncai~unyaruanda et Runyarwanda-fra.Il9ais~ 
During the years 1921-19 31 P. Schumacher contributed to 'Ant o ' certain 
papers entitled La. Phon.etigue du Kinyarwanda in which a good deal of 
grammatical material was included. Nothing of any importance has been cbne 
upon Ha. 

( f) Gikuyu5, commonly referred to as 'Kikuyu' , is spoken in the highJ.ands 
of Kenya Colony between the Upper •.rana and the Meru and Nyeri districte 
on the northern slopes of Mt. Kenya; south--w'est to the vicinity of Nairobi; 
wid eastwards to the Teraka country. There are several dialects of Giku~ 
The first monograph on this language was A. Hare ry' s English-Kikuyu Hanel-
book° containing a simple grammatical outline, an Er:glish--Kikuyu vocabu
lary and a few pages of phrases.. In 1904 A.W. McGregor published his 
English-Kikuyu Vocabulary7, a hand,y.l"l~ttle book; and in the following 
year A Grammar of the Kikuyu Language~, in which the essentials are re
corded with the usual European bias of the time and often inappropriate 
tenninology; the nasal changes are well recorded. In 191J.i- appeared A.R. 
Barlow's Tentative Stuiies in Kikuyu Grammar and Idiom.9 This well-pre
sented publication is divided into two parts, the first (pp. 9-77) deals 
with graded studies and exercises for beginners, while the second (ppe 78-
197) deals with more formal grammar, a considerable advancement being 
sho,m on the method previously followed by McGregor. This is a valuable 
book for the student of Gikuyu. Barlow rnentiorui two further works on 
the language, which I have not yet seen, viz: J.E .. Henderson' s Eas.y Gikuyu 
Lessons, and an Italial'H<:i.kuyu and Kiktzyu-Italian Dictionary,published by 
the Italian Mission in British East Africa. The Catholic Mission at Nyeri 

l pp.1-159 
2 Maison-Carree, Algeria; pp.265. 
3 Vol.8, pp.197-207. 
4 I have not seen a copy of this . 
5 By Dahl's law of dissimilation 'k' in a syllable before another 'k' 

becomes 'a-' (voiced). 
6 pp.87; 14-pages of grammar, 6o pages of vocab .. 
7 S:P.c.K. pp.192. 
a s.p.c.x. 1905, pp~l6o. 
9 PP• 236. 
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ptnblished in 1931 a Lexicon Lati.rn.un-Ki.kuyense of 326 pages ( double col.) 
and a Lexicon Kikuyense-La tinum of 7 3. pages• In 1940 appeared. the ia te 
M:ii.ss L. Amstrong' s monumental Phonetic and Tonal Structure of KiJq\YU , a 
mwdel of meticulous investigation and recording. This is the first book 
i.m which tonal g~mmar has been properly worked rut far any Bantu language, 
amd. should serve as a model for similar work in other Bantu languages. It 
w·as published posthwnously. L.J. and G.S.B. Beecher published, undated, 
A. Kikuyu--English Dictionacy in three volwoos. 

(g) KamhR. is spoken between the Tana River in the north and Kilimanjaro 
on the south, being bounded on the west by Gikuy.u and on the east by the 
Galla, Pokomo and Giriama tribes. Quite a number of vocabularies of 
lKamba appeared in various publications, by L. Krapf in his 'Vocabularies 
oof Six East Af'rican Languages' in 1850, by A.D.Shaw in his 'Pocket Vooab
mlary of East African Languages' in 1885, by J.T. Last in his 'Polyglotta 
.Africana Orientalis 1 in 1885, by C.G. Buttner2 in 1888, by S. Watt3 in 
1900, by J. Hofmann4- in 1901, and by H.R. Tate in the 'Journal of the Mr 
thropological Ins ti tu te 1 in June 190~-• Apart fran these, Last wrote a 
little Gramma.-r of the Kamba Languag~ in 1885, and (Mrs.) H. Hinde, the 
author of 'A Masai Grarmnar', published in 1904- Vooabularies of the Kamba , 
and Kikuyu Lang re s of East Africa O 

, in which she dealt with two dis tine t 
Kumba dialects. But the most important contribution to the stucfy' o'i: 
this language is E. Brutzer' s Handbuch der Kambasprache, which was con
tributed in 1906 to the •1,1.s.o.s. •B. This is a fuJ.l and detailed exposi
tion of the grammatical elements of the language, though with rather a 
non-Bantu classification of the parts of speech. It contains considerable 
vocabulary and some textual material. In 1926 G. Lindblom published No1;es 
on Kamba Grammar9 which he indicated was meant to form a supplement to 
Brutzer' s 1 Ha.rrlbuch'. Useful information is given upon the dj.alects and 
valuable phonological notes. The orthography is that used by Professor 
Lundell for Swedish dialect work. The most recent publication is a 
tentative roneod Kikamba-English Die tionacy compiled by the Language Com
mi ttee of the Africa Inland Mission in Ukamba, 1939. This foolscap typ&
script of 231 pages contains between 5000 and 6000 entries wi. th considel'
able idiomatic de tail. 

1 Oxford University Press, pp.xviii + 363. 
2 Deutsch-Kikamba Worterbuch, pp.81-123, in the 'Z.f.A.s.• 
3 Vocabulary of the Kikamba language, published by Kelker, Penr1sylvania, 

u.s.A. 
4 Worterbuch der Kambas rache Kamb8rlieutsch (]united number hectographed 

for the Leipziger Mission • 
5 S.P.c.K. PP•40• 
6 Cambridge, pp.xvii + 75. 
7 A criticism of this very faulty work isgi.ven by Lindblom in his 'Notes' 

pa,ge 8, as well as an appraisement of several of the other publicatio~ 
8 Val.IX, pp.1-100. 
9 Vol.10 of the 'Archives d'etud.es orientales', Uppsala, pp.1-100. 
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l3] CONGO ZONE 

Position: The languages of this zone are found in the basin of the 
Central and Lower CO?lGO River, coveri~ large portions of Belgian Coneo, 
part of Northern Angola and Southern French Congo. Details concerning 
this area 1rey be f ourrl in Maes and Boone, Les Peuplades du Congo Belge 
and. in VI .H. Staple ton's Comparative Handbook of Congo LaDf:,'Uages. 

Characteristics: The main clis tinguishing features of this zone are: 

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 
(iv~ 

( v) 

(vi) 

The 

(1) 

The occurreme of mostly monosyllabic prefix forms. 
Vowel hannony, especiB..llY in verbal derivative forms; and. verb 

tenninal vowel commonly the same as the stem voHel; a strone 
vowel assimilation revealing itself'. 

Nasal assimilation in verbal derivative fonn.s. 
Verb infinitive commonly without prefixo 
A high development of verbal derivatives, with unusual corupolUld

i.ng of suffixes. 
Generally complicated tone system. 

most important le.nguages
1 

in this zone are: 

Kongo 2 , with its two r.iain branches: 

( a) ki.shi.Kongo and ki.Kor.go. 
(b) kaKongo, with dialects, Yombe, Vili. 

l J. Tanghe in an article contributed to 'Congo' in 1930, dealing with 
'Lingala', places the languages 'used' in this area in the following 
order of importance: 

(1) Bangi and Ngala. 
(2) Kongo, Swahili, ITgombe and Lolo. 
(3) Poto, Soko and Kele. 

2 Lan:an divides Kongo according to eleven clialectal forms, as follows: 
l Central, Mazinea ( spoken at Mukimbungu on both sides of the Congo 

river in the central part of Belgian Lower Congo); i.e. ki.Kongo .. 
2 Southern, San Salvador (spoken in Portuguese and a.djoin:ingBelgian 

territory); i.e. kishiKongo. 
3 Eastern, dialect of Kisantu (spoken in eastern part a£ Belgian Lower 

Congo); kiKongo. 
4 Nort~as tern, dialect of Madzia ( spoken in French Lovrer ~ongo, 

west of Brazzaville). 
5 Uorthern, dialect of Kingoyi or Bvrende (spoken near mid.file of 

border between Belgian and. French Congo.) 
6 Bembe ( spoken at Muyonzi in French Col'}f;o.) 
7 North-1.·testern, Kwzyi dialect of Ludima (spoken in Frerch Congo). 
8 Vili dialect of Loan.go (coastal area of French Congo). 
9 Wes tern or Kiycmbe dialect ( spoken in North--wes tern part of M.ayombe 

in Belgian Congo). • 
10 Mboka dialect of Kabina.a, Angola. 
11 Irdingi or Ndinzi dialect ( spoken on border of Belgian Co~o and 

Angola. 
[ Cf. Meinhof, Bantu-:Phonolog,v, pp.155-6 J. 



( 2) Ndongo [ kil{bundu] 

(3) North-eastern Congo: 

(a~ Kele (loKele). 
(b) So. 

(4) Middle Congo: 

(a) Poto. 
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(b) 
(c) 

Ngombe• 
Moneo (Western dials. include Sengele, Bolia,Ntomba-nzale; 
Central dials• include Nkundu, Kela; l!:astern dials. include 
Kuba, 'i'etela). 

( d.) 
(e) 

Ngala, with a.ials. Mabale, etc. 
Bangi. 

(5) Teke, with dialects, Ifumu, Tio. 

(6) Bira. 

(7) Bua. 

This is only a very tentative classification, and it is possible 
that many of these languages, particularly of the Middle Congo, belong 
to groups q,uite distinct from one another. 

(1) Kongo: 'l'his important language group is spoken in the vicinity 
of ihe mouth of the Congo River, its various types being fourrl on either 
side of the river for a considerable distance, in the Belgian Congo, the 
French Co~o and Angola. The early work of the

1
Roman Catholic fathers, 

prireipally Brusciotto, has already been noticed • Of modern vrorkers the 
two oost important names are those of Bentley and Laman. In connection 
with Kongo ihe localised term 1 Fiote' is often used, more particularly 
in connection with the northern kaKongo type,and 1he careless 'commercial 
dialect' •2 

(la) kil:ongo, spoken on the south bank of the Congo River towarus 
its mouth, is here used to imlude the ki.shi.Kongo of San Salvador. s. 
Koelle's Polyglotta Africana, published in 1854, illustrated several. 
vocabularies of this and the kaKongo clusters, kishi.Kongo being representm. 
by 1W .. mboma 1 and kiKongo to the eastward by 'Musentandu 1 • In 1882 H. 
Grattan Guineas, Director of the Livingstone (Congo) Inland Mission, 
published his Granmar of the Congo Language 'as spoken in the ea tarac t 
region below Stanley Pool'. The grammatical contribution in this little 
book is of but slight value; 75 of the 267 pages are clevoted to 1 specimens' 

l 
2 

Cf • 'The. Age of Brusciotto 1 (B.St.Vol.IX, Ifo.2, pp.87-114). 
Cf. G. Gira1:1d 1 s Vocabul~re des dialectes Sango, BakOilf;O et A'zande, 
page 35; his 'Bakongo' illustrates a mixed riverine commercial type. 
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of Kongo, and considerable space to word:-lists. The graroma. tical approach 
is distinctly foreign to Bantu, declensions 9f nouns by case beine illus
trated. There is, however, a certain amount of comparative material from 
other Bantu languages introduced, and an appendix giving a list of works on 
Bantu languages. Guiness did not himself know Kongo and gleaned his in
forma. tion from two lads who were staying in England with ihe Rev. Henry 
Craven. Guiness refers repeatedly to Brusciotto, and he was responsible 
for the production in the same year (1882) of an English translation of 
Brusciotto' s 'Regulae quaedam' 1. Guiness refers, in the appendix to his 
Grammar, to a 'Dictionary of the Congo language (English-Congo, and Congo-
English), by Henry Craven, of Livingstone (Congo) Inland Mission, 1882, 
Hodder and Stoughton, 27 Paternoster Row.• I can find· no trace of this 
publication but have the English-Congo and Cong~nglish Dictionaxy byHen
ry Craven and John Barfield, published in 1883. 2 It is possible that 
Guiness anticipated a publication which did not materialise until edited 
the follo;ving year by Barfield, who was a tutor at Harley House Institute, 
Bow. Hodder and Stoughton were the publishers of Guiness' own work. The 
dictionary of 1883 was a careful piece of work and has an interesting pre
face in which Barfield refers to Canneca ttim' s I list of 1000 Congo words 
with ·their Latin and Por-tuguese equivalents; 600 in Captain Tuckey' s ''Congo 
Expedition of 1816 "; and 100 more in "Pinkerton' s African Travels" '. The 
incorrect recordings and translations of the two last particularly are 
exposed.. In 1884 Barfield produced The Concords of the Congo Lar\g_uage as 
spoken at Palaballa.3 This is, as he states, 'a contribution to the syntax 
of the Congo tongue', in reality supplementary to Guiness' Grammaro This 
is a roost interesting study of syntax, and deserves l!i.Ore attention tha."1. 
ha.5 hitherto been accorded to it. Bentley records4 that 'the circumstances 
under which these works were prepared - Craven died about this time -
prevented them from being other than provisional'. 

The name of W • Holman Bentley will always be remembered for his monu
mental v.ork on kishiKongo, the Dictionary and Grammar of the Kongo Language, 
'as spoken at San Salvador, the Ancient Capital of the Old Kongo Empire' .. 
Thi.s large publication of over 700 pages5 ~pea.red in 1887 ard was follONed 
in 1895 by a large Appendix() bringing both grammar and dictionary more up 
to date. Bentley was one of the best--knovm of the Baptist missionaries 
in the Congo, and this work of his has remained a standard to today. ·raking 
the main volume and the later appendix together, the 'E~lish-Kongo Diction
ary' oocupies 345 pages (double col.), the 'Kongo-llilglish Dictionary' 366 
pages ( double col.), while of the remainder, 290 pages are devoted to 
grrumnar. Bentley's 'dictionary' is very reliable,but what he ms recoro.ed 

l Cf. 'The Age of Brusciotto' (B.St., VoloIX, No.2, pp.97~); in 1886 a 
Portuguese translation by T. da Silva Leitao e Castro appeared. 

2 By Harley _House, Bow, London; pp.xii + 248 (double col.) + xix. 
3 pp.16o. 
4 Preface (p.xiii) to his 'Dictionary & Grammar of the Kongo Language'. 
5 Baptist Missionary Society, pp.x:xiv + 718. 
6 Bringing the pagination up to 1052. 
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might have been done more concisely: he has an irri ta.ting way of entering 
the same word repeatedly for each separate meaning, instead of listing 
the various meanings under a common entry. The grammar is a sound piece 
of work, and in "the appendix the author has added considerably in illU&-
tra.tive senteJ'lces a.zrl in syntax. 

Nils ,'iestlind, Swedish missionary, produ:::ed. in 1888 his •Grammatika:
liska anmarkningar over kongospraket•, in which the central dialects were 
dealt wi "th. This is a large and important work of 399 pages• 

Father Cambier produced. in 1891 an Essai sur la langue congolaise at 
Brussels. In 1895, the Catholic fathers put out a little book in French 
Elements de la Langue Congolaise 1 , some fifty pages of elementary grammar 
followed by some pages of phrases and short vocabularies. A work of the 
sfil!le size, title and date is attributed to Delplace (by Starr and Bittre
mieux). Del place is also said to lu',ve writ ten .an Essai d 'un die tionna.ire 
Fiote--Fran:;ais in 1898. In 1901 Father R. Butaye published his Grammaire 
Kikongo2, which more or less represents Kibwende and ti1.e speech of Leopold:
ville, and in 1910 his Dictionna.ire Kikongo-Frru:19ais, FranQai~ikongo-5. 
A f'resh editing of this appeared in 1927 entitled Die tionnaire de poche 
KiKongo-Frangais, Frar;2ais--Kikongo, issued by the Mission du Kwan.go. In 
1931 a Petite Grammaire de la langue du Bas-Congo appeared anonymously at 
Leuven. 

Further light, on the comparative side, was given upon Kongo grEm
matical structure with the publica.tion, in 1903, of w.H. Stapleton's~ 
parative Handbook of Congo Languages4. The scope of this book is given 
on the titl&-page, 'a Comparative Grammar of the Eight Principal Languages 
.apoken aJ.ong the banks of the Congo River from ·the West Coast of Africa 
to Stanley Falls, a distance of 1300 miles, and of Swahili, the II lingua 
franca" of t.li.e countr<J stretching thence to the East Coast, with a Corupal:'
ative Vocabulary giving 800 Selected Words f'rom these Languages -wi.th their 
English equivalents, follovred. by Appendices on six other Dialects•. Staple
ton has done a. sound piece of comparative study in this. He consuJ. ted all 
current literature but relied mainly on his personal research with Native 
speakers for all the languages except KishiKongo, of which he wri t~2: 'of 
the Lower Congo language, I know practically nothing at f'irst hand, and 
:iill greatly indebted to Mr. Bentley for permission to use his work; I have 
confined 1l\Y attention to his Grammar and New Testament.' About 1905 E. 
de Boeck published his Langue congolaise, a little book of 30 pages of 
reading exercises. In 1907 appeared "the third edition of unauthenticated 
Phrases graduees en Fran9ais et en Kikongo ou l.a.ngue du Bas-Con&o, of 67 
poges. One of the 'Gaspey--Otto--Sauer' publications wa.J5 devoted in 1910 

1 pp .. 95 
2 A new edition entitled Graromaire Congolaise appeared in 1910. 
3 I have not seen either of these works; H.H.Johnston records the latter 

as a 'Kikongo-Sr1ahili~rench am. Flemish Dictionary' ( 'Comp.Gram. 'Vol. 
I, p.802)~ I have followed Laman's record in his 'Kongo Phonology', 
and ·that ';)f Bittremieux in his 'Mayombsch Idioticon'. 

4 Yakusu, xliii + 326. 
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to La Langue Congolaisel, 'granmaire, vocabulaire systematique, phrases 
graduees et lectures', prepared by A. Seidel and I. Struyf. This is a 
useful graded study a.eali.ng with kishiKongo. Mrs. H.M. Bentley was the 
authores~ in 1911 of a harrly well-bound little Guide de Conversation Frru.
~ais-Congolaise2. She had previously published (in 1896) a.Guide de 
conversation en Francais, Congolais, Portugais, et Hollandais. 5 

We not/ COil):l to the works of the Swedish missionary K.E. Lem.an. As 
early as 1907 he published in Swedish 0m Spraket i ned.re Kor::so4, and in 
1912 a considerable grammar entitled La.robok i Kongo-spraket (kil:ongo)5. 
This latter contained a short preface by Carl Meinhof, the eminent Ban tu 
scholar. Meinhof' s influence is reflected in the full phonetic analysis. 
'l'he grammar is clear]y set forth and gives a clear picture of the phenomma 
in kiKoneo• His English Grammar of the Kont30 Language was published in 
New York in the same year. In 1922 appeared Laman' s pioneer work on 
tone, 'fhe Musical Accent or Intonation in the Kongo Language6o This work 
blazed a new trail in Bantu studies. Not only the existence but the 
importance of tonal recordings was demonstrated and a careful analysis 
of the fonns arrl function of tone in Kon.go w813 uade. The tones were re
corded in part by staff musical notation and in part by a variety of 
diacritical rm.rks. Laman himself later confessed that his treatment 
was somewhat complicated - "Get ouvrage etant tres etendu et d' tme dis
position un peu compliquee, il para.it au commencement manquer un peu cle 
coherence et etre d'une intelligence difficile".7 A more concise resume 
of the phenomenon was therefore included by him in ihe preface8 to his 
great Kongo dic"tionary fourteen years later. A further interesting study 
of Accent in de Kongoleesche talen was contributed to the journal 'Kongo 
Overzee' 9 in 1937 by A. Burssens and G. van Eulck. This Enalysed 'accent' 
in all its aspects, covering the subjects of stress, syllable length and 
tone. In 1928 Laman collaborated with 1Ieinhof in An Essay on Kongo 
Phonology which appeared in the 'Z.::h:.s. 1 10 This was a phonetic stuiy in 
line wi 1h Meinhof' s other Bantu analyses and dealt with -the Central dialects. 
The 'Essay' was reproduced in 1932 in}foinhof's 'Introduction to the 
Phonology of the Bantu Laneuages • ll, the English version of his 'Lau tlehre'. 

l pp.223. 
2 Published by the Ministry of Colonies,Brussels,pp.123. Madame Bentley 

had previously (in 1902) published a 'Petite grammaire fran9ai~' in 
Kongo, in which she included a vocabulaire franQais-congolais I congo
lais-fran2ai.s, which was r~issued separately in 1904. 

3 pp.183 
4 I have not seen a copy of this. 
5 Stockholm, pp.X).."Vi + 336. 
6 Stockhollr., pp.xviii ~ 153. 
7 'Dictionnaire Kikongo--Fr8.nQais', p.xii. 
8 pp.xii - xxxix. 
9 Vol.III, pp.113-164, 177--208. 
10 Bd. 19, pp.12--40. 
11 Oh.VIII 'Kon.go', pp.15.5-175• 
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Laman' s next publication vlaJ3 his Sven.sk-Kikongo Ordbok1- of 1931, which 
paved -the way for his monumental Dictionnaire Kikongo--¥rancais2 ,publish
ed as one of the 'Manoires' of the 'Institut RoyaJ. Colonial Belge' in ]$36° 
This is perhaps the greatest Bantu lexicographical work yet published. 
It contains ne@.rly 1200 pages (double col.) md between 50,000 a.ni 60,000 
entries. Under the tenn 'Kikongo' it covers a large number of dialects, 
incluling the various forms of the Southern kishi.Kongo, the iiestern ka:
Kongo, as well as Yombe, Bembe, etc. Throughout the work the author 
indicated the tones. Ilouns are entered under the prefix of the singular, 
with an indication of the plural where that is necessary. OnJ.y a care
ful selection of derivative fonns has been included. This dictionary, 
one of the best yet produced, lacks however illustrative sentences an:l 
idioms, vrhich would probably have increased its size beyond all bounds. 
The introduction contains a comise phonetic exposition particularly des
cribing the zoore important clialects. K.E. Laman, Yrho was a mission
ary in the Congo fran 1891, has ma.de a great contribution to the study 
of Ban tu languages, and his name is ever to be associated wi-th Ka,go stud
ies. In 1926 P.A. \'/estlind and E. Karln1an produced a little Vocabulaire: 
Fra_n;ais--Kongo, Ko~~ranQais of 32 pages. In 1935 L. de Clercq con
tributed to 'Congo' an article on Le verbe Kikongo, in which he aJ.so 
dealt with Yombe. 

(lb) kaKongo is spoken to the north of the Congo mouth area and 
comprises a number of dialects. The earliest exponent of this form of 
Kongo was, as we have previously noticed4, 'the Abbe Proyart in 1776. Apart 
from Koelle' s vocabularies, the first modern works in this area were by 
Catholic missionaries of the Mission de Landana, who produced in 1890 a 
Di.ctionnaire Francais--Fiote (d.ialecte du Kakongo)5, while one 9f their 
number, Alexandre Visseq, was responsible for a Grammaire Fiote 0 in 1889 
and in the same year a Dictionnaire fiot ou dictionnaire de la langue du 

1 pp.iii, 392. 
2 pp.xciv + ll83 (double col.), with map. 
3 Vol.II, No.1, pp.1-52. 
4 er. 'The .Age of Brusciotto', pp.105-7. 
5 Paris, PP•l.45 (double col.). F.Starr in his 'A Bibliography of Congo 

Languages' (1908) entered as No.l.6 Dictionnaire fiot ou dictionna.ire 
de la langue du Congo, Paris 1889. He notes that he haa, not seen a 
copy. He is probably referring to this 1890 publication, which he 
has fully entered as No.411-7. 

6 pp.64. While Visseq writes in his preface, 'Le present ouvrage est le 
premi~r travail qui ait ete fait sur la langue fiote du Congo, depuis 
des siecles ', A. de Clercq in his 'Grammaire du Kiyombe' records a 
Petite Gr~ire de la Langue fiote (dialecte du Loango) pp.88, by A. 
R. Ussel J.l1 1888, ~ ~so a Grammaire de la langue fiote,dialecte du 
Kakongo by Mgr. Carrie lll 189(); I have not seen copies of either of 
these works. Starr records that the latter has 198 pp. 
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Congo 1 , and Die tionnaire franqais-fiote2, and then a Dictionnaire Fiot
fra.ItQais' in 1890. The gramnar is a very elemen taxy outline. All -these 
books deal more particularly with the Solongo coastal dialect. 

The Vili dialect has been illustrated by the contri.butions of Ohr. 
Marichelle, who published his Dictionnaire Vili-:Francais at Loango in 1902, 
run later his Dict:i.onnaire Fr5ais-Vili in 1912 am. his Methode pratique 
pour l'Etude du Dialecte Vili in 1913. 

In 1907 A.de Clercq contributed a descriptive acconnt of Yombe gram
mar in his Gramma.ire du Kiyombe published in 'Ant. 1 4- A more up-to-dD..te 
treatment, with an improved orthography, has been provided by L.de Clercq 
in his Gramm.sure du Kiyombe5 of 1921. Yombe has further been illustrated 
by the publications of L.Bi ttremieux, the author of Mayornbsch Idioticon6, 
-the first two volwnes of 'Which appeared in 1922, and the third, a sup
plementary volume, in 1927. This is a very considerable Yombe dictionary 
with explanations in Dutch, and a large amount of cyclopaedic inforrnationo 
It is of great linguistic ~ue and includes much illustrative textual and 
idianatic material. Bittremieux published (in 1912) an interesting 
lexical studs" of personal naroos, under the title of Mayombsche Namen; chis 
was later improved and republished in 19 34-. 7 

(2) Ndongo (generally erroneously referred to as kllilbundu), spoken 
in Northern Angola from Loanda to Benguela. In order to keep it d.ist~t 
from uMbundu, which belongs to the Western Bantu Zone, the old and in:ii
genous terrrf3 Ndongo should be used. It h\.s already been observed that the 
second Ban tu book known to have been published, re Coutd s .Gent:iD de Angol~ 
of 164-3, was in this language. In 1697 appeared Dias' Arte da lingua de 
A.ngolalO, the second-lmcwn Bantu Grammar, while the works of Cannecatti.m 
of 1804- and 1.805 have already been noted.11 

1 pp.iv + 156. I have not seen a copy of this. 
2 pp .156. I have not seen a copy of this. 
3 pp.212 (double col.). 
4- Vol.II, pp.41+9-466, 761-794-, 
5 No.5 of the series Bibliotheque-Congo, pp.95. 
6 Conger-Bibliotheek, Nos.10, 11 a.rrl 21, pp.918. 
7 He further contributed to the journal 'Congo' in 1925 and 1926, Onoma:

topee en werkwoord in 't Kongoleesch, in which he demonstrated, es
pecially from Yombe, the importance of this class of words (which we 
now call the 'ideophone'), rut he palnted out ·that they were particular.!¥ 
used by the 'unlettered'. 

8 .J .c -Prichard, in his 1Researohes into the Physical History of Mankind', 
2nd edition 1826, refers to the 'Dongo People'(Vol.I.p.533); and Pao-
conic and de Couto in the 'Gentio de Angola' also refer to ~Ndongo' in 
~ 11 of the 'Observationes' prefaced to the 2nd edition of 1661. 

9 Cf. 'The Age of Brusciotto', p.89. 
10 Cf. 'The Age of Brusciotto', p.103. 
11 Of. 'The Age of Bru.sciotto', p.110. 

A.de
L.de
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Heli Chatelain gives a bibliography of Hdongo literature in his 'Folk

Tales of Angoia•l printed in 1894• From this I cull the following in
form.tion concerning works published during the latter half of the Nin&
teenth Century: In 1864 Dr. Satunri.no de Souza e Oliveira and M.A. de 
Castro Francina published Elementos graIIllW.ticaes da lingua nbundu at 
Loanda. • Written by a Brazilian doctor, assisted by an edooated Native, 
this work is slightly better than that of Cannecattim; but it is as short 
and rare as Pedro Dias' work, which surpasses it in grammatical value. 
In 1864, Dr. Saturnine de Souza e Oliveira began the publication of his 
Diccionario da lingua n'bundu. A large part or the V!hole was printed, 
but never stitched, and only a few unique manuscript s1ips rurl printed 
pages of this valuable work are left. 

'Vocabularies of Ki-Mbundu have been collected by Dr. Livingstone, 
of whose work an unpublished copy exists in the Grey Library, Cape Town; 
by the German explorer Lux, published as an appendix to his book 2 , and 
by the Brazilian Dutra. The vocabulary of the latter was published without 
the author's name, 8..3 an appendix to Capello and Ivens' book 'De Benguella 
as terras de Iacca', Lisboa, 1881. In 1887 it was republished, and again 
without the author's name, by the then Bishop of A~ola and Congo, Don 
Antonio Leitao e Castro. The original manuscript is, for the present, 
in my possession. About 1883 Sebastiao de Jesus completed a Diccionario 
n I bundo, which was not without value, but the author died bef'o re he could 
f'in:l a publisher. It still exists in manuscript-3, but is not worth 
publishing now. 1 

In ad.di tion to the above, H.H. Juhnston rrentions4 a vocabulary by 
Hale published in a report r£ the United States Naval Expedition to Soutlr
west Af'rica in 18~ o 

The one great au ihori ty on this language is, ho;vever, ·the distinguished 
Swiss Missionary Dr. Heli Cha-telain, who died in 1908. A naturalised 
American citizen,he went to Loanda in 1885 1 as pioneer and linguist of 
Bishop William Taylor's self-supporting missions in Af'rica.' His 'duty 
was to acquire the languages, impart them to the Missionaries,and prepare 
grammars, vocabularies, translations and other elementary books needed 
by Missionaries in the course of their labors'. Chatelain' s linguistic 
gifts were very considerable; he was acquainted with Frerdl and German, 
his two native languages, and also English, Italian,Spa..nish, Greek, Latin 
and ~ebrew. He was, however, handicapped by the self-supportill§ scheme, 
and had to study Portuguese and keep himself by private tuition • ..; Apart 
from his well~own book of Folk-tales, his outstanding contribution in 
this area is his Grammatica Elementar do KimbWldlP, a thoroughly competent 

1 pp.23--25. 
2 in JB80. 
3 R.H. Johnston also refers to a MS. dictionary by Jo n,,..;...., d' AJ ·a , a~.......,. ,ti . .me:tJ .a. u.a. 

Cunha. 
4 
5 

6 

'Comparative Study', Vol.I, p.801. 
Apart from learning several Bantu languages, Chatelain 
Afrikaans, spoken by the Boer settlers in Angola. 
pp.:xxiv, 174• 

also mastered 
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work in Portuguese, but with an English rendering of the examples. This 
work which appeared in 1889 was a graded study with practical exercises. 
A German edition, Grund.ziige des Kimbund.u oder der Angol&--Sprachel ap
peared the same yeax, without the practical exercises, but 'enriched by 
mazzy adcli tional notes, and by tables comparing Ki-mbundu with the six 
principal. West Central. African languages. 1 In 1889 Chatelain had also 
published in the 'Z.A.S.' Vocabularies of Mbamba and 'Umbangal.a' (with 
translation in Portuguese, English, Genna.n and Ntlbngo)2. 

Chatelain al.so lists three works by an edt.eated Native,J.D.Cordeiro 
da Matta, a collection of proverbs ancl riddles vd.thPortuguese translation 
in 1891, a 'Ki--Mbundu' Prizoor in 1892, and his Ensaio de Diccionario Ki
mbundu-Portuguez.3 in 1893, which Chatelain consiuers to be the best voc
abulary of the language published up to that tirreo We have no iilfonnation 
of more recent Ndongo studies. 

(3) North-eastern Congo: Kele4 is spoken on both banks of the 
Congo and Lomami Rivers near their junction. So (referred to liI1e-,--uistio-
aJ.l.y as 'Soko' and 'Heso' - the people being 'Baso') is spoken in the 
region of the Aruwimi River mouth. Very little scient:if'ic work has been 
done upon these languages. Both are illustrated in Stapleton's 'Compara
ti ve Handbook of Congo Languages' ( 1903), and. both contribute elements 
to Dr. A. Sims' YaJ.ulema. Vocabula.ry5 of 1887. In 1906 Stapleton contri
buted in the 'Journal ot· the African Society' a short Note on the Kel.e 
Verb; while the Baptist missionaries at Yakusu are responsible for some 
little booklets, e.g. Prefatory Grammar Notes6 on Kele, and Un Vocabulaire 
Fran;ais--Lokele; 7 and in typescript a grammar by W .H. Ford and an in
teresting work The Tonetics of the Lokele Languages by J.F. Carrington, 
elaborated in 1943 in his Tonal Structure of Kele (Lokele) .9 

(4) Middle Congo: All the ma.in languages of this group are illu.s-
trated in Stapleton's 'Comparative Handbook of Congo Languages' (1903). 

(a) Poto is spoken al.ong the northernmost part of the Congo River 
between the MongaJ.a and the Itimbiri. No linguistic work seems to 
bave been done in this language apart from a vocabulary of 'Upoto' 

l Reprinted from the 'Z.A.s.•, 1889, pp.265--314. 
2 Vol.2, pp.109---136, Bemerk en iiber die Samml von Mbamba-Worter uni 

uber das Mba.mba-Volk, -;01.2, pp.13~-~..,, Bemerkungen zu der Sammlung 
von Umbangala:-Worter. 

3 pp.xiv, 174; see al.so the notice of this author anu. his works in Lit. 
Central.bl., 1893, p.4D, by Schuchardt. 

4 This type of KeJ.e is loKele. 
5 pp.35. 
6 pp.16. 
7 pp.12 (double col.). 
8 1940, pp.19 (quarto.) 
9 'African Studies', Vol.II, pp.193--209. 
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in H.H. Johnston's 'Uganda Protectorate', anu Stapleton's comparo.tive 
work. Poto is no,, spoken by a mere ha.ndf'ul of i::eople in one commun
ity. 

( b) Ngo:nbe oia1P-cts are spoken in seve:cal d.ifferc::;nt areas both north 
and south of ihe northernmost bend of 1te Congo River. Maes and Boone 
in 'Les ?euplad..es du Congo Belge' (pp.239-2li,O), give five areas as 
follows: • l O

) clans la region de la Lua superieure, awe environs cie 
Bosobolo; 2°) cl.ans la region s'etandant de Bomborna a Akula sur la 
Mongala; 3°) dans la Lulonga et l'Ikelen1ba inferieures; 4°) sur la 
rive gauche de la Lomela; 5°) sur la rive eauche du fleuve Corl[;O et 
la Lopori superieurc'. The first work of scientific importa~e_ which 
appeared on this l~uage was l/.. Guillo.in' s Grarrmaire Lingombt::.l pub
lished at New Antwe11) in 1925. In l<J37 E .A. and L 0 Huskin produced 
their !Totes on the Gramrnur of Li.ngornbe; some 60 pa£es with 150 pages 
of' Vocabularies. This V/Ork o.ves much to earlier work in manuscript 
by w.H.'lfhite, Miss Cork, Mrs.W.Forfeitt and J. Davidson. The TonaJ. 
Structure of the Ngombe Verb by E.W. :Price is a short paper con
tributed to 'African Studies' in 1944. 

(c) 1!ongo2 rrey be considered as the principaJ. of a cluster of closely 
allied languages including Nkundu. Ba.rly writers used the tenn 
Lolo for the language spoken between the Lulonga-¼foringa river sys tern 
and the Tshuapa River in the south; l;fongo proper lies east of this 
to the Lopori River; ·while Nkurtlu, to the south, extends alroost as 
far as the Lukenie River. Stapleton in 1903 statea.3: 'How far the 
dialect of Lolo given in this book ( e;ene rally known as Lu-nkundu) 
reaches is not knovm, but it is probable that Lolo in its different 
di.alee ts is spoken by a greater number of people (with the possible 
exception of Ngombe) than is any other Upper River language'. 

In 1887 J.B. Eddie published 'A Vocabulary of Kilolo, as spoken 
by the Bankund.u, a section of the Balolo tribe at Ikengo (Equator), 
Upper Congo'. This 1~ contained a few introductory notes on the gram
mar. From this Miss L .. M. de Hailes of the Congo Ba1olo Mission com
piled her little Kilolo-English Vocabula.ry5 of 1891. In 1893 appeared 
A Guide to the Lunkundu Languag~, prepared by J. and F.T.McKittricJc6. 
A second edition7, corrected and enlarged, was issued in 1897• 'l'he 
actual grarra:natical lessons are of the slightest; the na.in bocly of the 
book is made up of conversations, passages for reading and then voc
abularies, with a vocabulary of 1Iongo added. In 1903 A. & L. Ruskin 

1 Referred to by Burssens. I rave not seen this. 
2 Reference may be made to the particulars and maps given by Maes and 

Boone in 'Les Peuplades du Congo Belge' pp.103--4, 24,6--e49, 291-2. 
3 'Comparative Handbook of Congo Langu~es', page 9 of introduction. 
4 PP• V + 203. 
5 pp.159. 
6 PP• iv+ 230. 
7 PP• iv + 266, with ad.di tional blank pages f'or notes. 
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produced Outlines of the Gralllmar of the Lomo o e1, a cone ise 
little exposition o the salient points of the grammar. Naturally 
terminology and classification are of the I old style'. In 1913 A. 
F. Henaey produced in a. large work of 427 pages h:is English--Lonkundo 
and Lonkund.o-English Vocabulary. In 1914 Mr. Eldred published~ 
nkundo-Fra.nc;a.is, being Lessons in French, a little book of 35 pages. 
In 1917 appeared E.R. Moon's First Lessons in Lo-Nkundo,af 73 pages. 
Mr. & Mrs. Ruskin ma.de a valuable contribution to Bantu linguistic 
studies in 1928, when they published A Dictionary of the Lomongo 
Langua.ge2. The first section, pp .1-~s 'Lomongo-Englis!'H'renclt 
and the second, pp • .347-651, is 'Engli.sh-Lomongo' • It is an exten
sive record of the language containing nruch idiomatic rua. terial, and. 
recording numerous ideophones, which the authors treat as 'indecl:i.nable 
adverbs, derived from verbs'. Some, of course, such as kombe from 
komba are fonned from verbs, but the greater number, such as kombo, 
form -the b9.Sis of verbs(e.g. kombola). Bibliographies of the Musee 
du Congo Belge make reference to two works by Verpoorten, published 
at 'Gand' before 1930: Gra.mmaire Lokundo (92 pp.) and Vocabulaire 
Lokundo (106 PF~. I have not seen either of these. A valuable stuqy 
of the granmar of this group appeared ·-1,-ith the publication in 1938 
of G. Hulstaert' s Praktische Grann:na. tic a van het Lonkundo (Lomongo)}. 
Tone cranges are carefully recorded and consistently marked. Hul
staert h'.\d already made a special study of tone in his 'Ant.• article 
Les Tons en Lonkundo, and in his article in 'Kongo--Overzee• (1935) 
Over de tonen in het Lonkundo. This grammar, while stereotyped 
European methods and nomenclature are retained, is framed for prao
tical ends, being arranged with a series of graded exercises replete 
with valuable idiomatic examples. In 1939 he contributed a valuable 
study dealing with tonetics, S_praakleer van het Lonkundd+. 

Closely parallel to Mo:ngo is Ntomba, spoken by a people to the 
west of the Nkundu, on the eastern side of Lake Leopold II and the 
southern shores of Lake Tumba. For our knowledge of this langua,ge 
we are indebted to two publications by L. Gilliard, his Grammaire 
Synthetigue de Lontomba5 and his Grammaire Pra tig_ue Lontornba6, both 
of 1928. The f'ormer contains a short exposition (pp.45) of the 
gra.nmar followed by extensive vocabularies (Franqais-;[,ontomba.,i:p . 82, 
and Lontanba-Fran9ais, pp.167). The 'practical' gra!!!JTlar is set 
up in the form of exercises. Much about the sane time American 
Baptist Missionaries were using a little cyclostyled Suggest:iDns for 

l pp.xii+ 76. 
2 By E.A. & L. Ruskin, Christian Li tera.ture Society, PP• viii + 651 

(double col.); the authors refer to 'Mrs. lfackenzie' s Gri::1111mar of 
Mongo' and 'Mr. Hensey' s Vocabulary of Mo~• • 

.3 Published at Antwerp, pp.viii+ 272. 
4 Published by: De Sikkel. 
5 pp • .304. 
6 pp.92. 
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a LoNtomba Grammar, quarto, pp.29, i? which the elements were set out. 

AJ.s~ a.D.ied are the Kuba ( or Bushongo) , Tetela ( or 'Tetela -
Nkutshu') and Kela language~ though the exact relationship of these 
has not yet beendetennined. Certain spasmodic contributions upon 
some of these have been made. Hega.rding Kuba, P.Denolf contributed 
to 'Congo'l in 1932 Lukuba, Taal der Bakuba, in 't bizon:ler de 
gewesttaal der Mpianga, which included a smaJ.l vocabulary of 'Tshi
l".lb&-1/laarns~h-Bakuba'. In the same year A.B. Bdmiston published 
a large Grammar and Dictiona of the Busho a or Buk.uba La u e. 
The grrurunatical section of this PP• 1-209 is fairly· full an:1. was 
based in me thocl upon Morrison' s work in Lub&-f..ulua. The die tionary 
part (pp. 2'.l.~19) constitutes a valuable section.Linguistic evidence, 
as well as what Tord.ay observes, bears out the theory that these 
people were originally of Sudanic origin but have adopted a Bantu 
language - they still have remnants of the old non-Bantu 'Lumbila' 
tongue. For Tetela, P. van Hove contributed to 'Ant.' 2 in 1911 a 
short Esq_uisse de la la:rlf,ue des l'/ankutshu, and E.Handekyn a Spraak
kunst der Wankutshu-taal to 'Congo' 3 in 1927. 

( d) Ngala, as a pure Ban tu tongue is spoken on the north and south 
banks of the Congo River between 18°30' and 21° East longitude.This 
language is today called 'LingaJ.a' , though it is based on the speedl 
of the Mangala people .4 The influence of this language has extended 
over a great part of Northern Congoland. in a mixed an:l corrupt form 
which goes under the designation of 'Bangala' • As early as 1891 
Cambier treated of the Ngala of Limboko area in his Essais sur la 
langue congolaise5. This was also dealt with by Stapleton in his 
'Comparative Handbook' in 19035 but in tile sruoo year Stapleton 
published S est.ions pour Wl.e Grammaire du 1 B a.la' La 'lin 
franca' du Haut Coneo b, in which he recognised the growth of the 
mixed commercial and administrative langua,ge, and attempted to retard 
its downward progress by presenting and advocating grammatical rules 
to preserve its Bantu character. An English translation of this 
book was issued the same year. 7 Meanwhile E. de Boeck put out in 

l Vol .. XVIII• 
2 Vol. VI., pp.38,5-4020 
3 Vol 0 VIII, pp.52--61, 2!5--230, 377-399• 
4 An informative discussion of the position of this language is contri

buted by J. Tanghe in his Le Ling al a, la langue du fJ_euve, :in ~ Review 
'Congo', 0ct.1930., pp.l-18. 

5 pp.viii + 124. 
6 B.M.S. Yakusu, j + 11+-6, containing phrases and a vocabulary of sone 

2000 words; a new edit ion appeared in 1911 wi1h the title !Propositions', 
instead. of 'Suggestions•. 

7 Secord ed.i. tion in 1914 1 revised and enlarged ~ Frank Longland!; g~ 
mar pp.l--50., vocabularies and phrases PP.•51-178. 
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1904 his Gram.mire et Vocabulaire du 'Ba.ngala' ou Langue du Hau t--Conad; 
follo-.·,ing this vii th two publications dealing with the real 'liNgala', 
Notions du L" ,ala ou 1 ue du Haut-fleuve 2 , and Lin8ala: Petit 
voco.bulaire et phrases usuelle . In 1908 appeared 'Dangala' ,Langue 
Conunerciale du Haut--Congo4-, by .A.Courboin, a manual of conversation, 
includil')f; a few pages of very elementary [;rammar. In this I Baneala' 
is given as it is spoken,not as lant,'"TUage students V/Ould like to hear 
it spoken, and the pie ture one gets of it is of' a 18.Il[,ruage approaching 
the I piclJ;in I stage, though still much more Ban tu in its cons true ti on 
than the I Kitchen Kaf'ir of South Africa. In 1910 Capt.T.C .Mackenzie 
published, through the Intelligerce Department of the Sudan~Government 
at Cairo, a very small yocabulary of the Bangala La.ry:;uage.J, 'as spoken 
in the Lado District, Mon.e;alla Province'. Same phrases are included. 
In 1926 C. Elge published at Antwerp his little Dictionnaire BaiEala
Frangais-Flar.iand 0 in three sections: (1) 'FraD9aj_s-Bangala', (2) 
'Vlaamsch-Bangala', (.3) 'Bangala-fran9ais-Flanand'. Elge also wrote, 
in Hederlands and .r'rench, Benige Begrippen van Lin<£ala, met Wooro.en
lijst en gebruikelijke Volzinnen (undated). The 'Missionnaire~ de 
Scheu t' published a handj' little Vocabulaire Lingala-Fra.ngais, I•'ra.n-
9ais-:Lingala7, which has hacl wide use. Three publications c rune out 
in 1927: E. de Boeck's Cours theorique et pratique de Lineala, avec 
vocabulaire et phrases usuelles; a publication without author's name, 
Elements de lu Gramrnaire Bangala dE:...J:'Uele, suivis cl'un vocabulaire; 
and van Mol' s J3augala Spraalcleer met Woordenlijsto. In 1928 E.Rubben 
contributed an important study of the lan 6ruage in hi.s Leg ons pratiques 
de lingala, a book of 257 pages, which I have not seeno In 1939 
l,1alcolm Guthrie, a missionary of the BeMoSo, put students of Bantu 
in his debt by a splendid little treatise entitled Grammaire etDic
tionnaire de Lingala (la langue universelle actuellernent parlee sur 
les deux rives de la partie centrale du fleuve Congo)9. This is a 
careful analysis of the riverine language in its true Ban tu form.. The 
orthoGraphy is careful]s' worked out. There is an exposition of in
tona tion and the tones are marlced througho·ut the grammatical, diction
ary and conversational parts of the book. He had previously (in 19.35) 
edited, in English, a Lingala Grammar and Die tiona:r;?-0, of which the 

1 pp.163. 
2 pp.30, 190q.. 
3 pp.31, 1906. 
4 pp.ix+ 146; another edition (also undated) is pp.367 (9·5 x ll+cms). 
5 pp.47. 
5 pp.227. 
7 pp-344-. The copy I have consulted is a 2nd edition undated.· 
8 pp.15.3. 
9 f'P•X+l91; grammar pp.1-,7; French-:Lingala Dictionary, pp.81-127j Lingala:--

1''rench Dictionary, pp.1.31-160; Manual of Conversation pp.16~189. 
10 The results of the \'it:>rk of a Cornmi t tee of Missionaries, J .H. Marker, 

D.c. Davies, W .H. Edwards and A.B. 1-'almer, called at Yalemba in 1931. 
This contained 59 pages of Grommar and 170 pages of Vocabularies. 
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'Grammaire' is a revised French version. Guthrie further contributed 
an article to the 'B.s.o.s.' on Tone Ranges in a 'l'wer-Tone La.ngua.r;e 
(Lirl[:a.J..<::i.) in 19l~. 1 There are several dialectal fonns of 'Ngala' , 
of one of which l.1abale J. Tanghe has given some textual examples, 
but no grammatical anaiysis. For Buja dialect there are r. Schilb
beeckx's Grrunmaire et Vocabulaire LizEala--Budja of 1925 and L. Toulmond~ 
Essai de grammaire d'Ebud.ja, which appeared in 'Congo' 2 in 1937 • 
Mention might also be made c£ a 1916 publication, Welle Tutor and 
Vocabulary (no author's name given). 

(e) Bangi, also called 'Yanzi 1 are found in two d1stinct areas: (1) 
on the left bank of the Congo between Lake Tumba and the Kwa mouth 
of the Kasai, and in French Equatorial Africa on the opposite bank 
of the Congo, where they occupy :\ vast territory of the basins and 
watersheds of the Ali.ma and Sanga Rivers; and (2) in the triangle 
formed by the confluence of the Kasai anu Kwango Rivers. 

Ao Si.ms was the author of A Vocabular:y of Kibangi I as spoken by 
the Babangi ( commonly called Baya.nsi) on the Upper Congo from Kwa 
mouth (Kasai) to Liboko (Bangala) ', in 18863 • In 1899 appeared J • 
Whitehead' s well---kno.rn Grammar and Dictionary of ihe Bobangi Langua.g~ 
which is the main authority we have for this language. Most of the 
book is devoted to fairly comprehensive vocabularies, and only 80 
pages to the grammatical part. Whitehead recognised the existence 
and importance of tone, but the ind.ica tion of this qy diacritic marks 
in addition to their use to shew modified quality in vowels produced 
a very difficult orthography. For instance lo.v tone was generally 
indicated by a bar above the vowel, but in the case of the 'modified' 
vo.vels e and o, they were read. thus as of low tone and :iniic a ted e 
and o if of high tone; e th~ appeared as e, e, e, e and even t! i1 
a I rtlsed' tone needed specifically to be marked. -Stapleton tre;ted 
of the language in his 'Comparative Handbook';. but little further 
attention has been paid to its scientific stl.ld¥ since Whitehead'a 
publication. 

In 1940 AeGoW • MacBea th published Bobangi in 'l\'renty-one Lessons5, 
a practical book wi ·th Exercises and Key. In it Vlere included !!1a.!1Y 
ideophones under the name of 'indeclinables'. It is based on Whit&
head's work. 

1 'B.s.o.s.• vo1.x, pp.469-47s. 
2 pp.j61-376, 431-525. 
3 pp.xi, 111. Sims is further credited with a Ham.book c£ Bobaffii (1888-

89), but I have no definite particulars of this. (Cf. Starr's 'Bibli
ograpey', No-490; and Whitehead's Grammar, Preface p.vi.) 

-4- PP• xix + 4-99. 
5 pp.iv -f' 103. 
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Regarrl .. ing the Dzing dialect, J .Mertens devoted the second pa.rt 

of his Les Ba Dzi.ng de la Kamtsha. (1938) to a study of the grammar 
of the language. 

(5) ~: spoken on right bank of the Congo over a large area of 
French Equatorial. Africa from the Alima River to the Djoue and. around 
Stanley Pool. There are numerous dialectal types of this illustrated in 
Koelle's 'Polyglotta Africana'. The 'Itio' or real Teke dialect is illus
trated in A.SiJns' Vocabulary of the Kite~ 'as spoken by theBateke (Batio) 
and kindred. Tribes on the Upper Congo', (2 vols)l published in 1888. The 
'Ifumu' or Eastern Teke is illustrated by Father JoCalloch in his Vocab
ulaire Francais-Ifumu (Bateke)2, with a grarrmatical sketch in 1911~ 9.'i1:cI""In 
his Manuel de Conversation de la l.angue itekee (Brazzaville)he dealt with 
kiSantu. In 1927 K.E. Laman contributed to the 'Festschrift Meinhof' 3 
an article on The Musical Tone of the Teke L~~ 

(6) Bira, or Kumu----Bira, spoken in the Belgian Congo to the west of 
Lake Alber~For this group we have Aloys' Vocabulaire Kikurm.1-~ifransa, 
printed at Stanleyville, undated; two short notes in 'Kongo-Overzee' by 
L.Maeyen.s: De bilabiale, stemhebbend.e implosief in het kiBira4•, and ~ 
inlandsch Lied en bet Muzikaal Accent met sernantische fwictie bi_j de Ba:----
bi.raS, both published in 1938a In 1939 C. Meinhof published in the 1Zo 
i:s":"• 0 an informative article, Die Sprache der Bira, dealing with phono
logy and grammar. 

(7) ~, or Bwale, with dialect Ngelima amongst others, is spoken 
on the south bank of the Welle River, 24°--26° E. and from 2°-3o5() 0 N .. The 
people are surrounded by Sudanic Azand.e, and the language is no doubt 
influenced thereby, as it is an extreme type. In 1924 P.Gerfu--d publishfil 
at Brussels La langue Lebeo, gramrnaire et vocabulaire, dealing vd. th this 
language. A. de Calonne-Beaufaict in his Les Ababua (undated) devoted 
PP•4l.0-451 to grammatical notes and a vocabulary of 'Libwa.le'. 

( 4] CENTRAL ZONE 

Position: Central., Eastern and Southern Congo andNorthern Rhodesia, 
roughly bounded. by Angola on the west, Lake Tanganyika on the east 3 4 ° 
south latitude in the north am. the Zambesi Valley in the southD 

1 'An Engliah-Kiteke Vocabulary', pp.190 (sin,gle col.), 1886; 
Kitek&----E.nglish Vocabulary', pp.J.60 (single col.). 

2 pp• i V, 346 • 
.3 pp 0 118-124--
4 Vol.IV, 1, pp.23, 24. 
5 Val.IV, 5, pp.250-259. 
6 Band XXIX, Heft 4, pp.24].-2t>7. 

a.,d 'A . 
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Characteristics: The ma.in distinguishing features of this zone are: 

(i) 

(ii) 

The occurrence of both monosyllabic and disyllabic prefix 

forll5 • 
Houn classes to indicate augmentative, diminutive and 

locative forms ( including the pures"t Ban tu type of loc-

ative). 
A relatively simple type of phonology. 
Basic uninf'luenced phonetic combi.no.tions. 

(iii) 
(iv) 

(v) 
( vj .. j 

A certain degree of vowel and nasal. harmony. 
A high development of verbal derivatives. 
A high developroont of ideophones. I • •• 

~ V-J.!.J 

( viii) A three-tone system. 

The most important la.nguages 1 in this zone may be rougt,.]3 classif'i ed. 

as follm;s: 

( l) Luba group: 

(2) 

( 3) 

(4) 

(a) Luba, with numerous dialectal varieties: 
Kaonde, Hemba, Luna-Inkongo, Songe. 

(b) Luunda (of Kambove). 
( c) Kanyoka. 
(d) Hkoya, Mbwera. 

Bemba group: 

(a) Bemba, dials. Tabwa, Mambwe , Lungu. 
(b) Aushi. 

" (c; Lanilia, dials. Wulima, Sews., Luano. 
(d) Bisa. 
(e) Lala, dial. Maswa~a. 
(f) Namwanga. 
(g) Fipa. 

Tonga group: 

Lulua, Sanga, 

( a) 
(b) 
(c~ 

Tonga, dials .. Northern & Southern, We, Totela. 
Ila, diaLs. Lund.we, Mala. 
Mukuni ( or Lenje) , dial. Twa. 

Zambesi group ( allied to Tonga): 

( a) Subi.yao 
(b) Luyi. 
(c) Leya. 

1 Many languages upon which there is no literature available are omitted 
from this classification. Further knowledge IDB3 make it essential to 
include a number of these. 
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(1) Luba Group. 

(a) Luba: Thi.3 large cluster of languages stretches over a vast 
area of Central and Southern Belgian Congo from ·Angola to Tanga.I\Yika. 
The lll8J\Y varieties have not yet been fully studied with a view to a:ny 
unification, but they are found in the districts of Kasai, Sankuru, 
Lomami, Lulua, Tanganyika--Moero, Manyema and Haut--Luapula. Mgr.de 
Cleroq writes of itl, 'Ainai done, le Tshiluba se trouve etre la 
plus repandue de toutes 1.es langues :inligenes du Congo Be]ge'. Burssens 
dj_l;l.tingQishes between 'kiLul'a' of the Katanga and 'tSffiuba' or ' bu
Luba' of the Kasai, and divides the speakers of the latter into m 
Western Baluba (listing 21 tribal names), (2) the Bena.~uluwa, and 
(3) the Bena-Konji. 2 

In considering the literature dealing with this cluster we find 
ourselves faced with the folloring divisions treated: ( i) Western, 
Lub&-Lulua; ( ii) Eastern, ,Lub&-Hemba; ( iii) Southern, Luba,-Sanga; 
(iv) Horth em, Lun&-Inkong o; ( v) Central, ' Luba commW1e1; ( vi) Songe c£ 
the North, and ( vii) Kaonde of the South. 

Of the Western type, that of Lub~ulua, the earliest stuay we 
have is A. Jannsens' Elements du dialecte Muluba,Haut Kassai, of 185 
pages, published by the Mouvement geographique in 1895. '.l'wo years 
later appeared A. de Cleroq' s Grammaire de la langue Ben~uluao.3 In 
1906 'ii .Jt!. Morrison of the .American Presbyter.inn Congo M.:ission published 
his Grammar and Dictiona of the Buluba--Lulua la 'U e a.s s oken in 
the Upper Kasai and Congo Bas· , a work of very considerable merit. 
A revision of the grammatical part, brought up-to-date i..'1. spelling, 
was published by a 'Committee on revision' in 1930, entitled Grammar, 
of the Bulub&-Lulua La.ngua.ge5~ T.C. Vinson ha.d prepared and publishe~ 
a supplement to the dictionary part of Morrison's work, and a dio
tionary committee, consisting of v.A. Ander:wn, W.F.11cElroy and G.T. 
McKee, issued an enlarged dictionary, in 1939, entitled Dictionary 
of the Tshiluba Langua.ge7, containing both Luba-English and English-

1 A. de Clercq in his 'Gramma.ire pratique de la langue Luba', of 19110 
2 A. Burssens in 'Africa' Vol.XII, pp.267-8. 
3 Brussels, 1897, ppovii+llO; I have not seen a copy either of this or 

of Jannsens' work.They are listed by Starr as Nos.200 and 310 respectiYe-
1.y in his 'Bibliograpey of Congo Languages'. De Clercq also wrote a 
follI'-Page pamphlet in Z.A.o.s., 1900• 

4 pp.x+417; in 1914 Morrison published a S:mlpl:ified Grammar c£ the Baluba 
Language, 26 pages only; he wa.s also responsible for a Luba--i.ulua Exel:
cise Book of 50 pages. 

5 PP• X + 189. 
6 in 1918. 
7 PP• vi + 134 + 173• 

Mgr.de
rLul.ua
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Luba sections. These publications give a very clear picture c£the 
western type of Luba. Other works on Western Luba. ~ lud.e A.C. 
McKinnon's Dictionnaire FranQais-Buluba, Buluba-Fran9aisl printed 
at Luebo jn 1929; and L.Achten's Vocabulaire des Populations de la 
Region du Kasai~ulua-Sankuru, ~ublished by J. Maes in the 'Journal 
de la Sooiete des .A:fricanistes'"'- in 1934. Two small works have been 
published on the Ke te dialect: D.W. Snyder's Kikete Primer of 1895, 
and A. de Clercq' s Esquisse de la. langue Bakete of 1898, contributed 
to -the I z.A.O.s.' (Vol-IV, pp.316-336). 

For the Eastern type, Luba-Hemba, we have two publications by 
J. Vandenneiren, viz. Grammaire de la langue Kilub~emba.3 (1912) and 
Vocauulaire: Kiluba Hemba:--Fran9ais, F'ran9ai~iluba Hemba4 ( 1913) • 
These are very handy little books of practical size5 published by 
the Ministere des Colonies, Bnucelles. 

Southern Luba, Luba-Sanga of the Katanga district, was first 
exemplified by CoA• Swan of the Garenganze Mission in his Notes en 
the Grammatjcal Constrmtion of Chiluba in 11392. This rare little 
item was made up of a brief grammatical outline of 20pages,followed 
by 32 pages of vocabularies (either way) and a translation of the 
first six chapters of John's Gospel. In 1~08 J,M.Jenniges proa.uced 
a little work in French, Trai te de Kiluba--Banga 0 , a brief gramrna tical 
outline published by the Etat Independant du Congo; and in the 
following year appeared a Dic~ionnaire Fran9ai&-Kiluba by Emile 
Jenniges; I have not seen this. About the year 19ll J.A. Clarke 
prepared a Lubfh.Sanga Grammar. 'l'his was produced in a number of 
roneod copies7 for the use of missionaries cf tt:e Garenganze Mission. 
It is a pains taking piece of work and of considerable reference va1ue, 
consisting af three parts, Grammar (pp,.1-146), Idiomatic phrases and 
folk texts (pp.1-17, l~), and English-Luba-Sanga Vocabulary (pp.l,-
51).. In 1915 Clarke published frcrn Madras his Bnglish Chi-1.uba
Sanga Vocabular:ycl, which comprised parts II and III of the previous 
work preceded by a few pages of grammatical notes and tables. Clarke 
also prcxlooed a book of 'Frereh Ki-Luba Exercises• and a book of 
'Vooabulary rurl Phrases'. Another little book on this dialect was 
First Lessons in Kiluba9 by H. Womersley of the Congo Evangelistia 

l pp.208 
2 Paris: Vol.IV, No.2, pp.2ll et seq. 
3 pp.302. 
4 pp.1046; Luba-F~ais occupying pp.15-276 

Luba pp. 279-1046 ( double col.). 
5 l4 X 8 • _5cms • 
6 pp.44. 
7 Koni Hill, Katanga; pp.230 quarto, typed. 
8 pp.127 0 

9 pp.vi + 66. 

(single col.), and Francaia-, 
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Mission, printP.d in 1932. In 1937 H. Roland produced a Gran.mai~ 
de ~ langue Kisangal, and in the f'oJ.lowr.ing year a ~u.aireFran= 
Qaia--Kisanga. I have seen neither of these a 

Another Southern dialect of Luba is the Kao.ncle of North-western 
Rhodesj_a_, and of this R.E. Broughall Wooo.s, a-Native Commissioner, 
published in 1924 A Short Introd.uctQ!.',Y Die tionar;r of the Kaonde 
Language, wi 1h English-Kaonde Appendi~ This is quite a useful 
vocabulary but hardly worthy of t.b.e title of 'dictionary'. 

Of' Luna-Inkongo or Nortre rn Luba we have onlv \1f .H. Westcott' s 
Concise Grammar of Lrma Inkongo3 ~ a very sketchy '.;utline, published 
in Bristol, undated; but in another Northern type, So~s, A. Se.meJn 
published, about 1923, as Ho.XIV of the 'Bibliocheque-{!ongo' La Langue 
Kiso_E.ge. Gramma.ire 2 Vccab~ire:_!'_££Y_~.Q._esli-, a short but reliable 
compendium. 

There have been movements toV£ard.:s the recognition of a Central 
type or"' Luba, one which will simplify adm:inistra.tive contacts. This 
has ·been 1.---eferred to as 'Luba commune' o As early as 1889 c.G. 
Buttner had made a f'ourtee!!--Page contribution Zu..--c Gra.mmatik der Ba:-
lubasprache to the "ZoAoS. 1 5; but the most noto.ble contr:i.bution Ylas 

made by A. de Clercq vmo published in 1903 his Gr?Jl)Illaire de la langue 
Luba, a 1.arge rrork of over 500 pages 6

19 or which pp.151-31.3 are devoted 
to a 'Vocabulaire Luba:-Frani;:ais', and ppo.3l.5-50l:- to a 'Vcc2J:>ulaire 
Fr8.n?ais~uba'. In 1911. de Clercq produced his Grammaire --~"tig_ue 
de la langue Luba7 , a class book, and in 1929 his Nouvelle Granunaire 
Luba8, f'ramed f'or the assistance of those who have daily contact 
with the Natives but do not require an academic knowledge of the 
language. In writing of' the language treated <le Clercq says: 'Ce 
n'est pas le dialecte d'une region detenninee? c::est plutot la 
langue coIIUilll1.e qui, de par la frequence des communications entre 
les Noire des di verses regions, et de par la conpenetra.th:m des tr~ 
s I est f'ormee tout naturellemento 1 In 1914 de Clercq had published 
his big Die tionnaire Luba: Luba-Franc; ais, Franc;ais-i.uba9, a book 
of' nearly 600 pages. This was later re-issued in two volumes, 
'Luba-FraI19ai.s 1lO in .1936, and 'Fran-;ais--iiuba 111 in 1937• Mention 

l. ppolll • 
2 pp.234; Kaorrle-English 1-1.80, English-Kaonde 183--234• 
3 pp.98 .. 
4- pp.152, of' which only 24 pages are devored to grammar, 108 be:ing devoted 

to the Vocabulaire Fr~ais-Kisonge. 
5 Vol.II, pp.220-33• 
6 Brussels, pp.vi, 7 + 504; I have not seen this. 
7 PP• 2 + vi + 151; a 2l,.--pa.ge supplement was added in 1920. 
8 pp.102. 
9 Brussels: pp.vii+ 583. 
10 Leopoldvil.le, pp.vii + 307. 
ll Leopoldville , pp• vi + 27 J+. 
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might here be made of a short article

1 
by de Clercq on Le Verbe en 

langue Luba which appeared in 'Congo' in 1925. 

Quite a number of other publications on Luba have appeared, and 
mention might be made of the contributions of r,rere Ga.l:riel(Ve--~ 
In 1921 be produced his Etude du Tshiluba~ containing a I Luba-French' 
vocabulacyo Reprints have appeared, including a fourth edition of 
the grammatical part: ~tude des langues congolaises bantoues avec 
applications au Tshilub~o3 The vocabulary portion appeared lat~r as 
Dictionnaire Tshiluba--f'ra.riQai.s4. In the same year, 1921, he published 
at Brussels his Dictionnaire Frarn;ais-Kiluba.5 Brother Gabriel' s 
work is highly rated. H.Quinct in 1926 "l~TOte a i>eti te Grammaire de 
la langue Kiluba ( Tshiluba) du Congo Belge (Province du Kasai) of 35 
pages; and in the same year a Vocabulaire frqncais-kiswahili-kilnba 
du Congo be~ of 91 pages. In 1927 came van Scheut's 1-'etit vocal>
ulaire Tshiluba-Fr~Qais of 123 pages; and in 1928 A. Verbeken•s 
Abreae de Grrunmaire Tshiluba of 60 pages. An undated, W1Credited 
publication, issued from Lusambo, Imprime rie .Ecole Professionelle, of 
200 pages was the polyglot Vocabulaire 1 I•'ran~ais- Ki tuba- Tshilub&
Tshisonge-Tshikub~shi tetela,deali.ng vii.1h a number of Congo Janguages 
belonging to various groups. 

In the modern study of Luba the recently~stablished6 journal 
'Kongo-Overzee' has p]ayed a large part.. In thi.s the pioneer worker 
Ao de Clercq contributed his Lubataa.1--Studie to Vols.I and II• In 
the realm of phonology and tonolog;y A• Durss~ns made a number of 
valuable contributions between 1936 and 1939'. Further contributions 
have been made by him in conjunction with s. Peera.er. - In 1939 he 
contributed Le TS1luba... Lan~a. Intonation to 'Africa'(). Burssens' 
greatest work, however, was his monograph, 'l'onologische Schets van het 
Tshiluba (Kasayi, Belgisch Kongo)9, published in 1939 at Antwerp. 

l VolGVI, pp.723-730. 
2 ppoXV + 297• 
3 Turnhout, undated, pp.155. 
4 Brussels, undated, pp-v + 134• 
5 ppoii + 241• 
6 Vol.2, urrl.er the editorship of Dr. Amaat Burssens of the University of 

Ghent, appeared in 19.34• 
7 Het Tshiluba en de phonologische 'Africa' Spellin,& (1936); Tonologisch 

0nderzoek van het Luba: Het 'Hoo:fdtelwoord' (1938); Het Partikel -A 
in het tshiLub~ (1938); Tonologisch 0nderzoek van de co.Eula DI in het 
ts~Luba 1938; Tonologisch 0nderzoek van het Aanwijzend Woord in het 
tshiLuba (1939; Tonolo isch 0nderzoek van het Substitutieve Pronomen 
in het tshiLuba (1939 ; Linguistisch 0nderzoek in Centraal--Katanga· 
he t kiLuba als Toon ta.a:I; ( 193 9) ; etc. - ' 

8 Val.XII lJo.3, pp.267-284. 
9 pp.xiv+ 2.32. 
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This is a fine grammat.ical study af trn language on a thorough tonetic 
basis, a model of careful work. It contains a notable bibliography 
of Ban tu linguistics on pages 20~21. 

It is possible that in the future Luba wilJ. play an increasinely 
important part among the Native lanf;uages af the Be].eian Congo. J:>ro
fessor E. de Jonghe in an article in 'Congo' in 1933 entitled ~ 
Lane;ues Communes au Congo Belge examined the language s:i:b.lation there. 
He emllnerated the four roost important la.nf;u.ages imposed over large 
areas of -the Congo as (~iJSwahili, (li)Ngala, ( tshi)Luba and (ki) 
Kongo. He pointed out tna t under European influence Swahili, in 
its local (ki)Ngwana form had been degraded to 'un vulgaire sa.bir'; 
that similarly Kongo had been degraded to the speech called 'Fiote'-; 
tha t Hgala, in its 'Bangala' form, does not meri. t the name of li temry 
language; while Luba, called 'Baluba' ,was the least defonned of allo 
He emphasised the.t each of the four languages had ahost af dialectal 
variants and each required standardisation and unification. De 
Jonghe then pointed out the great advantage of one official Native 
language for the whole colony, and after discussing the merits and 
handicaps of each, unhesitatingly voted that Luba should be so 
recognised and developed. De Jonghe has urged this thesis in other 
publications (e.g. 'Senaine Missiologie Louvain'l933, and the Bull. 
Inst.R.Colon.Belge' 1935), and has received considerable support, 
e.g. by eh. Badoux in 'Outre Mer', 1936. 

(o) Luunda: Spoken in the Katansa distr:ict of the Belgian Congo. 
This must be rigidly dif'ferentiated from Lund.a, belong:ing • to the 
West-central zone. fio dictionary or vocabulary wo:rxl is known on 
this language, which presents ( as evidenced from the New Testament 
translated by T.B. Brinton and others) the strange phonei:;jc phenomenon 
of finaJ. vowel clipping, unkno«n elsewhere in Bantu. 

(c) Kanyoka: Spoken to the north of "the Luunda and. the west of the 
Luba, between the Lubilashi and tre Bushimaie Rivers between 6° •50 
ani 9° South latitude. Our i.nf'onnation upon this language 2 comes 
from several publications by Mgr. A. de Cleroq. In ]900 he published 
his Elements de la l.an;!:ue Kanioka,3 and in the next year a Vocabu
laire Kanioka-frap;aisl+- and a Vocabulaire fran;,ais-Kanioka. Modern 
tendencies have been ta.vard.s the encouragement a.ni developmmt of 
Luba and the dropping of scientific work upon Kanyoka. 

( d) Nkoya and Mbwera are both spoken in the western areas of Jfarthem. 
Rhodesia, to the east of the Upper Zambesi. Apa.rt from Nev, 'l'esta
ment translation and a MS. vocabulary of Nkoya, we have no~ yet 
upon which to work on these two la!l;uages. 

1 Apart fran what appeared in 'Koelle' in 1854--
2 Apart from one of Koelle's vocabularies entitled 'Ka.nyika'• 
.3 PP•44• 
~ Vanves, 1901,.pp.91. 
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(2) Bemba GrO\:E• 

(a) Bemba, the chief clU3ter in the group,:Ls spoken in Horth-eastern 
Rhoclesia, no:'."t.h and east of Lake Hangueolo. Last included a voc~ 
ulary in h:Ls 'Polyslotta', and H.n. Johnston tvro vocabularies (one 
of 'Ki-wemba' and one of 'Ki-emba') in his 'British Central. Africa' 
of 1897. In 1900 J .D. published an Essai de Gra.mmaire Kibernba of 
60 pages.l 'ii. Govan Robertson of the London Missionary Society 
wrote An Introductory Handbook to the ~uage of the Bemba--People 
(Av,embaj published in 1904. This book contained 100 pages of 
grammatical. notes, followed by a 'Bemb~nglish Vcx::abulary (pp.10}-
4D4) and an ':C.:11olish-Semba Vcx::abulary' (pp.4!)7-545). The book has 
long been out of print. It was compiled at Ka,:imbe near Abercorn 
from materiaJ.s supplied from Bemba slaves and imrniurants among the 
Mambwe and includes a Mambwe bias. More purely Bemba is Father 
Schoeffer's Grammar of the Bemba Language, which Wa£ edited by J.H. 
w. Sheane and arranged with a preface by the scholar A.C.Madan.This 
little outline was published by the Oxi'ord University Press in 1907 .3 
W. Lammond produced his Lessons in Bemba4 in 1916; this useful 
little graded study of 100 lessons reached a second revised edition, 
entitled Lessons in Chibemba?, in 1923. It was based on Schoeffer's 
Grammar a In 1920 L. Guillenne published his Die tionnaire francais
Kibemba, a work of' considerable size, and abuut this t:iJne the Union 
Bemba Language Committee issued a 'Vocabulary•. In 1921 E-B.H· 
Goodall put out his well-known little vocabulary Some Weroba Words, 
v,hich has been widely us ed. In 1926 Lanmond produced his Bemba.
English Vcx::abulary, under the auspices of the Union Bemba Language 
Committee. This has proved a valuable little book (of some 300 
pages) in which the semantic differences of vowel length were ap
preciated and recorded. A scientific study of the phonetics of 
Banba was ma.de by B.H.Barnes and C .1,1. Doke during 1929, and ~ results 
~ublished in a paper entitled '.Ihe B:-onW1Ciation of 1he Bemba Lunguage, 
in 'B.st.' (Vol.III, No.4, pp.42.3--4-56). This was illustra.ted. by 
kyrnoi_;raph and palatograph records and embodied certain proposals 
regarding orthograpey. Mention might be made of Fox-£>itt' s little 
Chihemba Note Book containing lists of English-Bemba word.sand blanks 
for further recording. W .. G.Robertson left a MS. of a Bemb&-English 
Dictiona.ryO, and the White Fathers have a Jarge dictionary in process 

l I have not seen a copy of this, published by Belin Freres, Saint Clotrl; 
pp.xv, vii, 391. 

2 pp.xxii + 545. 
3 PP• 72. 
4 pp.122. 
5 pp.160. 
6 To be found in the South African Public Library, Cape TONn. 
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In 1935 E. Noel published Elements a.e Grammaire 

Vocabularies of both Mambwe aid.LW1gu ili.a1ects appear in John.stem 
'British Central Africa', while the fonner is exemplified in D.Picton 
Jones' Outlines cf Ki--mamb,,e Gr~ with appended vocabularies, 
published as early as 1893 ,3 

The more distant dialect of Tabwa, spoken west and south--waat 
of Lake Ta.ngruwika to the region of the LuaJ.aba River, has been ex
emplif'ied particularly by two writers. G. de Beerst wa1:, the author 
of an Essai de Grammai.re Tabwa which appeared in the 'Z.A.O .s. '4 in 
1896. This constitutes a very good outline of the grarnrna tic al 
structure well exemplif'ied. In 1907 in the 'Annales du Musee du 
Congo' was published A. van Acker's Dictionnaire Kitabwa-Fre.n9ais 
et Franc;ais-Kitabwa, a large-6heet double-column work of 170 pages, 
a useful vocabulary of the language. 

(b) Aushi, spoken along the Luapula River, has been little :i.I
vestigated linguistically. Emil Birkeli u.sed it in a small compar
ative study of 'Bausi, Malagasy, Bisa and La.la' 5. In this are scme 
vocabulary lists,.and a study of roots. C .. M. Doke published A Short 
Auahi Voca.bular;y° in 1933 to fill in the blank left in H.H.Johnston's 
'Comparative Vocabularies'. 

(c) Lamba is spoken mainly in the Ndola district of Northern RlU1eSia. 
and the southern Katanga district of the Congo Belge. Reference may 
be made to an article entitled Lamba Literature publi.sbed ::n !Af'rica•7 
in 1934 by C.M. Doke, for a survey of this language -The first gram
matical analysis was ma.o.e by A.a. Madan in his Lala--i.,amba Handbool{8 
in 1908° This was hov1ever mai.nly Lala. In 1920 H.J. Collard pub
lished a Petite Grammaire du Lala-f~ba~ tel qu' il se parle de 
Sakania a Elisabethville. Pu-re Lamba grammar was treated in C.M. 
Doke's Grammar of the Lamba Language9 cf 1922, in which however an 

1 Burssens refers to a Dictionnaire Kibemba-fran9ais of the Missions 
Salesiennes, La Kafubu, Katanga (cf.'Schets van het Tshiluba', p.210); 
this, I w'rlerstand, was published in 1929. I have also heard of a 
Petit Dictionnaire KibelJlba--fran9ais, possibly from the same souroe. 
I have seen neither of these items. 

2 pp.124,. 
3 A separate 'Vccabular-y' of 64 pages was published in 1902. 
4 II, 3, pp.271~87, an:i II, 4, pp.291-383. 
5 I have a typed original of this unpublished French work of 42 pages. 
6 'B.st.', Vol. VII, No.3, pp.285--295. 
7 Vol.VII, No.3, pp.351-370. 
8 pp.J.42. 
9 pp.157. 
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uJ. tra-disjunctive method of word-division was follr.:wed and oli systems 
of cla.ssif ication and declensions u.sed. The whole gramnatiau system 
was recast and rewritten witp copious illustrations and appeared a..<\ 

a Text Book of La.mba Gramma . .L-1 in 1938. This work followed the 
system of' the author=s 'Text Book of Zulu Grrunma.i·'; it incltrled a 
f1..Jll phonological treatment, the semantic di.s~tion of vowel lengths, 
a chapter on the ideophone and de-tailed syntax. .A chapte:r2 to a 
la..rge extent outlining this treatment had appeared in Doke' s 'The 
Lambas of Northern Rhou.esia' in 1931. The ptonetics of the la,nguage 
had also previously appeared in a pape:r en ti t1ed ~udy in Lamba 
Phonetics in 'B.St .. •3 in 1927. In this scientif'ic analysis a dis
tine tion had be~n made between I nonna.l grsmma tical phone ties' end 
the 'extr&-;ionnal phonetics' of onorna.topoeic and emotional. speech. 
In the field of lexicography Madan pubJ.i.shed a vocabulary of 65 pages 
(double col.) in his 'Handbook' already referred to, and. in 1913 
his Lala-Lamba~Visa md El'\gjl:i..s_£, English and. Lala-Lamba:::Wisa Dic
tio~ of over 300 pages double-colUD":n. In th:i.s is an indiscriminate 
mj.ngl.ing of words from all three cluster representatives. This has 
proved of little practical value. In 193.3 c.M. Doke published an 
English-Lamba Vocabular,0- af about seven thousancl words, and in 1937 
completed a large Lamba.--£nglish Dictiona:r_;l5 contain~ about 18,000 
entries fully illustrated w:i. th idiomatic sentences. 

No work has been done in the dialects of Lambs.. 

(d) Bisa, to the east of' Lake Bangueolo, has been exemplified in 
the vocabularies of Last, St~y and Johnston, and in the records 
of A.c. Madan, Wisa Hanclbook°, with 83 pages of grammatical notes 
and word. lists followed by an 'English-Wisa Vocabulary' of some 50 
pages double column, published in 1906; and the I Lala--Lamba--Wisa 1 

die tionary, referred to above, and published in 1913. Birkeli also 
has reference to Bisa in the MS. refe:r-red to under Aushi, above. 

(e) Of Lala, spoken south of Lake Bangueolo, the only records we 
have are those already referred to under Lamba, viz. Mad.a.__n1 s Lala
Lamba Iiandbook, ani 'Lala-Lamba-Wisa' Djctionary, as well as Birkeli!s 
.MS. on 'Bausi, Malagasy, Bisa and.Lala'. This la..--iguage is closely 
akin to Lamba.. 

l pp• viii + 484 ( replika) • 
2 'Language', Ch. xxiii, pp.j67-386. 
3 Val.III, No.l, pp.5-47. 
4 pp.134 (double col.). 
5 This has not been published, six typed copies of 1957 pages being in 

existence. One is in the British Museum Librazy .. 
6 Oxford: pp.136; the initial consonant of 'Bisa' as of 'Bemba' is 

bi-labial fricative (phon.v), variously i.i,terpreted
1 

as b, v or w. 
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(f) No special. scientific records have been made upon Naim·,anga, 
spoken on the Hyasa:-JI'anganyika plateau. 

(g) On Fipa, near Namwanga., we have B. Struck' s Vocabulary of the 
Fipa La.ngu¾el, contributed. to the 'J .A.S' in 1908. 

(3) Tonga Group. 

(a) Tonga (lru1g.ciToI')f;a), s01!:etimes referred to as 'Tonga of the 
Middle Zambesi' , is spoken in the territory to the north o'f: the 
Za.mbesi River from the region of Sesheke in the west to the Kaf\ie 
River in the east. This language was first recorded by David 
Livingstone in a MS. vocabulary in the Grey Library at Cape Tovrn;he 
referred to it by its Tswana pronunciation as 'Batoka' oit was Fatrer 
J. Torrend., however, who ma.de the language known, when he used it 
as his base of comparison in his well--knovm 'Compare..tive Grammar of 
the South African Bantu Languages' in 1891. His in:forma tion at that 
time was obtained from three Natives brought to the 'Colony'. It 
was not until very much later in his career that Torrend cane to 
reside among the Tonga and resume work in the l.angua.ge. Meanwhile, 
apart from some manuscript work done by officials and missionaries, 
in 1915 A.w. Griffin had produced his handy little Chi tonga Vocabu
lary of the Za.mbesi VaJ.le;,2. There are two recognised dialects of 
Tonc;a, Horthern or 'Plateau' and Southern or 'Valley'. There is 
little difference between them. In 1918 appeared J.H. Fell' s Tonga 
Gramma.r3, a simple, oruerly e;..-position following the principles of 
Smith's 'Ila'. A. Casset, s.J. produced, soon after this, his 
little Ci tol'lf,a Grammar and Vocabulaif 'for the use of the settlers 
between Livingstone and the Kaf'ue', a little book of elements. Tor-
rend ~ntered publication in this group by issuing in 1930 a r~ 
vised and enlarged edition of the Chikuni Mission Phrase Book in 
English and Citonga.?, under the title of An English-Tonga Phrase
book for Rhodesia 0 , and in 1931 An Englislr-Vernacular Dictionary of 
the Ban~tatwe Dialects of Northern Rhodesia?, designed to serve 
the whole Tonga group ( including Ila and Mukuni). Torrend was an 
important member of a conunittee seeldng for a common literary language 
for the area; he was attracted by the 'definite numeral' construc
tion in these languages typified by ban tu bota twe for 'three people'. 

1 pp.xi 
2 pp.159. (Hote on Nouns & Verbs PP• 7-15; English-Chi tonga,pp.27..JJ9; 

Chi tonga-English, pp.101-159.) 
3 pp.130. 
~ i:,p.171, of which 75 small pages deaJ.t with grammar, and the rest was 

an English-Ci tonga Vocabulary. 
5 1915; pp-30. 
6 pp.122. 
7 pp.xi + 64-9. 
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This :fanciful. tenn has not caught on. Torrend' s die tionary is a 
valuable piece of work, and in it his sources of informa. tion and. 
locality of terms are painstakingly recorded. Two other worlcs of 
his must be recorded here. In 1932 appea1--ed in rough mission print
ing from Chikuni his Nkanga Grammar ka Ci ton,ga 1, a very elementary 
Tonga gram~r in the vernacular, being mainly a listing of words.In 
the sa.roo year Torrend. issued, in mimeographed fo:nn, A Grammar of 
the Rhodesian Tonga2 being 'introductory to the English--V ernacular 
Diction.a.ry of Bantu--:Botatwe and supplementary tt>'!A Comparative G-ram
ma.r of the South African Bantu Languages".' In this he ventilated 
certain strange theses concerning the 'natural order' of the noun 
classes and the importance of dividing notm.S into the two groups of 
1 common I and I proper' • While there is much valuable inf'onna tion in 
this work, it is marred by Torrend' s fanciful interpretations. In 
1940, C.R. Hopgood published Tonga Grammar, a Practical :Ihtrodl.iction 
to the Study of Ci tonga,3, one of the most helpful books that have 
yet been prepared for the practical study of a Bantu language. It 
is based upon sentence drill and substitution table wor~ and fonnal 
grammar is only to be found scattered here and there. Constant 
reference is made to Ila and Mu.kwri. variants, and also di.f':ferenti
a tion between Northern and Southern Tonga forms. 

(b) Ila is spoken to the north of the Tonga country.For our scien
tific~O\vledge of Ila, the language of the Bai la or Mashukulumbwe, 
as they are sometimes kno.vn by outsiders, we are almost entirely 
ind.ebted to E.W. Smith. Coming to the country with a heritage of 
Sotho, Smith produced the first grammatical study in 1907, his Harn
book of the Ila Language4. He introdooed disjunctive vrriting5, and 
set a grammatical form which wa:s used by his colleagues. This book 
is a sound piece of work particularly noticeable, perhaps, for its 
full treatment of the 'Copula'. Grammar, with exercises and soioo 
reading material, occupies the first 254- pages .1 this is :followed by 
'English-Ila' and ~Ila-English' vocabularies. A popular little 
book Ila Made Bas}'° followed this in 1914, and in the same year an 
Ila Phrase Book of 48 pages; while Smith included a very able chap
ter? on 'The Ila Language' in Volume II of 1'1he Ila-Speaking Peoples 
of Northern Rhodesia. 1 8, published in 1920. E.W.Smith's contribution 

1 pp.98. 
2 pp.xii + 143; mimeographed :from Torrend' s handwriting; the work ha.a 

never been published, but the author sent me a copy. 
3 pp.xi + 235. 
4 pp.xii+ 488. 
5 In later work Smith adopted a high degree of conjunctive writing. 
6 pp.96. 
7 Chapter J0CVI (Vol.II, pp.277-310.) 
8 By E .w • Smith and A.M. Dale. 
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A scientific study of tl1e phonetics was made 

in a paper, An Outline of Ila .Phonetics, con
This contained certain recommendations re

as well as notes on Twa, Lund.we and Tonga. 

( c) Mukuni, or Lenje, spoken between the Kafue and Broken Hill., 
is the third important member of this group. The oniy sciev.tif'ic 
study on this language is A.c. Madan' s little Len.ie Handboo~J. pub
lished by the Oxford Press in 1908. This is compiled in the style 
of all. Maden's Central African Handbooks, with a short outline of 
grarnmar follovred by vocabularies. Further vocabulary information 
may Le obtained from Torrend's 'Bantu-Botatt"re' Dictionary. Of the 
Twa language, spoken ia the swamps of the KcSue and Lukanga, no 
stuczy has yet been made. 

(4) Zambesi Grou,:e. 

Of the languages of this group,spoken along the Zambesi prin
cipally upstream from the area of the Victoria Falls (Luyi being 
found in Barotsel.and), first mention was made by LiviI1£stone who 
compiled MS. vocabularies of Subiya und Luyi as early as 1851. \le 
have no records of Leya. It was E. Jacottet, however, who provided 
the only detailed stu~r of the group, when he published in 1896 
Etudes sur les Lant.-ues du Hau~ambeze2 in three parts. The first 
pa.rt 'Gra.mm&.ires Soubiya et Louyi' gives a straightforward exposi
tion of the ma:L1 granuna tic al elements treating first of Subiya then 
of Luyi. The second part consists of 'Textes Soubiya' and the 
tJ1ird of I Textes Louyi 1 , fc llowed by a short I.lzy:i:-French vocabulary. 
Jacottet had worked with Natives from the Zamb..,:,,si who were in Ba
sutol.and, and his results reflect considerable credit on his lin
guis tic ability. Luyi is the old I Rotse' lang'U.3.ge wiiich is no.v al:
most extinct. This language is also dealt wi Th in the Comparative 
V'1cabulary of Sikololo-Silui-Simbtmd.u af' A.W .. Thomas an:l D.E .C.Stirke, 
published in 1916. 

[5] EASTERN ZONE 

Position: GeneraJ.ly speaking the languages of this zone cover Tan
ganyika Territory and the Northern section of Mozambique .. 

Characteristics: The main distinguishing characteristics of this 
zone are: 

(i) A relatively simple phonology. 

l. PP•l54-, grammar occupying pp.&-72. 
2 Part I, pp.xxxvii + 13.3; Part II, pp.x + 181, Part III, pp.x + 238• 
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1.l.l. 

(iv 

A t..lrreo-tone system. 
A si.nwlification of verbal forms. 
Locative formation ·i ;;:ndi.ng to be intennediate between prefixal. 

and suffixal• 

Classif'ication of langua.ges: The :following tentative grouping is 
based mainly on the arrangement followed by H.H.Johnston in his 'Compa:r
ative Study of the Bantu and Semi-Bantu Languages' (cf. Vol.II, pp.2--4-). 

(1) Nyamwezi, with dialects: Sukuma, Sumbwa, Nyaturu, Galaganza, 
Konongo, etc. 

(2) Lacustrine group: ( a) Kuria • 
(b) Kwaya. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Pokomo. 

Iramba. 

North-eastern group: (a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 

Taita, with dials. Dabida, Sagala. 
Taveta. 
'Nika', vn.th dials. Girya..ila, Duruma, 

Di.goo 

Kilimanjaro group: (a) Chaga, with dials.Moshi, Siha, Meru. 
(b) Pare, with dial. A.su. 

Shambala group: (ba) Shambala, V1ith dial.Bondei. 
( ) Zigula. 

East-central group: (ab) Zaramo, 
( > Sagara, 

< (c > Gogo. 
(d) Irangi. 

Rufiji group: (a) Hehe. 
(b) Pogoro 
(c) San.go. 
(d) Bena. 
(e) Matumbi. 

with dials. Kami, Huguru. 
with main dial. Ka.guru. 

(9) Makonde, with dial. Maviha; allied Mwera, Ndonde. 

(10) Sutu, with dial. Matengo~ allied Pangv,a. 

(11) Kinga. 

Insufficient is yet knovm concen1:i.ng the inter-relationships of all 
these languages to make any classification certain. There are, further, 
numbers of other languages and dialects of which only short vocab
ularies or merely their names are as yet recorded. 

(1) Nyamwezi: Spoken in the district of Ueyamwezi in Tanganyika Te:r
ritory extending southwa.ro.. from Lake Victoria, and embracing a. 
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m.nnber of dialects, the chief of which are Sukuma and Sumbwa. 

The earliest study of lfyamwezi which we have, is E. Steere' s 
Collections for a Handbook of the Nyamwezi Language as spoken at 
Unyanyembe.3 This little book, published in 1882, contains a gr~ 
matical outline, ea.eh part of speech being followed by a lengthy 
word list. It Vias of considerable value to. pioneer workers. Last I s 
vocabularies, of 1885,contained entries for Nyamwezi,and for Sukuma. 
SumbV/a and Gal!:!,ganza. In 1898 A. Seidel contributed his Grundriss 
des Kinyamvrezi4 as an appendix to c.w.Werther's book, 'Die mittleren 
Hochla.nder des nordlichen Deutsch--Ostafrika'. c. Velten's Granu:ratik 
des Kl.llyarrrt1esi of 1901 vras for long the best-knovm grammatical out
line on the language. Dealing more especially with the Nyanyembe 
dialect, Velten follo.ved 72 pages of grammar V1ith a few pages of 
exercises and then devoted pages 88--302 to NyWlil'rezi---German and Ger
man--Nyamwezi vocabularies. In 1904 E. Dahl contributed a useful 
article, Die Tone und Akzente im Kinamwezi, to the 'M.S.Oos•5. In 
the same journal in the same year, c. Meinhof contributed sections 
III, Namwezi 6 and IV, Sulcuma7 to his 'Linguistische Stuclien in Ost
Afrika'. In 1906 appeared R.Stern' s Eine Kinyamvrezi-grannnatik, as 
an article in Volume IX of the above 'Mitteilungen' .8 Of the total 
of 130 pages nearly 80 are devoted to classified lists of nouns and 
verbs. There is nothing original in the small amount af grammatical. 
i.nfonna tion vouchsafed. The vrork is based upon the Konongo9 dialect. 
In 1915 E. Dahl produced his large Nyamwesi-Worterbuch, 'Which was 

l See B. Struck' s article on the distribution of the Hyamvrezi clia~ects 
in the 'Mitt.aus den Deutschen Schutzgebieten', 1910: Aus dem deutsch
ostafrikani.schen Schutzgebiete - Beglei tworte . zur. Dialektkarte von -Un,jamwesi, pp.101-110. 

2 Johnston divides Nyarnwezi as follows: 
( a) Typical Nyamvrezi of N. and ~: Sukum.a-Rwana. 
( b) N-W. Nyamwezi: Sumbwa. 
(c) w. Nyamwezi: Galanganza ( or Garaganja), Vinza; Bende, Gala. 
( d) S. Central an:l :C:. Nyamwezi: Nyanyembe, Konongo, and perhaps 

Shimbu and Nankwila • 
.3 pp.100. 
4 pp.456-489; in which a brief grammatical outline is folla.ved by some 

textual. material with Swahili and German correspondences, and short 
vocabularies. 

5 Vol. VII, PP• 106-126. 
6 Idem. pp.201--258. 
7 Idem. pp.259-262. 
8 Vol.IX, PP• 129-258• 
9 A. Capus is also credited with a Grammar of the Wa.konongo Language. 

I have not seen this. 
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published as Vol.XJY • of the I A.Hamb.K.I.'. This is an important 
worl<:. The 'Nyamwesi--Deutsch' occupies pp.1-342 (double column), and 
the 'Deutsch-Nyanraesi' pp-345--696 • 

For Sukuma, f..Seidel gave a gram.ma tical sketch and vocabularies 
in his Das su1cumal, published in 1894, which deals with the north-
eastern dialects. Another account of the language was given by 
Captain c. Herrmann in his Kissuk-uma, contributed to the 'M.s.o.s. ' 2 
in 1898. This contained a c:;rammar, with lists of words, tales, 
proverbs and songs with interlinear translation. The dialect dealt 
with was that of the north--western tribes, near Smith Sound and Speke 
Gulf. A much more scientific study of the language was ma.de by J. 
A.ugustiny in his Laut- und FormenJ.eh.re der Sukuna-Sprache which ap
peared in 1929 in Vol.XXXII of the 'M.s.o.s. • 3. The phonological part 
of this dissertation was based on the Meinhof' system. 

For Su."ilbwr-. vre rave tile works of A. Ca.pus, his 1898 Grammaire de 
Shi-£umbwa in the 'z .. .A.o.s.' , vo1.rv4, am. his Dictionnaire Shisumbwa.
_frangais' published in 1901. The grammar shews no originality, has 
the verb tenses set out in full in monotonous repetition, and treats 
as usual of 'le verbe ~tre' an1 'le verbe avoir'. 

For Nyaturu there is W. Schregel' s brief granniatical survey. 
Abri.ss einer Grammatik der Kinyaturu-Sprache printed in the 'M.s.O.S.°' 
in 1913. The onJ.y vccabulary as yet is the slight one given by Last. 

(2) _The Lacustrine Group: 

1'wo languages of this group spoken on the eastern shore of Lake 
Victoria have be~n illustrated by A. Sillery in his Sketch of the 
Kikwaya Language' in 1932, and his rrotes for a Grammar of the Kuria. 
La..1y1uage 0 in 1936. These are but outlines of languages spoken by 
small populations, Kwa.ya being spoken by about 21,000 soul.s and Kuria 
by same 65,000. Short specimens of Kuria, Ikoma, Ji.ta, Ngur·ulllri. 
an:l Zana.ke were supplied by _Miss A. Weiner in 1927 in Specimens of 
East African Bantu Dialects;/. In 1914 o. Dempwolff had published in 

l pp.18. 
2 Vol.I, pp.146--198. 
3 Vol.XXXII, pp.146-198. 
4 pp. l......J)6 and 97-123. 
5 pp.147. 
G Val.XVI, pp.6~92. 
7 'B.St. •, Vol.VI, pp.273-307, comprising grammatical outline, folk-tales 

ani vccabuJAry. 
8 •n.st.•, vo1.x, pp.9-,29. 
9 'B.st.•, Vol.III, pp.1-3. 
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the 'Z.f.K.S.' under the series title of' Beitrage zur Kenntnis der 
Sprachen in Deutsch-Ostu.i'rika', his phonetic analysis of Kulia, 
following Meinho1·' s method of comparison with Ur--Bantu. This-Tu
cluded a short gra.mm&tical analysis of the lar1guage aJ.so. 1 

(3) Iramba: Spoken to the north of the central rail~1ay in Tanganyika., 
arui pruc tically in the centre of that terri- .. o:cy. Dempwolff included 
Ilumba as Ho.5 in his series 'Beitrage zur Kenntnts der Sprachen in 
Deutsch-Os taf'rika!, giving the phonology and grammatical outline ac
cording tc "Meinhof' s method.2 A somewhat similar treatment, comparing 
the langua 6 e closely with UI'---:Bantu,was given in 1922 by E. Ittameier 
in his article Abriss einer Lautlehre und Gramm.atik des K:h_t:iP,,amba 
contributed to the I z.E .s. 13 In 1925 F. Johnson contributed Notes 
on KinirB.Jnba4 to the journal 'B.st.'. This was but a short grammatical 
outline. This wu.s followed in the same journal 1n the fo~lowing 
year by a Kiniramb~nglish and Engli.sh--Kiniramba Vocabulary. In 
1942 G.N. Anderson, in pis Tentative Studies in Ilamba Grammar and 
Phonetics (cyclostyled) 0 contributed further to our knowledge of the 
language. 

(4) North-Eastern Group: 

(a) Pokomo, spoken on both banks of the Lower Tana, behind the coast 
belt. Very little has been done in this language.. In 1850 Krapf 
supplied a l:iJnited vocabulary in his Vocabula?:Y of Six East Af'rican 
la.n.;~ In 1B89-90 F. Wurtz published tvro articles in the I Z.A.S.~ 
Zur Gramnatik des Kinokomo (pp.161-189),aro.Kipokomo--WorterverzeiclTii.3 
(pp.81-106); and in 1895 his Worterbuch des Ki-Til:uu und des Ki
Pokorno was published posthumously in the 'Z.A.O.S. 7. In this the 
GenllBll entries were followed by the Tikulu and Pokomo equivalents.8 In 

1 Vol.V; phonology, pp.26----44; grammar, pp.113-136. 
2 'Z.f.K.s.•, Vol.V, pp.227-253. 
3 Vol.XIII, pp.1--47• 
4 'B.St.•, Vol.II, pp.167-192. 
5 'B.st.•, Vol.II, pp.23}--263. 
6 pp.55 + 14 (foolscap). 
7 Val.I, pt.iii, pp.194=-230i pt.iv, pp.289-313; reprinted as a separate 

volume in the same year, pp.63. 
8 Ir. the 'Strange Collection of Africana' (Johannesburg Public Library), 

is an intere:::;ting manuscript vocabulary prepared by F.Wiirtz and bearing 
date 'Lamu, 300ll.1B92 1 

• It is entitled V ocabulariwi: in Deu tsch--K:i
urA,f-ju,.ya, Kiamu, Kitikuu, & Kipokomo, I. This comprises some 94 foolscap 
pa.,ges and beautifully-penned Arabio--script Swahili equivalents are in
cludede This is the first folio of the MS. from which Seidel did his 
editing, tak:~ out only the Tikulu and Pokomo material. 
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the following yea:r Wiirtz's Grammatik des Pokomo was published in 
Vol-II of the same journal.

1 
In 1905 Meinhof included. in his 'Lin

guistische Studien in Ostai'rika' 2 ,No. VIl dealµig with Pokomo, treat;.
ing of it with his usual comparative method.3 

(b) Taita, spoken in the Taita Hills south of' Ukrunbani and east of 
Kilimanjaro, was one of the four languages ciealt with by A. Drnmes 
Shaw in his Pocket Vocabulary of East African Languages in 1U85- In 
1894 J .A. Wray published An Elementary Introduction to the Tai ta 
Lan.p;uage in which he gave a useful outlin~ of the grammar of the 
'Sa.:.;alla dialect' followed by an 'English-Sagalla Vocabulary'.4 A 
Vocabulary of French-Swahili-Tai ta? was published by Father Hemery 
at Zanzibar in 1901, while another short vocabulary of Tai ta by 
H.R. Tate apfeared in the '.k>urnal of the .Anthropological Institute' 
in 1904- H. W. Woodward contributed in 1913 Ki tai ta or Kisi.p;haS 
'as spoken on the Shrunbala hills above Bwiti' to the 'Z.f.K.S.' 
This wn.s but a very short grammatical outline. 

(c) Taveta, south-east of Kilimanjaro, is only illustrated by 
Johnston's vocabulary in his 'Kilinl.ajaro Expedition' of 1886. 

(d) 'Nika', used as a linguistic term by Krapf and Rebmaru/, indi
cates-such :languages as Giryama, Duruma and Di.go. These were first 
illustrated by Ewald as early as 1846 in the 'z.D.:M-G. ,8, by Krapf 
in 1850 in his Vocabulary of Six East African Languages, rurl in his 
Outline of the Elements of the Kisua.heli Language in which there is 
frequent reference to 'Nika'. E. New published a Hi.lea Vocabulary9 
in 1873; ancl in 1885 Shaw imluded it in his Pocket Vocabularv of 
East African Laneua,ges. Fuller treatment wa2, given in A Nila-English 
Dictiona.rylO by L.Krapf and J .Rebmann,which ai'ter many years delay 
was eventually edited by T.H. S1)arshott and published in 1887. This 
is a dictionary of no mean proportions, and reflects very consiue:r
able research on the part of those pioneers. '.Ihe nouns were ~rranged 
on the old principles of prefix instead of stems. Ta.ylor 1.l.cmX"1JD-

1 Ptoi, pp.62-79; pt. ii, pp.168--194• 
2 'M-s.o.s. 1 , Val.VIII, pp.201-222. 
3 Rowling and Wilson in their 'Bibliography of African Christian Liter

ature' (192.5) refer to a Ki-Pokomo Grammar and Dictionary (Pokomo
Swahili-German 1 of' the Heukirchener 1-!issionsans tal t. 

4 Granu:nar, pp.5-76; Vocabulary, PP•77-128. 
5 I have not seen a copy of this, which is ref'erred to by Johnston. 
6 Ba.nd IV, Heft 2, pp.91-117. 
7 Cf • 'Bantu Pioneers' , P• 242. 
8 Vol.I, p.44. 
9 I have not seen a copy of this. 
10 pp.vii+ 391 (double col.). 
11 African Aphorisms , p .111-4. 
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terises this work as 'invaluable as a "thesaurus" o'f' genuine native 
idioms'. Languages of this area were treated by Meinhof in 1905 in 
his 'Linguistische Studien in Ostaf'ri.ka 11,No.V D:i,go, and No.VI Nik~ 
when the phonology and gramma. tical elements were compared to his 
hypothetical Ur-Bantu. In 1887 W .E. Taylor produced a Giryama. 
Vocabulary, and in 18'31 his Giryama Vocabulaz;r and Collections 2 , 
which contains a few grammatical notes, ma.inly concerning the verb., 
and certain other interesting material. Most recently Florence I. 
Deed has produced (cyclostyled) a book o'f' Girzarna Exercises, desjgrutl 
for beginners in the language. This comprisl:!s 85 quarto pages., 
including keys to the exercises. 

( 5) Kilimanjaro Group: 

(a) Chaga, the most important member of this group, with various 
dialects, Moshi, Siha, Meru, etc • ., is spoken on the flanks of Kili
manjaro from north-east to north-west and on the Arusha Plain. Valu
able informa. tion on this area was given by H .. H. Johnston in I The 
Languages of the Kilimanjaro District', Chapter XX of his 'Kiliman-
jaro Bxpeditioni3, 1885. In 1895 A. Seidel contributed a 'f'ew page& 
Uebersicht der grammatischen Slemente des Ki--chaggali-, as also did 
K.Walther to the same journa.15 in 1900, in his Bei trlige zur Kenntniss 
des Moshi-Dialekts des Ki-Chagga. In 1905 H•A• Fokken contributed 
Das Kisiha6, a phonological study, on the Meinhof pattern, of one 
of the principal dialects of Chaga. But the outstanding source of 
information on Chaga was pro:iuc ed in 1909 by J. Raum, whet/he wrote 
Versuch einer Grammatik der Dschaggasprache q,1oschi-Dialekt . This 
monograph, publisred as Vol.XI of the 'A.Stud.D.K.s.' deals compre
hensively not only with the phonology, grammar and syntax of the 
language, but adds considerable textual material with German trans
lation. It contains a mass of in.formation. 

(b) Pare and its dialects are spoken south-east of Kilimanjaro-The 
Gweno dialect was illustrated by Johnston in his 'Kilimarlja.ro E,:,
ped.ition' (1885) re8erred to above. In 1909 E. Kotz wrote his 
Gran:matik des Chasu , published as vo1.x of the 'A.stud.D.K.s. 1

; 

this is a short grammatical sketch of the Asu dialect of Pare, am. 
the only work of any consequence on this cluster of languages. 

1 'M.s.o.s.', Band VIII, Digo, pp.177-185, Nika., pp.186-200. 
2 pp.xxvii, 140. 
3 pp.4-78--500 deal with the Bantu languages, Cha.ga, Gweno and Taveta: 

and pp.521-534- rith vocabularies of the same. 
4- In the 'Z.A.o~s-•, I, iii, pp.231--238• 
5 Vo1.5, pp.28-43. 
6 'M.s.o.s.• VIII, pp.44,-85. 
7 pp.399. 
8 pp.vii + 79. 
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(6) Sharnbala Group: 

(a) Sharnbala is spoken in the mountainous country of the Usamba..ra. 
district of Tanganyika. In 1867 E. Steere published his little 
Collections for a Handbook of the Shambala Languagel comprising a 
granunatical note and certain word lists. A second edition 2 revised 
by H.W. V/oodward ~ppeared in 1905. In 1895 A. Seidel contributed 
to the •z.A.o.s. •.) a study on the language entitled Beitrage zur 
Kenntnis cler Shambalasprache in Usambara. This fanned the basis of 
his monograph publication of the same year, entitled Handbuch der 
Sha.!r1bala-Sprache in Usambara, Dcutsch---Ostafrika4-., which contained a 
grarrunatical analysis of 55 pages, folloHed by textual material and 
vocabularies. In 1900 appeared a book which seems to have been 
very little knovm, M.E. H6rner 1 s Kleine Leitfaden zur Erlernilll£ des 
Kisham!)ala5. This is a fairly comprehensive graded study with 
numerous exercises and vocabulary lists. In 1904 },{einhof dealt with 
Shambal_p- in his series, 'Li.nguis tische Studien in 0s ta.f'rika', II 
Sambala 0 , giving a full phonological analysis. In 1906 Alice Werner 
contributed Notes on the Sbambala Language to the 'J .A.S. •7. Karl 
Roehl published in 1911 a very important treatise on the la,z;i.guage, 
Versuch ei.ner systematischen Gramma.tik der Schamba.J..asprache. 0 Great 
attention is given in this to the subject of tone. it conta.ins, 
further, one of the roost detailed treatments of the noun classes 
given in any Bantu grammar, no less than 86 pages bei~ devoted to 
this subject; certain aspects of the verb, too, are worked out 
with meticulous detail. 

In 1912 a Scharobala-G-rammatik by Frau Missionar o. Resler and 
a Worterbuch by Franz Gleiss were published as Vol. XIII9 of the 
1 A.Stud.D .KoS.'. The grwnmar is of a very elementary type with 
exercises, and the vocabularies are very limited. In 1921 as Vol. 
XXXIII of the 'A.Hamb.K.I. 1 was publiS1.ed F.LangHeinrich' s SchambaJa-

l pp.vii+ 
2 pp.vii+ 
.3 Vol.I, i, 
4- pp.135. 

81. 
72. 

PP•34'--B2; ii, pp.10~117. 

5 pp.340. Alice Werner has the following entry: 'P. Erasmus Horner; 
is not 

Vol.V, 

6 
7 
8 

9 

Gra.I.JICJ8.tik der Shambalasprache, Mariannhill, Natal, 1899. This 
in the catalogue of the British Museum Reading Room'.(' J .A.s. 1 , 

p.158) • Possibly she is referring to this 1900 publication. 
'M-s.o.s.•, Vol.VII, pp.217--236. 
Vol.v (No.A'VIII), pp.15lr-l.66. 
Vol.II of the publications of the Hamburg Koloniali.n~ti ti..1t; pp.xvi + 
215. 

PP• x + 134; grammar pp.1--52; 'Schambtl&-Deutsch', pp.54-101; Deutsch
Scharnbala, pp .102-134. 

t5.ti.it
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Worterbuchl, a large and informative dictionary of considerable 
value. F. Gleiss was the author of a little Schambala Sprachfilllt'W 

Bondei, the principal dialectal fonn of Shambala, is spoken in 
the lowlands between the Usambara MoW1tains and the coastal strip. 
In 1882 H.W. Woodward ma.de a valuable contribution to our lr-nowledge 
of East African Languages with his Collections for a Handbook of the 
Boondei Language2,copying this modest title from his superior,Bishop 
Steere's, Nyanwezi etudy. In this, after 56 pages of grammatical 
notes, fairly comprehensive 'English-£oondei' and 'Boondei-£nglish' 
vocabularies a.re given. Last included the language in his Polyglotta 
~ricana Orientalis of 1885• G. Dale produced Bondei Bxercises-J 
in 1892• In 1906 Meinhof included Bondei as No.VIII in his 'L:i.ir-
guistische Studien in Ostafrika\4 -

(b) Zi.gula,spoken to the north of the Usa.mbara Mountains, was il
lustrated first in H.M. Stanley's 'Through the Dark Continent' in 
1878, and in Last' s Pol.yglotta. Africana Orientalis of 1885, vmere 
there was also a vocabulary of the Nguru dialect. Woodward also 
published 'a small collection of words' at about this time. About 
1896 W.H. Kisbey produced his useful little book Zigula Exercises5, 
wi:ich had a 1Jecond edition in 19060 This contained a coiisideraE'le 
aroount of gra.rm,atical material. In 1902 Archdeacon Woodward publim
ed Collections for a Handbook of the Zigula Language 6, a much smaller 
work than his book on Bondei bearing a similar title. In 1906 Kisbey 
produced his Zigula--English and English--Zigula Dictiona.cy7 ,a little 
book of considerable practical value. In the same year Meinhof gave 
his phonological analysis of the language in No.IX of his 'L~uis
tische Studien in Ostafrikd.8 

(7) East-central Group: Za.ramo is spoken in the a.rigle of' the Kingani 
River and the coast of Tanganyika Territory, north of the Rufiji 
River; while westwards of this in turn a.re fotmd the Kami, the 
Ka.guru and the Gogo, and to the north of the last the Irangi. 

(a) Zaramo: The earliest record we have of this· language is the 
little collection of words and phrases published in 1869 by E.Steere 

l pp • .502 (double col.). 
2 pp.xvi+ 236. 
3 pp.102, with over 200 errata corrections. 
4 'M.S.O.S.'Vol.IX, pp.278-284-
5 pp.11.6. 
6 pp.61; this had been preceded by a little 15--page Kizi.gula-English 

Vocabulacy in 1896. 
7 pp.120. 
8 'M.s.o.s.1

, Vol.IX, pp.284r-293. 
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in his Siiort Specirnens of the Vocabularies of Three Unpublished 
African Lanp>.a,geslv These vrere 'Gindo, Zaramo and Angazidja'. The 
'Z.A.o.s.,' published three papers on this language; in 1897 A.Worm!! 
Grumlzuge _ der Grarrana tik d..es Kizaramo 2 , and Maass and ~eidel' s ~ei
~e ~ur Kenntni.s des Kizarruno3, and in 1898 WormB' Worte1verzeic.h
nis der Sprache von Uzaramo.4 Meinhof revieV1ed these works and 
gave a resume of the features of this language i.n the •u.s.o.s. •5 
i.n 1907 o Dempwolff also dealt ·with a phonetic phenomenon of Zaramo 
i.n his srwrt article Eine lautliche $onderhei t des Dzalamc9 in 1912. 

The Kami dialect was illustrated by Last in his 188.::) Poly3lotta 
Africana Oriental is, and by A. Seidel in his Bei trage zur Kenn tniss 
des Ki--,.'<ami in Deutsch--Osta:frika, contributed to z.A.o.s.7 in 1896, 
but our main source of infonnation on Kami is C.Velten's Kikami, 
die Sprache der Wakami in Deutsch--Ostafrika8. 'rhis was Velten' s 
doctor's thesis presented i.n 1B99. It was FUblished in Vol.III of 
the 1 MoS.0.S.' in 1900, tho~h it had appeared in separate form the 
previous year. Containing only 27 pages of grammatical material 
followed by 29 pages of phcases and vocabulary, this seems a ver-y 
weak effort for~ doctor's thesis. 

The Ruguru dialect was illustrated in 1898 by ii.. Seidel I s con
tribu tion of a G-rundriss der Wa--Ruguru¾rache9, as an Appendix to 
c.w. Werther's 'Die mittleren Hochla.nder des nordlichen Deutsch 0str
Afrika'. 'i'he grammatical sketch is followed by textual material 
with Swahili correspondences and Gennan translation and very short 
vocabularies. 

( b) Sa,gara may be used as the general tenn for a group of closely 
allia~ dialects, spoken in Usagara, a hilly region in Tanganyika. 
According to H.Ho Johnston the chief dialects are Kaguru, Itumba, 
Koncloa or Solvre, Ziraha, Kwenyi, .m~fiya and Nkunda. All of these 
are briefly illustrated in Last' s 1Pol.yglotta'. The northernmost 
ari..d. most important dialect, K'5uru, is more fully exemplified in 
J.ri:. Last' s G-ramms.r of the Ka,suru LapguagelO, a handy little gram -
matical and vocabulary study published in 1886. A short study of 

1 pp.21. 
2 Vol6iii, PP• 289-310. 
3 Vol.iii, pp.3ll-317. 
4 Vol.iv, pp .. 339-365. 
5 Vol.X, No.3, ppo~ll0. 
6 Contributed as part 2 of his 'Bei tra,ge zur Kenntnis der Sprachen in 

Deutsch--Ostufrika', 'Z.fcK.S. 1 , Vol.2, pp.257-260. 
7 Jcihrg, 2, pp.~3~. 
8 pp~l-56. 
9 PP•455-4-55 • 
10 PP•l.47; of which the first 90 pages treat of grammar, the remainder 

an 1English-Kaguru Vocabulary' a 
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Sagara and Gogo was included by H. Raddatz in his 'Die Suahili
Sprache' l in 1892. 

(c) Gogo. Considerable attention :in the field of Bible translaticn 2 

has been given to this language, but little e;ramma tic al work has been 
published, and apart from travellers' vocabularies and those of 
Last, we have only G.J. Clark's Vocabulary of the Chifiogo Langua,se3 
of IB77, and O.T. Cord.ell's little Gogo Grararuar 2 Exercises, etc.4, 
printed in great difficulties at Mpwapwa in 1941• 

(d) ~• Last included a short vocabulary in his 'Polyglotta• 
(IB85)• A. Seidel contributed a grammar and vocabulary in an 
appendix to c.w. Werther's 'Die mittleren HochJ.ander des nerd.lichen 
Deutsch Ost-/Lfrika' of IB98. Thi.swas entitled Gramma.tik der Sprache 
von Irangi5. Fifteen quarto pages of grammatical notes were followed 
by a few pages of textual ma. terial with Swahili correspondences and 
German translation, and vocabularies, also with Swahili correspond
ences. In 1915 o. Deropwoli'f published as No.8 of his 1Eeitra.ge zur 
Kenntnis der Sprachen in Deutsch--Ostafrika' 6 a phonetic and short 
granura. tical study of Ira.ngi. 

(8) Rufiji Group~ Spoken south of the previous 'Eastr-central Group' 
and in 1he vicinity of the Rufiji River. 

(a) Hehe, spoken in the hill-country between the Ruaha ancl Ulanga 
Rivez;-:--7ras included in Last' s 'Polyglotta' (1885) -Inl899 c. Velten 
contributed to the 'M.s.o.s. 1 7 his paper Die Sprache der Wahehe. 
Th:ul contained a short grammar, a collection of phrases, stories 
(with interlinear Swahili an~ Gennan translation) and a vocabulary. 
In 19CO, in the same journaJ. 0 , appeared K:ihehe-fl orter-Sanrnlllll&, by 
C • Spiss. This is a u.seful vocabul~ of the language. In 19ll 
O. DeJii>wolff made Das Verblllll :i.m Hehe9 the first study in his series 
'Bei trage zur Kenntnis der Sprachen in Deutsch-Os tafrika' ; th:Ls is 
a sound study upon a phonetic basiso 

(b) Pogoro, spoken to ihe sout~ast of Uhehe in the Ulanga valley. 
The only published work on this language which we have js P. J .Hendl~ 

1 'Einige Dialekte au.s dem Innern', pp.59-65. 
2 The New Testament (in 1899) and numerous O.T. books have appeared. 
3 pp.58. 
4 pp.117. 
5 pp• 387-434. 
6 'Z.f.X.S. 1 Vol.VI, pp.102-123. 
7 Vol.II, pp.164--241. 
8 Vol.III, pp.114,-190~ 
9 'Z.f.K.S.', Vol.II, pp.83-107. 
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Die Sprache der Wapog_oro1 , a short granma. tic al s tuey follo,ved by 
'Deutsch-Chipogoro' and 'Chipogor~eutsch' vocabularies. This ap-
peared in 1907. 

(c) Sango, spoken south-west of Uhehe,though a language of considel'
able importance, has been little illustrated. Under the na.rr.e of 
1 Rori' a fraementary vocabulary was given by Stanley in Vol. ii of 
''rlU'Ough the Dark Continent', and Last also illustrated it in his 
'Polyglotta'. It was however chosen by Meinhof as one of -the types 
of Bantu analysed phonetically in his Grun.lriss einer Lautlehre c.-;_er 
Bantusprachen2 in 1899• This language is deserving of fuller g!"am

matical treatment than it has hitlerto received. 

(d) Bena. Thi.: ( nly infonnation ,,e have on this laneuage is from 
the shcrrt vocauul i:ry in Last' s 'Polyglotta' (1885), and n.von Sowa' s 
Skizze der Grruumai;ik des Ki~ena Ki-Hehe in Deutsch-Ostafrika, in 
•z.A.o.s. 1 for 1900. 

( e) Matumbi has beer. described by Bernhard Krumm :in "bro contributions 
to the 'Mos.o.s.'. In 1912 he published Grundriss einer Grarnmatik 
des Ki.matumbi4-, a short survey of the grammar followed by somt: pages 
of texts. In 1913 came h:is K:una. tumbi-Worterverzeichnis5, a considel'
able German--Matumbi and Matumbi-Gennan vocabulary. 

(9) Makonde: Spoken in the coastal regions of Tanganyika and Northern 
Mozambique behind the Swahili coastal settlerrents. It was first 
illus tra,ted by Steere in his Callee tions for a Handbook of the Ma.koncle 
Language 0 which was printed at Zanzibar in 1876. Last inc~uded a 
vocabulary in his 'Polyglotta'. There are also vocabularies of 
Makond.e and its principal dialec.:t, Maviha, in 'Apontamentos para o 
:Bs tudo das Lin.::;uas f alladas, etc. da Provine ia Porb.Jgueza de Mocambiqm, 
etc.' by J. d'Almeida da CW'lha, Val.I published at Loanda in 1886. 
Johnston points out that some of the information contained in this 
transcript is derived (with acknoYrledgrrents) from the various papers 
by Consul H.E. O'Neill published on pp.40~ in the 1883 volwne of 
the 'Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society'. In 1899 C. 
Schumann contributed Grundriss einer Grammatik d.er Kondesprache7 to 

1 Published as Val.VI of the 'A.Stud..D.K.S.'; pp.vii+ 171. 
2 pp.132-11+8, or pp.196-212 of the 2nd edition 1910; the Sango stu~ 

was emitted from the English version, Bantu Phonology. 
3 Jahrg. 5, pp.6}-75. 
4 Vol.X!/', pp.l-63. 
5 Val.XVI, pp.1-59. 
6 I have not seen a copy of this; pp.58. 
7 pp.86. 
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the 'M .. s.o.s., In 1914 A. Lorenz publliiled ma Entwurf einer IG.makmds
Grarnmatik in the 'M.s.o.s. 1 1 This contained a grarmna.tical outline, 
a short vocabulary and some :f.iakonde tales. F .. Johnson, in 1922, 
published in tre 'B.s.o.s.' short Notes on Ki.makonde2. 'l'hese are 
of a ve-ry elementary character., with vocabularies. In the following 
year they were concluded with fifteen folic-tales o 

Maviha was well illustrated by L. Harries in An Outline of 
11awiha. Grammar' published in B.St. in 1940. This grammar has been 
prepared on modern principles and includes a treatment cI' ideophones. 
Harries refers to vocabularies of Maviha in publications by the 
following: Froberville (1846), Hale (1846), :!3leek (1B56), Living
stone (1874), Maples (1880), and O'Neill (1882-3)0 

Al.lied to U!Akonde are the liwera and Ndonde langua.geso Of the 
former the only source of information is R°:""v-on Sowa' s brief Skizze 
der Grammatik des Ki--mwera in Deutsch-Ostafrika.:1 published ·in the 
1 z.A.O.S. 1 , Vol.II., 1896. Of the latter Johnston gives some in£onn
ation gleaned from a vocabular-.f dravm up by Archdeacon Woodward. in 
1916 under the name of 'Kimawand.a. 1 • 

Su.tu: Spoken in Southern Tanganyika between the Upper Rufiji, on 
~ north, and the Upper Rovuma, on the south. A fairly comprehen
sive vocabula-ry of the language is given in the 1MeSoOoSo I in 1904 1 

wrere c. Spiss wrote a lengthy article entitled Ki.ngoni u.nd Kisu~. 
The grammar preceding the vocabularies deals only with Ngoni., the 
dialect of Zulu as spoken in Tanganyika. 

The Matengo dialect is illustrated by J. Ha.f'liger' s K:i.ma.tengo
Worterbuch published in the same journal5 in 19090 

The allied Pangwa language, spoken in t.he mountainous country 
north-east of Lake Nyasa, is illustrated on.ly by a brie:f phonetic 
survey on the Meinhof principle by M. Klamroth in his Kurze Skizze 
der Lautlehre des Kipar1A-wa, publ:i.shed in the 'MoS .. OoS~ tbin -i907. 

(11) Kinge.: Spoken in the Livingstone Mountains border.mg the East Coast 
of the northern end of Lake Nyasa.. Our source of in:formation on 
this language is R. Wolff's Gramrm tik der Kinga:--Sprache7 published 

1 Vol.AY.I.I, pp.46-117. 
Vol.III, Pt.I, pp.1-32. 2 Vol.II, Pt.III, pp.417-466; 

3 'B.3t.•, Vol.XIV, pp.91-146. Texts with English txansla tion followed 
on pp.410-433. 

4 Vol.VII, pp.270--414, the vocabularies 
307--414-

5 'M.s.o.s.•, Vol.XII., pp.131-214,. 
6 'M.s.o.s.1 , vo1.x., pp.183-192. 
7 pp.viii + 243. 

GeI"Im.n--Ngoni-Su tu occupy PP• 
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in 1905 as Vol.III of the I A..Stud.D.K.S.' • This contains a thorough 
grammatical treatment (of 108 pages) fbllo~ed bJ; considerable textual 
material with translations., and vocabular1.e:3 Kl.!lga-German andGenna.n-

Kinga. 

[5a] NCRT~STERN ZONE 

Position: Originally along the coast-line of Kenya, Tanganyika and 
on the island!:\, e.g .. Zanzibar, Comoro, etc .. ; later influence stretched 
right a.cross Kenya and Tanganyika to Uganda, the Congo Basin and Northern 
Rhodesia .. 

Characteristics: Those of the Eastern zone with a further si.mplifi
ca tion of morphology due to the heavy impregnation by Arabic• 

Classification of languages: The main language in this zone is 
Swahili, but a classif'ication may be made as follows: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Swahili. with ma.in dialects, La.nu, Mvi ta, Unguja and Ngwana.. 
Tikuluo 
Komoro; with dials. Ngazija, Nzwaru.. 

(1) Swahilio 

Linguistic studies in Swahili have been mairil.}r confined to the Mombasa 
(Mvi ta) and Zanzibar (Unguja) dialects, md the resul ta have been published 
principally in English and Genna.n, -though there are certain itans in French 
and some even in Portuguese and Dutch .. 

L. Krapf' s early Swahili Gramnar and East African Vocabularies of 
18,50 have already been observed.l His great work, however, was A Dier 
tionary of the Suahili Langu.age 2 , published in 1882, the year after the 
great scholar's death. Krapf brought his knowledge of Arabic to bear 
upon this work and, despite the disadvantages of the orthography he em
ployed, it has remained to this day I indispensable to every student of 
Swahili, and. has the pennanent value and charm of genuine philological 
pioneer work by an honest and able researchero It deals almost entirely 
With the dialect of Swahili used at Mombasa, and revision might make it 
more practically useful by the removal of inaccuracies and repetitions, 
but such treatment Y.ould be analogous to re-writing Schliemann' s. Troy or 
Livingstone' s Journals. t3 The dictionary was re--edi ted4, however, in 
1925 by Canon H.K. Binns,who had v.orked in the country since 1876. Binns 

1 'Ban tu Pioneers 1 , p. 242-3. 
2 pp.xl + 4j3, double col. 
3 Pref'~c: to A.Co 1iadan 1 s Swahili-English Dictionary, pp.iii, iv. 
4 Sv,~111.--English Dictio~, s.P.c.K., pp._301 (double col.). 
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revised the spelling and arrangement, and omitted Arabic and Latin ref
erences. Though he did not include any explanation of the orthograpey 
he used, his work does not deserve the severe censure of Canon Hellier 
who wrote, 'Unfortunately this dictionary was re----edited in 1925, and 
completely spoiled in the process, the student should therefore secure 
a copy of the original edition.• l But such a copy is not easy to secure 
today! 

The pioneer worker in the Zanzibar dialect was Bishop E.Steere. As 
early as 1870 he published the first edition of A Handbook of the Swahili 
La.n.guage a.s Sl)Oken at Zanzibar2~ The grammatical part of this work is 
brief and elementary. Copious English-Swahili vocabularies are jncluded 
in the first part; and the second part consists of a Swahili-English 
vocabulary ■ A second edition appeared in 1875, a third in 1882, which 
third wa.2, revised by A.G. Madan and printed by the S.PoC.K. in 1884: a 
fourth in.1894, and numerous other editions sinceo This book was for 
long the grammatical text-book for l!:nglish stu::lents of Swahilio Steere 
published another useful and popular little book, his Swahili Exercises3 1 

which has been of inestimable value in the training of missionaries and, 
since the Great War, of officials in the language. In 1902 Starr refers 
to editions of this as early as 1882 and 1886; I have not seen theseo 
In 1929 the edition reached its eighteenth thousand, a short supplerrent 
was added in 1931, and in 1934 appeared an edition 'revised and partly 
re-written' by A.B. Hellie:r4-■ The book has been adopted by the InteI"-
territorial Language C olli1li ttee ' as the standard grammar of i::.he Swahili 
language, and as embodying the conclusions of the Committee itself' .. It 
is a very useful little book, but obviously falls far short of being a 
'standard grammar' as it is neither written as a classified grammar nor 
does it delve into many of the intricacies of the language. 

In 1885 Shaw had included Swahili in his 'Pocket Vocabulary of East 
African Languages'. Much syntactical and grammatical inf orrna tion on the 
language was given by W.Eo Taylor in his African .Aphorisms or Saws ~ 
Swahili-land, which was published in 1891. Taylor recognised Mpiration 
and other significant differences in Swahili in this valuable little 
treatise, which nrus t be dealt with elsewhere. In t..1-iis, as also in an
other publication The Ground.worlc of the Swahili Language5 (1898), Taylor 
dealt with Mvi ta and vd th the poetical Ngozi form of Swahili. In 1890 
appeared anonymously a little J>hrase-book; Swahili--E:nglish6, containing 
short vocabularies and a collection of dhow-eearching questions; while 
in the next year C. Slack published his little 14a.ge Introdm tion to 

l Swahili Prose Literature, in 'B.St.' Vol.XIV, p.251. 
2 pp.xvi + 232 (Part I) + 189 (Part II). 
3 pp.viii+ llo. 
4 PP• xi + 159• 
5 I have not seen this publicationo The full title is The GroWldwork 

of the Swahili La.nguage1na.mely, 1he concords; tabulated, exemplified, 
and illustrated for the use of' those lean1ing Swahili in East Africa 
and elsewhere. 

6 pp.68. 
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Swahili; for :tP:e use of travellers, students and others. 
Un:i.versi ties' Mission published A Practical Guide to 1re Ure 
.Alphabet in writing Swahili according to the Usage of the 
Africa. 1 

In 1892 the 
of the Ara.hie 
East Coast of 

A worthy successor to Bishop Steere in linguistic u:i.bours came with 
A.c. Madan. who laboured on Bible revision and on the supply of education 
li terature 2 • In J.894 Madan published his well-known Englisfr-{jwahili 
Dictiona.ry3, an admirable work ciealing with the Zanzibar "forn. This has 
been of inestimable value for many years. A second edition appeared in 
19029 while in 1903 apr,eared the companion volume, Swahili--Enp;lish Dic
tionar;y 1+-. This pair of books forrred the basis of A Standard English
Swahili Dictionary and A Standard Swahili-English Dictionary, which were 
the result of long labour by the late Frederick Johnson and which were 
published after his death as official publications of ire Inter-terri toriDl. 
Language Cormnittee of the :C:a.st African Dependencies, in 1939. 'l'hese 
two volumes constitute a mine of lexicographical :information upon Swahili, 
particularly of the Zanzibar type. In 1905 Madan had published a little 
Swahili (Zanzibar) Grammar5, a forerunner of the series of little han.d:
books he wrote on Central Bantu languages; while in 1917 he issued an 
English-Swahili Vocabula.ry6 useful as an index to Steere' s I Swahili Ex
ercises'. 

In 1910 A.C. Hollis contributed to the 'J.A.S. 1 7 an interesting 
Vocabulary of English Words und Sentences,' translated into six Languages 
or Dialects, viz.:- Zanzibar Swahili (Ki-Unguja), Mombasa Swahili (Ki
Mvita), Lamu Swahili (Ki~), Patta Swahili (Ki--J'ate), Siyu SYiahili 
(Ki-Siu) and Bajun (Faza) Swahili (Ki.-JI'ikuu). ' In 1910 also was issued 
Mrso F. Burt's Swahili Grammar and Vocabular:t8, an attempt to adapt the 
Berlitz method to Swahili. 'rl .E.. Taylor furnished an introductcxy section 
dealing with the dialects am. phonetics. Taylor's orthograpey was followed 
throughout. A second edition appeared in 1917 and several repr:ints 
since that date. 

About 1915 appeared two books of very considerable merit in the 
stud,y of Swahili linguistics. l.~.w·.1:-1. Beech was the author of Aids to 
the Study of Ki-Swahili9, containing an exposition of S\'ra.hili (Arabic) 

.l pp.57. 
2 cf. Hellier's article Swahili Prose Literature, 'B.St.', Vol. XIV, 

p.252. 
3 pp.vii~ 415 (double col.). 
4 pp.xi.x + 41.+2 (double col.). 
5 pp.62. 
6 pp.56. 
7 Vol.X, pp.1--24; issued also as a 24-page reprint. 
8 Second edition reprinted 1923, pp.263. 
9 pp.xvi+ 1599 n.d., but probably publi5hed about 1914-
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'if'riting with numerous examples of le-cters, followed cy stories with transla-
tion and notes on idiom, and other literary features, such as aphorisms 
and enigmas. Beech also had works on Borneo Dialects and the Suk to his 
credit. The other book was c.M. Stigru1d I s A Gramrna.r of Dialectic Changes 
in the Kiswahili Langua,gel (1915), commonly referred. to as 'Dialect in 
Swahili' • This contains a lot of valuable informa. tion illustrating change 
in sounds, in grammar, in vocabulary and in idiom. 'l'aki.ng Unguja as his 
standard, he compares in turn Mrima,MgaoJHadimu and Tumba.tu,Pemba, Mvita, 
Vumba, Larnu, Pate, Shela, Siu, Tj_k..lu, the dialects of the Ba.nadir 
Coast, Ngazija, and Ngovi or lfgo~l. The book is also noteworthy for an 
~ppena.ix: containing a recension and poetic al translation of the poem 
'Inkishafi' contributed. by W.B. Teyloro The Hadirnu a.ialect was further 
illustrated by Miss A. Werner in an article in the 'JoA0Sc 12 in 1916. Yr. 
H. Ingram's paper The Dialects of the Zanzibar Sultanate, contributed to 
the 'B.s.o.s. '3 in 1924, contains short vocabularies of Unguja, Pemba, 
Tumbatu, Hadimu (with three sub-dialects), Pepo and Mundi, together with 
Nga.zija (a Komoro dialect)o There are also specimens of Gang~ the speech 
of the medicine men. 

In 1926 Fa tilers A. Reichart and 11. Kii.s ters published in the serie~ 
'Gaspey--Otto--Sauer' an Elementary Kiswaheli Grarnma.fo accompanied by a 'Key',? 
Little need be said. of this: it is a very faulty publication, and the 
method does not lend itself to Bantu languages; it is written, too, in 
very poor English. In 1927 the sisters .A .. and Mo Wen1er publ:i.shed a very 
useful First Swahili BookC> based on a type of direct method.. This little 
book is thoroughly reliable, and contains some useful idiomatic reading 
matter. A much more elementary book,appearing also in 1927, was G. Murray
Jardine' s Abridged Swahili Grammar7, containing phrases, stories and voo
abulary. In 1929 the Education Department, Tanganyika, issued A Guide 
and.Aid to Smw.iliExaminations, a little 74'"'i)age book desig!led for one 
practical purpose. In 1929 Ro~. Scott published A Glossary of some 
Scientific Tenns used in Sanitary Practice by Swahili-6peaking Africans.B" 
This is a very useful collection. In 1937 1-'.,J. Greenway published at 
Da~s--Salaam A Swahili Dictionary of Plant Names9, a valuable piece of 
work. Miss M. Bazett was the author of _Everyday 9wah; li Phrases and 
Vocabulary, published at Nairobi; and N. Victor, of the Universities' 
Mission,published The Essentials of Swahili, a series of gramina tical tables. 

1 pp.xi + 105 (of which pp. 73-105 are an appendix contr.ibuted by Taylori 
2 '.!.'he Wah.aclimu of Zanzibar, Vol.X:f, pp.35~3600 
3 Val.III, pp.5j3-550. 
4 pp.viii+ J50. 
5 pp.64, 
6 pp.viii+ 127. 
7 pp.63. 
8 pp.65. 
9 pp.xvi, 112. 
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'l'wo interesting articles contributed to 'Africa' by G .. \'/. Eroomf'ield 

might be noted here. They are The Development of the Swahili Lanriuage 1 

in 1930, and The Re--Bantuization of the S~vahili Langua.ge2 in 1931. The 
latter is of considerable interest, an(l is a re:,ly to K. :{oehl' s article 
The Linf;uis tic Situation in :Zas t Ai'ric~.), which appeared in 1930 in the 
same journal. 

In 1932 B.J. natcliffe and H .. Elphin~ tone produced their Modern Swa
hili 4, a book aimed at practical 5uidance in learning Svmltlli among the 
various forms found in the East African Territories." It contains exerc:Lses, 
specimen examination papers and vocabularies. The book contains certain 
fresh .material, but it is ~uestio!'lB.ble whether the method of presentation 
is any improvement on previous publications. 

In 1933 the InteI'-Territorial Language (Swahili) Committee to the 
East African Dependereies commenced printing their Bulletin wi t.}i No.6. 
Previous nwnbers had been cyclostyled. There is some very valuable 
linguistic material in the form of memoranda and discussion in these 
Bulletins5 which reached Ifo.18 in 194-4- In the later nwnbers attention has 
been draYm to the phenomenon of the ideophone in Swahili. 

In 1935 Mrs. E.O •. Ashton vrrote a thought-,,Jrovoking article on the 
stuc\y of Swahili, entitled The 'Idea' Appxocehto SWahili6. In the same 
year E.Be Haddon issued in typed cyclostyle his Notes on Swahili Grammar? 
'l'his was one of the best treatri1ents of Swal:ili grarnrnar up to that time. 
An attempt was made to bring the classii'ication, treatment and terminology 
into line with what has been done for Zulu and other Bantu laneuages - an 
elimination of the non-Bantu approach. Haddon delved much more deeply 
into the intricacies of Swahili grammar than any previous writer. 

In 1944, hOVTever, Mrs. Ashton brought out her Swahili Gremmar ( in
cluding intonation), a work of some 398 pages, graded for students and 
including numerous exercises. The vrork contains many innovations, such 
as drill in correct tone pronunciation - c£ characteristic andgrarrma.tical 
tone, for Svrahili is a stranger to semantic tone. There are other in
teresting and provocative grammatical innovations, which certaj.nly seem 
to assist the practical learning; but perhaps the greatest contribution 
of this buok is the revelation that Swahili is not as deficient in Bantu 
grammatical intricacies as one has been led to believe from earl,jer gram
mars.. For the comparative student it is unfortilllate that the grammar is 
not arranged in blocks of study according to the various phenomena - its 
purpose has been that of' a graded study. This is certainly the best thing 

1 'Africa' Vol.III, pp~5ltr-522. 
2 'Africa' Vol .. IV, pp.77---B5. 
3 'Africa' VoloIII, pp.191-202. 
4 PP•:>.."Y1.1.1. -i· 310. The book has been well conm.ented upon by Krunm. 
5 They vary in size from 10 pages to 30 pages. • 
6 In the 'B.S.OoS.' Vol.VII, pp.837-859• 
7 pp .. 117, large quartoo 
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we have in Swahili. 

Dr. A.N. Tucker and Mrs .E.0. Ashton published in 'African Studies' 1 
ll1 1942 SWahili Phonetics, a fairly comprehensive survey of the subject, 
despite the impossibility 1 owing to war conditions, of using Arabic type. 

X X X 

We now tum to the German contribution ix, Swahili linguistj_c studies. 
Several Gennan writers, such as Krapf, Reichart and Kiis ters, had contri
buted through the medium of English. We now consider those who used 
German medium for their books. 

The earliest monograph we haye is c.G.Buttner' s Hiilf'sbi.ichlein filr •• 
Unterricht in der Suahili~prache~ of 1887. Next is w. von St. Paul 
Illaire' s Suaheli Handbucii3, published in 1890 as the second vohune of 
the series 'Lehrbucher des· Seminars :f'ur Orientalische Sprachen' • This is 
quite a comprehensive grammatical study, including an :important section 
on Syntax. In 1890 Buttner, the eminent literary worker in Swahili, 
published his Worterbuch der Suaheli~praohe, Suaheli--Deutsch und Deutsch
Suaheli4 as Volwne III of the above series; and as Volume X of the same 
series his Suaheli~hriftstiicke5. to which he added a valuable appendix 
discussing Arabic script and Swaj_ri.li orthography. In 1892 also appeared 
H. Raddatz' s Die Suahili-Sprache 0 , in which was a short grammatical out
line of 38 pages followed by phrases, a German-Swahili vocabulary of 47 
pages and a Swahili-Gennan vocabulary of 53 pages. Raddatz also included 
a short comparative study of the Sagara and Gogo languages and an appendix 
on Sudan Arabic. In 1891 was issued Dr. F. Frei.herr von Gravenreuth' s 
Suaheli-Dragoman7, a practical guide to the language for use m 'Deutsch-
0s tafrika'. In 1896 Illaire produced his Suaheli Sprachf'uhrer, a large 
volume of nearly 6oo pages giving vocabulary, phrases and conversation 
covering a very wide range of subjects and topics ( there are also eleven 
pages of erratal). In 1898 s. Domet, a Syrian Arab, wrote Die Suaheli
SpracheB. 

One who contributed considerably at about this time was A. Seide! 
who wrote Das arabische Element im Suaheli in 1895 in the 'Z.A.o.s. •.,, 

1 Val.I, pp.77-103, 161-182. 
2 pp.96; 2nd. edition 1891. 
3 pp.x.xvi + 202. 
4- pp.ix +. 269. 
5 This is an important contribution to Swahili literature. 
6 pp.xiv + 176. A second edition edited by A.Seidel was issued in 1900. 
7 pp.xii+ 256. 
8 Published at Jerusalem. I have not seen a copy of this., 
9 Val.I, Pt.l, pp.~15; Val.I, Pt.2. pp.97-104• 
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and in the same journal Beitrage zurKenntn:i3s des Lamu Dialectes 1 • In 
1900 Seidel published his Suahili Konversations-{:-nmuna.tik2 in the series 
'Methode Gaspey--Otto-.Sauer'. With this important work was issued a 95-
p 8 ge Schl.ussel. He had preceded this by his Praktische Grarnmatik der 
Suaheli~prache.3 , the first edition of which was in 1890. In 1902 Seidel 
published his Systematisches Worterbuch der Suahilis_grache4, in which a 
very useful vocabulary of Swahili words is arranged according to an 
elaborate system cf classified subjects. 

In 1896 Eo Ovir contributed Die abgelei teten Verba im Kiswahili to 
the 'Z.A.O.s. '5. A Deutsch--6uaheli Taschen-W6rterbuch 0 was put out in 
1900 by o. van Baudissin. In 1904 C. Meinhof dealt wi-th Swahili in No. 1 
of his 'Linguistische Studien in Ostv.frika 1 7. This was a short generaJ. 
description of the sounds and .Arabic influence thereu:r;on. Meinhof_ .furti:er 
wrote a little book, Die Sprache d.er Suaheli in Deutsch--Ostaf'rikat5, as 
Val.II of the series of 'Deutsche Kolonialsprachen' in 1910. The name 
of c. Velten is the next one of importance in Swahili lineuistics. In 
1901 he published his Praktische Anleitu.ng zur Brlermm 1; der Schrift der 
Suaheli9. In 1904 he produced his Praktische Sua.heli---Gramma.tiklO, a 
1ai'r1y detailed grammar replete vti th examples and folloVIed by a Genna.n
Swahili Vocabulary. 'rhis went through several editions, of which a 
second appeared in 1905, a third in 1910, a fourth in 1913 and a f'ifth 
in 1932. Velten's greatest contribution was in the subject of lexico
graphyo In 1910 he produced Suaheli-Worterbuch,I Teil, Suaheli----:JeutsclA 
and in 1933 his bigger Suaheli-Worterbuch, II Teil 1 Deutsch-,Suaheli.12 
'l'hese t,;,o volumes a.re a real contribution and are comparable to tr..e 
parallel English works of Madan, of whose books he was able to nuke use. 
Velten was also the author of a 'i'asche~orterbuch der Suaheli-Spred::li--' 
published in 1911, a very useful little publication. Besides his textual 
publications, v1hich will be considered elsewhere, he produced in 1901 a 
Praktische Anlei tung zur Erlernung der ara.bischen Schrift der Suaheli~ 
and in 1910 Suaheli-,Sprachfiihrer fur i'os tbear,1te. 

1 Z.A.O.S., 1395, Val.I, Pt.2, pp.169-183. 
2 pp.xvi+ 404. 
3 pp.viii+ 182. 
4 pp.xii+ 1780 
5 Val.II, Pt.3, pp.2l1-9--266. 
6 pp.142. 
7 1:u..s.o .. s. 1 Val.VII, pp.202-216. 
8 pp.viii+ 109. 
9 pp.105. 

10 pp.x + 308, of which 179--3 08 is the vocabulary. 
11 pp.xv+ 529 (double col.). 
12 pp.xii+ 883 (double col.). 
13 Small, 8cm.x 11.cm., pp.252 (double col.). 
14 pp.105. 
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w. Planert wrote in 1907 Die syntaktischen Verha.ltnisse des Suahelil 

An article dealing with 'aspiration' Wa:3 contributed in 1911 by the well
lplown experimental phor.eticia."l G. Panconcelli-Calzia to the •z.r.K.S. 12, 
entitled Uber die aspirierten Verschlusslaute sovd.e den Frageton :im Suah:ii. 
In 1923 H. Jensen contributed to the 'Z.f .E .. S. 1 a short article, Auagewahlte 
Kapitel aus der Syntax des Suaheli3; and in 1929 M.Klingenheben--v. Tiling 
in the same .journal4- wrote Lautliche Eizentumlichkei ten_~ gesprochenen 
Suaheli. B. Krwmn 5roduced in 1932 Worter und Wortformen orientalischen 
Urspruilf~S im Suaheli , a scientific examination of the eastern contribt.r 
tion to the make-up of Swahili, including not only classical Arabic, b.rt; 
also southern .Arabic, Persian, 'l'urkish and certain Indian languages.. In 
1940 the Sheldon Press published the English version of this book, ~lords 
of Oriental Origin in Swahili6, enlarged and brought more up-to-date. This 
is a scholarly piece of work and examines and criticises all previous pub
lications on the subject. A valuable glossary is added. 

In 1939 Dr. K. Roehl edited a third edition. of' Siegfried Delius 1 

'Gramnatik d~r Suaheli-Sprache', under the title of Wegweiser in die Sua
heli-Sprache' • 

8 
The first edition had been published in 1910 1 and the 

second in 1927. This third edition cons ti tu tes a f'ine exposition of 
Swahili grarmnar vri th numerous reading lessonso An accompanying Worter
verzeichnis9, comprising 2500 'Suaheli--Deutsch I and 2900 1Deutsch--i:3uaheli1 
words, was published separately .. 

X X X 

French contributions to Swahili Studies are also not inconsiderable. 
The earliest I have seen is P. Dutrieux' s Vocabulaire Fra.nQai~isouahili~, 
published by the Association Internationale Africaine in 1880, and con
taining only about 1800 words; but Pere Daull' s Grammaire de Ki.soumili'.U:is 
said to have been published at Colmar in 1879., Sto Paul Illaire refers 
to a Manuel de Conversation en Kiswahili published in 1881 by the Fathers 
of the Congregation du St. Esprit et du St.Coeur de Marie at Bagarnoyo 12 , 

1 pp.59. 
2 Vol.I, pp.305-315. 
3 Vol.XIII, pp.24).--260. 
4 Vol • .XX, pp.1-10. 
5 pp.9(). 
6 pp.x, 192. 
7 PP•X 1- 228. 
8 Reprinted in 1936, ppoVJ.J.l., 14-1; with a 'Schlussel' and 'Worterve!'-

zeichnis' as a separate publication, pp.60. 
9 pp.86. -
10 pp.112 .. 
11 pp.125; entitled Gramma.ire Kisouahili in the New York Public Libra.I"Y 

ea talot:,-ue. 
12 I have not seen a copy of this. 
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and states that a lit}1ographed Vocabulaire Frangai~iswahili et Kis\/a
hili~rari::9ais was put out in 1885 from Al.gierso Father Dela~y pu~d 
his Gramrnaire Kiswahili 1 as early as 1885. It was subseyueni:J¥ :republished 
and tl1e edition before me is dated 1927.2 This constitutes a fairly de
tailed account of the grammar, and devotes over 50 p~es to a study of 
tl1e syntax of the language.. Delaunay published in the san-e year ( 1885) 
a Dictionnaire Fra.ru;ais-Kiswahili, but I have not s~en this• In 1891 c. 
Sacleux published his Dictionnaire frar:gai~wahili~, a book of no in
considerable size and merit. Sacleu.x was also 1:he author of an extremezy 
valuable dialectal stuey of Swahili, his Grammaire des Di.alectes swahilis, 
which appeared in 1909• After a valuable introduction of 20 pages in
cluding a historical outline, he divided his book into three parts: (i) 
Phonetique (ppol-38), (ii) Parties du Discours (pp.3&---258), and (iii) 
Syntaxe, etc .. (pp.259--332).. Though the treatment is in the 'old style' 
there is much valuable infonnation in this book. In the same year (1909) 
Sacleux published his Grammaire SV1ahilie4, devoted to an extensive and 
detailed study of the Zanzibar dialect. IIere 1 too, there i.s a great 
amou.n.t of valuable material. In 1894 the Etat Irulependa.nt du Congo pub
lished a Vocabulaire Fran9ais-Kisouahili of 111 pages ( interleaved with 
blank sheets).. Commandan-t Go Moltedo of the Con.go Free State issued a 
Petit Vocabulaire des La.ngues arabe et ki-6vtaili5 in 1905• In 19ll 
appeared Eo Brutel' s Vocabulaire Francai~isvrahili et Kisvrahili-Fran9ais, 
preceded by a gramnatical outline. This was one of the publications of 
the Maison-Carree press of the White Fathers. There is nothing particular 
to note about thj_s publication, except that a second edition wao. called 
for immediately and a third in 1913.0 

X X X 

Of other language media we note the following. In 1890 in Gujerati 
script appeared Alidina Somjee Lilani' s Guide to the Swahili Language in 
Gujerati characters, with English and Gujerati translations~chiefly for 
the use of Indians having relations ,·ri th Zanzibar. In 1924 a vocabulary 
of Swahili appeared in the Portuguese publication of A.A.P. Cabral, Voo
abulario Por ues Shiro a Shi tsua Gui to a, Shish e Shisena siiI= 
nhungue 1 Shishuabo, KDcua, Shi-Yao e Kissuahili. In 192 Giacomo de 
Gregorio published in Italian at Palenno, Il S\13hi_li nella Somalia. italiana. 
~ i suoi_elementi a..ra.bi~i- Flemish stuients in Belgian Congo are also 
interesting themselves in this language. o. Liesenborghs contributed in 
1938 to 'Kongo-Overzee•9 an interesting article entitled Wat is Ki.ngwana? 

l pp.173; 
2 pp.218. 

2nd ed. was published in 1898. 

3 
4 
5 
6 

pp• xix + 98 9 ; XJ0..7fi + 4. 
pp.xvi, 268. 

I have not yet seen a copy of this. 

7 
8 
9 

pp.31 + ( 17). 
The 1928 impression of 2500 copies has 470 pages, 
60 deal with gram."l'l8..r• 
pp.204 +4. 
pp.89 .. 
Vol.IV, pp.233--249. 

of which the first 
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discussing the western dialect of Swahili. P. Colle also produced In
leidmg tot de Samenspraak in de Swahilische Taal, voora.f'gegaan door e'en 
korten inhoud der Swahilische Spraakleer. A second edition vro..s ecli ted by 
E.P. Tielemans.l 

X X X 

More interesting ho.vever are the Swahili vernacular linguistic stu:lies, 
which should in the future be more and xoore developed. In 1883 appeared 
an anonymous grammatical study of the language entitled Sarufi. ya KiswahiJi2, 
while Madan produced as a 16-page pamphlet Maelezo ya Sarufi ya Kiswahili 
in 1888. Canon Broomf'ield published a similar study in 1931 under the 
same title3 a most serviceable Swahili grammar for Swahili schools. He 
has denonstrated the possibility of a Swahili (Bantu) tenninolorur for 
grar;nnar based on bantuizations of the accepted English ( or Latin) terms 
where applicable. In 1935 Frederick Johnson published a most valuable 
vernacular dictionary: Kamusi ya Kiswar.:.ili yaani Kitabu cha !.ianeno yo. 
Kiswahili4. This is a veritable milestone in Bantu lexicographical stu:lies. 
S\'Jahili is- the only Bantu language yet to have a vernacular die tionary., 
perhaps because it serves some ten million speeJcers. Johnson' s book is 
good, but it can only claim to be an explainer of meanings, in no wey does 
it touch upon constructional use or etymology. It is noteworthy that 
each of these vernacular contributions is vvritten by a European - surely 
it is time the Sv,ahili themselves entered this field! 

Swahili does not lack exponents of its 'Kitchen' form. In 1936 F.Ho 
Le Breton published whnt he tenned Up---country Swahili Exercises 'for the 
soldier, settler, miner, merchant and their wives' .5 His claim is that 
'Correct Swahili is a very complicated lan.:,o-u.age native to Zanzibar and 
the coastal belt of East Africa. To the ordin.:i.ry up-coW1try native,Swa
hili is a foreign language, of which he possesses only a very limited 
lmowledge'. The author has indicated the true Swahili forms in italics 
in many cases, but his exposition of 'Up-country Svmhili' reveals a lan
guage dispensing to a great degree i'lith concord - 'in U~ountry Swahili 
this is reduced to a minimum, the form used, being almost invariably that 
which agrees with the singular of the so-called N--class'. To the grammar 
and exercises are appended considerable vocabularies. 

(2) Tikulu, closely allied to Swahili, is spoken in Faza on the coa.st 
north of' Lamu and as far up as the Juba River. The Swahili call~ language 
Ki-Tikuu. F. Wurtz prepared a Worterbuch des Ki....JI'ikuu und des Ki--f'okomo 
in Ost--Af'rika., which was edited after his death by A.Seidel and published 

1 There is no date to this edition. I have not seen a copy. 
2 I -have not seen a copy ci'this. 
3 Sa.rufi ya Kisv,ahili, pp.xiv + 175. 
4- pp.xvii + 261 (double col.). 
5 Other editions 1937, 1940, 1941, the last consisting of 96 pages. 

-, 
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in 1895 in the •z.A.o.s.•l Reference may also be ma.de to Hollis' 1910 
Vocabulary, referred to under Swahili. 

(5) Komoro,spoken on the Comoro Islands, between Zanzibar and Madagascar. 
Last published a sho:rt vocabulary of 'Anzuani of Hi.nzua' in his 'Polyglot ta' ; 
and vocabularies of the same dialect of Johanna Island were published by 
J.M. Hilclebrandt in the 'Z.f.E. 12 in 1876. Bishop Steere included in 
l.D69 a short vocabulary of .f"be Langufl£e of Great Como co: Shiary:;azidja 
in his 'Sh9rt Specimens of the Vocabularies of Three Unpublished African 
Lan£;uages•). In 1909 B. Struck contributed to the '"J • .ii..s.•4, An Unpub
lished Vocabulary of the Comoro Languaee, from a manuscript entry in 
GuillA.it1' s historical ·work. He cleduces that the entries were made by a 
French a.e;ent on Johanna Islc:..nd, probably in 1856. The best anulysis of 
Komoro however has been done by M. Heepe, who published,Sas his Doctor's 
thesis, in 1914, Die Komorendialekte Ngazidja rmd Nzwani-. In this he 
critically reviewed ull previous references to and vocabularies af Komoro 
(Herbert 1626, Elliot 1821, Cusalis 184-1, Bleek.....Peters 1856, Steere lBG~ 
Gevrey 1876, Kersten 1871, Hillebrandt 1875, Lo.st 1885, 'rorrend 1391, 
Struck 1909, and SacletL~ 1909), and then eave a study of !Tgazija and 
Nzwani phonology, a mere reference to grammatical forms, end a text with 
German tranzla tio9-. In 1920 Heepe published Die Komorendialekte Nga.zic]ja, 
Nzvmni, uncl M-.vali0 , a work which incorporated the previous, but added a 
very considerable section of textual material, mainly in Ngazija. 

[5b] EAST-CENTRAL .ZONE 

Position: Hyasaland and Northern Mo.w.mbig_ue. 

Cha.cacteristics: These languages constitute a bridging 
those of the Central zone an.cl those of the Eastern zone. 

The most important languae;es of this sub-zone are: 

(1) 
(2) 

Nkonde. 
Nyasa group: (a) Tumbuka, ·with dials. Henga, Ka:nanga. 

(b) Tonga. 

between 

(3) Western group: (a< Nyanja, with dials. Chewa,Mang'm,1 a, Feta. 
(b; Nsenga. 
(c) Sena, with dials. Nyungwe, Chikunda, 

Barwe, Tonga. 
(4) 
(5; 

Yao, with dial. Ngindo. 
?,1akua: 'ni th Chwabo. 

1 Reprinted in book fon.1, pp.63, double col. 
2 pp.89,-96. 
3 pp.18-21. 
4 Vol.~II, Ho.XXXII, July 1909, pp.4-J.2-J,21. 
5 PP•Vl. + 55. 
6 pp.xvi + 166, of Ythich pp.51-166 are &evoted to the texts. 
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( 1) Nkoncle, cormnonly referred to as '!Tyakyusa' is spoken in 'l'anganyika 
Territory to the north end of Lake Nyasa. One of the dialectal forms, 
'Mwrunba' was illustrated in a vocabulacyl compiled by JoA• Dain and 
printed at Livingstonia in 1891. H.H. Johnston includecl a voo&.bulary of 
'Iki-nyikinsa' in his 'British Central Af'rica 12 in 1897-Inl899 Co Schumann 
contributed to the 'M.s.o.s. '3 his Grundr:l ss einer GrammatD~ der Kond~ 
Sprache. While this work contains a fair rurount of ma teriaJ., particularly 
in the vocabularies, it is very badly arranged and unsa tisfac to1:y to use 
for reference. In the following volume of the 1MoSoO.s. 1 4 (1900) K. 
Endemann contributed a short discussion Zur Erkla.runr; einer eigen t.hilinlichen 
Verbalform im Konde. A detailed phonological exposit:ion of the language 
appeared in c. Meinhof' s 'Grundriss einer Lautlehre u.er Bantusprachen' 
(1899) in Chapter VIII,5 headed Konde, the spelling of the name as used 
by Gennan vr.riters. 

(2) Nyasa Group. 

(a) The two main dieJ.ectal fonns of Tumbuka, spoken on the west 
coast of the upper half of Lake Nyasa, are Henga and Kari12.I1.gao 'l'he f9rroor 
was illustrated by E.H. Johnston in his 'British Central Africa' 0 in 
1B97. In lB91 w.Lo Elmslie had written rrotes on the Tumbuka La.nguage7 
and a Table of Concords 1 etc. of the Tumbuka Languageo His 'Notes' was 
followed up with the Grarrunar of the Tumbuka Languagetl, vmich hn.s reached 
a fourth edition. D.3.. J,;acKenzie published JTotes on Ttm1buka S_yntax in 
1911.9 In 1923 appeared T. Cullen Young' s Notes on the Speech and His
tory of the Turubulca-Henga PeopleslO. In this book a study of lane;unge 
is combined with that of the history of the people, an unsuitable combin
ation, as Dr. Westermann suggested in a review. In 1932 Cullen Young 
issued these two parts separately - Notes on the s12eech of the Tt.;nbuka
Karnanga PeopJ.esll - and Notes on the History of the Tumbuka--Kamanga Peoples 
- with changed tribal title, a third volume, Notes on the Customs and 
Folk-lore of the Tumbuka-Ka.manga Peoples, the third in the trilogy,having 
appeared. in 1931. The grammatical notes could be greatly improved by 
r~angment and more up-to--date treatment. 

( b) Tonga is spoken on the western shore of 
Lake Nyasa. The language is called 'cm.Tonga'. 

1 I have not seen a copy of this. 
2 pp.496--503. 
3 Vol.II, pp.1-86. 
4 Vol.III, pp.93-95. 
5 pp .110-131. 
6 PP•.504--513 of 3rd. edition. 
7 pp.32. 
8 ? date. 

the central part of 
Johnston includes a 

9 or thereabciuts, ? date. See Cullen Young' s preface for these refeI'
ences. 

10 pp.viii+ 223. 
11 pp.18L 
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vocabuJA.ry of' this language in his 'British Central Africa• l of 1897. 

(3) Western Group. 

(a; N~ja co1m,~mly called 'Chinyanja' is the unified standardised 
literary f-;;.rm w,ed for government and educational purposes particularly 
in Southern Hya.saland• Contributing to this language have been partier
ularly 11an.g' anja, Chewa and Peta. A closely allied form, clif'ftr.i.ng somewhat 
dialectically, is the Nysnja spoken on the east coast of the Lake from 
the mission centre on Likoma Island• 

Pet.a., the south-western form, also celled Ma.rav~ was probably first 
illustrated, under the name of Marawi, in Koelle' s 'Polyglotta A.fricana'; 
it was also included in Bleek' s 'Languages of' Mosambique' in 1B56. This 
is also the speech of John Rebma.'1.Il.1 s Dictionary r£ 1he Kiniassa Language~ 
'?inich was compiled duri~ the years 1853 to 1855, but not published till 
1877 when it had been edited by his colleague L.Krapf. This dictionary 
is a paj_nstaking piece of work,. shewing very considerable scholarship. 
It was, however, the result of research with a single slave from MombasBt 
and suffers from that drawb&ck. Nevertheless it is a model of what a 
scholar can do with such slender and unpromising material. A vocabulary 
of' 'Ci-fG"anja (Ci-cipeta)' is included by H.H. Johnston in his I British 
Central Africa•3 (1897)• 

Chewa, also illustratea. by Johnston4, is spoken on the south-nest 
coast of the Lake, and extending into Northern Rhodesia. In 1937 M.H. 
Watkins produced a most cred.5.table Grammar of' Chichewa5 based on a study 
of I Some 400 pages of text with grru:muatical material, and more than 700 
pages of ethnological description in English which jzclude marw ecpressions 
in l;he Na'tive language a ill the inforna tion was obtained from Kamuzu 
Banda, a Native Chewa, 'While he was in attendance at the University of 
Chicago, from 1930 to 1932' • The morphology, which occupies the bulk of 
the book, is treated on sound principles, and the author has managed to 
get away from the outworn European classificatory methods of so many 
writers of Bantu 6-rammars. The -whole book is uncorrmon in its method of 
treatment and def'initely stimulating to any student of Bantu. 

]Jang~ anja, the south-eastern form, was probably first illustrated 
by Alexander Riddel of the Livingstonia Mission in A Grammar of the Chi 
~.ja La.nguage 6 in 1880, a little book of' grammatical notes and vocabu
laries. In ~91 D~ George Henr.r of the same miBsion brought out a 
Grammar of Chiqyanja, a ~h fuller treatment with exercises; these works 

l PP•.50Hl3 of the 3rd edition. 
2 pp.viii+ 184 (double col.) 
3 pp.5:u_..--520, of' the 3rd edition. 
4 ibid. pp.50lr5ll. 
5 pp.l.58. 
6 pp.150. 
7 A aecond ed.i tion was published in 1904(pp.viii+232), Dr. Henry haVlllg 

died in 1893 before accomplishing a revision he had in view. 
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helped to fix the name of the written l~ua.ge. In 1894 R. Laws prod~ed 
at Edinburgh An English--Nyanja Dictionaif; he had previously (1585) 
produced his Table of Concords and Paradigm of Verb of' the Chieyanja 
language. About the same time, probably, appeared the mission-printed 
First Mang'anja Lessons 2 , and in 1896-7 a diminutive .Mang' anja Grarnma.~, 
with folding tables, also printed at the Blantyre Mission J>ress. About 
1897 R. Caldwell dealt with Mang' anja in his Cl-.i-nyanja Simplif'ied, a 
little book which later reached a second edi tion4 with a key to tLe exe~ 

. cises. In 1902 the 1iission Prc:ss publish.:.:d Mang'anja Unit of' Thought5, 
a little booklet with vocabulary and model sentences. Grammar and Exe~ 
cises in Chi---ma.ng' anja6, a little lesson-book in the vernacular was is
sued in 1917. Mang' anja, hcwever, is best known from the monumental 
work of D.G. Scott, A Cyclopaedic Dictionary of the Mang' anja Language7, 
which was published in 1892. The special feature of this dictionary was 
the inclusion of a grent deal of ethnographic information upon worcis and 
customs recorded. Numerous idiomatic sentences a.nu. aphorisms :illustrate 
the entries. Scott made a most valuable contribution in this cyclopaedic 
emphasis in his book, which is only marred by what have corre to be called 
1Scottisms 1 (Chi---Bcott} ir. his choice and i.mlusion of derivatives. l~ 
revised and enlarged ecli tion of this work was published in 1929 under the 
editorship of Alexander Hether,·rick. This wa.s entitled Dictionary of tre 
Nyanja LanguageB. In this much of the ethnographic material was omitted 
and many new entries included to make it applicable to the fonn of Union 
Nyanja used in Nya.saland. This is a very useful book. 

Of Eastern Nyanja we have the works of Miss M.E.Woodward who publis-m 
in 1898 her Chi::;nYanja Exerci.s e Book9, which served a ve-ry useful purpose. 
In 1892 she had been mainly responsible for a Vocabulary of English-Chi
nyanja and Chinyanj&-£nglish as spoken at LikomalO. Working upon that 
as a basis B.H. Barnes published in 1902 a very creditable Nyanja-Enr-J.ish 
Vocabulru:y 11 , and in 1913 an English--Nyanja Vocabulary.12 

The grammar, hoVlever, which has becorre the standard for many years 
in Nyanja, is Alexander Hetherwick' s A Practical Manual of the NyanJ!!: 

1 I lave not s~en a ccpy of this; pp.xi + 231. 
2 Some 22 pages quarto, abt. 1894,. 
3 pp.24 + tables. 
4 pp.88 + 4£,, in 1915. 
5 pp.38 and folding table. 
6 pp.28. 
7 pp.682 ( double col.) with English vocabulary appended. 
8 pp.vii+ 612 (double col.). The English--Nyanja vocabulary was also 

omitted. 
9 PP• vi+83; revised by B.H. Blrnes in 1909 under title of Nyanja Exercise 

Book. 
10 pp.67; 2nd ed. 1895• 
11 pp.viii+l83, with tables; revised ani enlarged by M.W .Bulley in 1929-
12 pp.112, and folding table. 
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Language 1 , the first edition of which appeared about 1904• Of this T. 
Price writes2: 'This work is eclectic in its selection of grammatical 
elements and vocabulary, but the dominant influence is that of l.:.S.1Janja, 
due to Dr. Hetherwick' s long and unbroken residence in the Ma' anja ca.mtzy. 
The Nyanja, therefore, which the European learner picked up from books 
and tended to accept as standard was south--eastern,ancl broadly Ma'?anja 
in type.' In 1915 the Zambesi Industrial ?.fission put . out a very gocxl 
Englisl~hinyanja Dictionary3, which has proved of great practical value. 

In 1925 appeared two granuna.tical studies: An Introduction to Chi
n,yanja4 by Meredith Sanderson and W .B. Bithrey, a work of very inferior 
calibre, and A Manual of Nyanja.5 by Miss M .• w. Bulley, who really carried 
on the work colllIT!enced by Miss Woodward. Miss Bulley' s 'Manual' is a 
practical work of considerable ~ri t. 

J .G. Steytler produced (2nd ed. 1937) Cinenedwe ea Ciny~j_a
6 , a 

grammatical study in the vernacular, presented in an intermt:i.ng and ureful 
fashion .. 

The finest scientific study of !Tyanja that has yet appeared is £T11ui 
Meyer' s Etymologische Lautlehre des Hyanja (NyasaJ.a.nd) ,a doc:;tor' s thesis 
accepted by the 'Hansische Universitat', and published in the •z.E.s. ,7 
in 1936-1937. This is a very valuable phonetic study. Another valuable 
contribution to our knowledge of the position regarding literary Nyanja 
was furnished in 191.iO by T. Price in his article ,Nya.q1a Linguistic Problems, 
contributed to the journal 'Africa 1 8. This should be studied by all 
interested in Nyanja literature. Price followed this by publishing The 
Blernents of Nyan<ia for Englisll--epeaking Students, in two parts, in 1941 
and 19~39. Mrs. Ferreira has published in A:f'rikaans, C inyanja Hulp -
bcekie.LO. 

(b) Nsenga, spoken to the west of the Nyanja territory md through
out the whole eastern half of the valley of the Lua.ngwa river in Northern 
Rhodesia, was ~ery imperfectly illustrated by H.H.Johnston in his 'Brit
ish ~ent 7al Af'rica' • In 190'5 A.C .Mad.an gave an outline of this language 
in his h.ttle Senga Handbook 11, lareely composed of vocabularies. In 

l This has gone through several editions: 2nd ed. 1907, reprinted 1912 
4th ed. 1916 (pp.x.x+ 299), 6th ed. 1922, 8th ed. 1932. , 

2 Cf • T-Price, Nyanja Linguistic Problems in 'Af'rica', Vol.xiii, No.2. 
3 PP• xv+ 381; a new edition appeared in 1940. 
4 pp.98. 
5 pp.76. 
6 pp.79. 
7 Vol.27, pp.1-34, 129-155, 18~211. 
8 Vol.XIII, No.2, pp.125-137• 
9 Part I, pp.1-129; Part II, pp.1,30-304-- I have not seenace>vyct'1his. 
10 I have no further inf'orma.tion on this publication. 
11 pp.100. 
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1928, however, it was splendidly treated by A.s.B.Ranger :in his Chinsenga 
Handbookl _. which besides a full exposition of the grarrur.a.r,contains phra.sa:;, 
textual material and useful vocabularies. Though Ranger's work is 
definitely outr-of-date in grammatical treatment, recording inter alia 
1 prepositions', 1 verb to be',, 1 personal pronouns 1

, it is a mine of l.Il:

forzm tion, replete wi. th idiomatic examples and syn·cac tic aJ. notes , his 
chapter on the Conjunction (of 28 pages) being especially goodo 'fhis is 
a vaJ.uable book. 

(c) The Sena group of languages is spoken along and in the vicinity 
of the lower Zambesi frorr. about 100 miles upstream from its mouth to a 
d,j_stance of over 500 miles upstream. Of its position Johnston (using 
the dialectal term of Nywigwe) writes: 'Cinyungwi. is spoken on both 
banks of the LOT1er Zambezi, west of the Ziwe-~iwe conflueme at Sena, 
especially at Tete and Sena, as far west as 32° of East longitude, where 
it grades into Cinsenga and Cinyai, and as far north as the Makanga. 
country, the watershed of Lake Nyasa, where it grades into Maravi or C:i..
peta'. The three ma.in dialects of this group are Sena, spoken in t.he 
vicinity of the town of that name, N>1w1gvte, often referred to as 'Tete 1 

and spoken in the vioini ty of the tovm of Tette, and Chikunda spoken 
still further upstream towa....""ds Zuruboo Vocabularies of the first two 
dialects appear in Bleek' s Languages of Mosambique of 1856 • Johns ton 
gives a vocabulary of Nyungwe in his I British Oen tral Africa. 1 

For Sena, w.G. Anderson published in 1897 An Introductory Grammar 
of the Sena Language spoken on the Lower Zambesi2, a very slight tJ;eat
ment. In 1900 J. Torrend published a small Grwmna tica do Chisena.J, a 
grammar of the language of the Lower Zambesio Most of the material in 
this little grammar was arranged in three columns trilingually, Poru:lgllese, 
Sena and English. In 1924- a llll.lCh fuller treatment was provided by A. 
Moreira in his Practical Gramrna. tic al Notes of -the Sena Language\ published 
posthumously. This work contains nothing origina1 in treailnent, but 
gives a good picture of the language. A • .a.P.Cabral included vocabularies 
of Sena and Nyungwe in his Vocabulario of 1924. 

The most important worker in Nyungwe was V. Jo Courtois, wl,.o, apart 
from much other vernacular work for the Mission at Boroma Monastery, pub
lished in 1899 his Diccionario Portuguez-Cai're-'1'etense5, a work embc:xzying 
very considerable research and scholarship; it is a very full vocabulary 
with over 30,(X)() Portuguese entries with their Nyungwe equivalep.tso In 
1900 Courtois published his Dicciona.ri.o Caf're-1'etense-Portuguez 0 , and in 
the same year his Elezoontos de grammatica teten.se 2 lingua Chi-Nyungt.!e7. 

l 
2 
3 

pp.ix+ 337. 
pp.vi + 61. 
pp.176. 

4 pp.viii+ 168, with a preface by F.P. Schebesta. 
5 pp.xiii+ 484, (double ool.) 
6 pp.xvii+81. 
7 pp.xiii+ 231; this is described as a new edition; 

date of the first one. 
I do not know the 
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In 1904 Ao Mohl published his Praktische Grammatik der Bantu-Sprache von 
Tete, einem Dialekt des UnteP-Sambesi mit Varianten a.er Sena:--Sprache uni 
Woe:-terbu~I. This is in three sections, the first of which, dealing 
with granmar had appeared in fuller fonn earlier in the same year in the 
'M.s.o.s., 12. The seoond. part dealt with exercises and reading matter; 
the thiro. consisted of vocabularies. In 1904 Go de Gregorio published 
:in the Report of the 'Congres International. des 0:-iental.istes' a stug,y on 
t.he Nyungwe Language3 by J .Torrend, but unauthorised by the wri te:r-4=. In 
1908 H. Simon produced a little poorly-roneod Resume da Grarr.mat:i.ca da 
Lingua--Chi--H.Y1¥1@'Te (Tete)5, extracted, as he s?Jys, from the granuuars of 
Dupeyron6 and Torrendo In 191..4-1'orrend added to J. van Ginneken' s article 
cLes classes nominales des langues bantoues' in 'Anthropos', an appendix 
entitled La Liste c0Im2,.lete de noms de la langue Nyungwe (Zambeze) 7. 

No individual work has been done on the other dialects of this groupo 

(4) Yao is spoken in the uplands between the ncvuma and the !J.ljenda rivers, 
in Portuguese East Africa, whence it has spread into the Shire Highlands. 
HoHo Johnston records: 'A vocabulary of the Yao language, under the name 
of ":Muntu', was given in Koelle's ''PolygJ.otta Africana', and was attri:
buted by him to the 11Veiao 11

• It represents the eastern form of the Yao 
language -where it :impil"\ges on the Lomwe or Makua di alee ts, but is very 
near to the Nyasaland speech.' 8 Other vocabularies had appeared in col
lections earlier: Hale (1846), Krapf (1850), Koelle (1854) and Bleek 
(1856). Maples also published a Yao-English Vocabulary9 at Zanzibar in 
1888. In 1871 Steere published his Collections for a Handbook of the 
Yao Langu~lO; and in lo89 appeared Hetherm.ck' s Introductory Handbook 
and Vocabulary of the Yao Language. A second editionll of this, revised 
and enlarged,was issued in 19020 The major part of this useful little 
book is devoted to the vocabularies. In 1894 R.s. Hynde produced a Second 
Ya.o-Bnglish Primer of 104 pages. Soon after 190012 appeared Pedro Dupeyro.ds 
Pequeno Vademecum da Lingua Bantu na Provincia de Mcx:rnmbique ou Breve 
Estudo da Lingua Chi-Yao ou Adjaua. This m::>st interesting publication 

l pp.viii+ 68 (1st part)+ 108 (2nd& 3rd. parts). 
2 Val.VII, Part iii, pp.32--65. 
3 Etymologie des Soi-disant prefixes Derivatifs des Langues Ban.toues sur 

la base d'une etude speciale sur le C~e, PP•lli7-l7l• 
4 Cf. 'The Growth of Comparative Bantu Philology', 'A:frican Studies', 

Val.II, p.30. 
5 56 small pages. 
6 See Dupeyron' s work under 'Yao', in which he deals also with Sena, 

Nyungwe and Chwabo. 
7 Val.IX, PP• 781-800. 
8 Comp. Study, Vol.I, p.794. 
9 pp.114-
10 pp.vii+ 105. 
11 Entitled A Handbook of the Yao Lang~, pp.x.xn. + 420 .. 
12 No date aJ?Pe8:'8 on the publication, but he quotes from Torrend' s 1900 

Sena publication, arrl is qµoted by SiJ11on in 1908. 
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contains a great amount of comparative material concerning Sena, Nyungwc 
and Chwabo, a.a well as the analysis and vocabulary o£ Yao. The first 
part (pp.l--40) is concerned with Yao gramnar; the second (pp.li,l.-l.16) 
deals with Yao compared with Sena, Nyungwe and Chwabo, the works of Tor
rend, Courtois and Desmaroux being cited, and gives a 'Breve Guia de Con
versa.yao' in Chwabo and Nyungvre; the third (pp.117-168) gives (i) a short 
vccabulary of Chwabo, and (ii) a DD..1Ch fuller 'Vocabulario Chyao--Portuguez•. 
Vocabularies of Yao appeared both in Last' s 'Polyglot ta' (1885) and in 
Johnston's 'Briti.sh Central Africa' (1897)• In 1908 Meinhof produced his 
phonologicaJ. and grammatical study of Yao as Nao.XV of' his series 'Lin
guistische Studien in Ostafrika' in the 'M.s.o.s.• 1• In 1916 Meredith 
Sanderson published A Yao Grammar, which reached a second edi tion 2 in 1922. 
It contains some va].uabJ.e information, but is not as reliable as Hethez
wic~ earlier oork. In 1920 Sanderson published Notes on 'Chikala cha. 
Wa.yao13 which had appeared the year before. These dealt with grammatical 
and constructional points. Cabral included Yao in his Vocabulario of 1924-

0f the Ngindo dialect we onJ.y have vocabularies byLast and Johnston. 

(5) Makua is spoken in the Mozambique district of Portuguese East Af'rica; 
dialectal forms are Nor1hern Makua or Medo and Western Makua or Lomwe; 
Chwabo, the language of ',luelimane at the Zambesi mouth, is closely allied. 
Apart frc:m the earlier vccabularies of Salt, Koelle and Bleek, short voc
abularies of Makua arrl Lomwe appeared in the geographical papers of Consul 
H.E. O'Neill published in the 'Royal Geographical Society's Prcceedings' 
in 1882 and 1884,.. 

In 1879 Chauncy Maples published his little Collections for a Hand
book of the Makua Larsuage4, dealing with, the dialect spoken in the neigh
bourhood of Masasio In 1886 D.J. Rankix?published Arab Tales Translated 
fran the Swahili Language into the Tugulu djalect oft.he Makua Language: 
together with Comparative Vocabularies of Five Dialects of the Makua 
Language.5 The dialects dealt with were those of Maples, O'Neill and 
his own collection of 'Tugu.lu' , together with 'Makonde I and. 'Mbwabe' .. In 
1887 A. de Carvalho Soveral published a brief 31-:Page stl.dy, Breve estud.o 
sobre a ilha de Moeambique acompanhado d 'um pequeno vocabulario Portuguez
Macda. Last included a vocabulary in his 'Polyglotta' and Johnston one 
of Southern 11ah."Ua and one of Lonr.ve in his 'British CentraJ. Africa• in 
1897 • In 1901 A. Werner contributed ~ tre 'J .A.S. 10 A Vocabulary of 
the Lollli'ie Dialect of Makua (Mozambique), to which considerable comparative 
notes were added. During the years 190.lt-:5 J. V .do Sacramento contributed 
to the 'Bol.Scc.de Geog. de Lisboa' a series, Apontamentos sobre a lingua 

l Vol.XI, pp.132-173. 
2 pp.xii+ 211. 
3 pp.1a. 
4- pp.xii+ 100. 
5 pp.xv+ 4,6. 
6 Vol.I, pp.236--251. 

Bol.Soc.de
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marn1a. About 1905 a.c.F. Ma.ugh.am, H.B.M• Consul in Portuguese East 
Africa, produced A Handbook of the Chi--?,:akua Languagel, in which a most 
strange orthography is used 'primarily for the use of British searchers 
af'ter knowledge', in which he uses • the entire alphabet with the exception 
of ihe letter w' l The scientific study of the language came with Meinho~s 
phonological and grammatical exposition wider No.XIV of his 'Linguistische 
Stud.ien in Ostafrika 1 , published in the 'M.s.o.s. '2 in 1908- To this 
valuable exposition is added Ueinhof's editing of the manuscript of the 
French--?,Iakua Vocabulary of 1790 found in Berlin.3 In 1926 H.W .Woodward 
contributed to 'B.St.•4 An Outline of Makua G-rammar. This was a very 
complete outline of the grammatical elements with short vocabularies and 
a folk-tale; other Makua Tales were published in a later number of the 
same journal.5 Archdeacon Woodward left fairly full Makua-EfBlish and 
Engli~Imaku::ini Vocabularies in manuscript, which it is hoped will yet 
be published. Cabral included Makua in his Vocabula.rio of 1924. 

Regarding Chwa.bo Dupeyron refers to a manuscript by Desma.roux, 'Gram
matica inedita do E-Chwabo'. Much infonnation on this language is to 
be gleaned from Torrem' s Contes en Chwabo ou Langue de %uelimane, pub
lished in 1895-6 in the 'Z.A.O.s •'. Vocabularies were given by Almeida 
da Cunha in 1883 and by A.A.P .. Cabral in 1924} the forner in his Vocabu
laries das linguas da provincia de M0xambique 0 , and the latter in his 
Vocabuil.rio Portugues, Shironga, etc. etc. 

[ 6] SOUTH-£ASTERN ZONE 

Position: Portuguese East Africa, the Union of South Africa,Bechu-
analand and Basutoland, with isolated members beyond. 

Characteris ties: 

(1) Both monosyllabic and disyllabic prefixes. 
(2) Locative formation by suffix. 
(3) DimiIU.1tive fonnation by suffix. 
(4) Development of deficient verbs. 
(5) Generally complicated tone system. 
(6) Intricate phonology involving :i.mplosives, lateral fricatives, 

and in some cases clicks. 
(7) Operation of phonetic laws of palatalisation and velarisation. 

1 pp.39. 
2 Vol.XI, pp.85-131. 
3 Cf. 'Bantu Pioneers', p.212. 
4 Vol.II, pp.269-325. 
5 In March, 1932. 
6 I, pp.~6. 
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Clu.ssification of the languages: 1 

(1) Ngnni group: 

(2) Sotho group: 

(3) Vena.a. 

(4) Tsonga group 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

Zulu: dials. Z'.lluland, natal, Qwa.f>e, Ndeoele 
(Rhodesia), Ngoni (Ifyasaland and Tanganyika)• 
Xhosa: dials. Literar-J (Gcaleka ancl Gaika), 
Mpondo, 'i'he:nbu, Mpondomisi, Bo:nvana. 
Swazi: dials. Swazi, Old Mfengu, Baca. 

Northern: dials.Pedi, Kwena,. Lovedu, JTdebele
Sotho, Maserrola, Tlokwa. 
Southem (of Basutoland). 
Tswana: dials. Kgatla, Rolong,Tlaro, Tlaping, 
Ngwato, Tawana, Hurutsi, Kwena, Nsr,vaketse. 
Kololo (of Darotseland). 

(Sha.ngana--!l'onga): 
(a) Ronga. 
(b) Tonga: dials. Hlanganu, Jonga, Bila, 
(c) Tswa: dials. Dzibi,Makwakwe,Hlengwe, 

Gwamba. 
Dzongao 

(5) Inhambane group: (a) Chopi (or Lenge). 
(b <) T onga. 

(1) :Nguni Group. This group is divided into three cluster sections, 
each of which stands equally near to and equally distant fro.n the other. 
Two of the groups, Zulu and Xhosa, are used as literary media. Swazi 
has not been so developed; but Ndef>ele, a dialect of Zulu, has been used 
to a certain extent for literary purposes. 

(a) Zulu. Standard Zulu is today based on the Zululand form, With 
contributionsfrom the Natal dialect. It is used throughout Zululand and 
Natal, the South-eastern Transvaal, and the Witwatersrand area. Dialectal 
fo~ are found in Nde~ele in Matabeleland of Southern Rhodesia~in Trans
vaal Ndef>ele, and in Ngoni spoken in Nyasaland (particularly on the western 
side of the Lake) and in parts of southern Tanganyika. 

For the earlier works in Zulu (pre-1860) reference should be made to 
'Bantu Pioneers' 2, where J .c. Bryant, L.Grout, H.P.s. Schreuder, J .Perrin, 
J .L. Dehne and J .V{. Colenso are more particularly dealt with. Colenso' s 
Zulu-English Dictionary, dealt with there,first appeared in 1861 and later 
editions persist to the present day. Perrin's little Englis~ulu Diction
~ first published in 1855 is still in circulation. another early voo-

l For details of classification and literature concerning this zone, ref
erence should be made to C.M. Doke, A Prelindnary Investigation into 
the State of the Native Languages of South Africa with Suggestions as 
to Research and the Development of Literature, in 'B.St.' Val.VII, 1933, 
pp.1-98. 

2 'B.St.', Val.XIV, pp.226--235. 
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abulary publication was ~ulu Vocabulary and Phrase Book intended for the 
use of Tnmi.grants and Settlers in the Colony ~f Natal, published without 
author's name by Cullingwortr of Durban. This bad a very large run of 
editions.l Another popular little book was s. Gibbs's An Easy Zulu Voc
abulary and Phrase Book with Grammatical Notes first published in 1U84,.. 
Other editions, published by Davis & Sons, Mari tzburg., were in 1890 2 , one 
with additions and amendments by R.C.A. Samuelson in 1903, and one issued 
in 1902 by the Central Hews Agency, Johannesburg as 'by a ~ulu Interpreter 
and Translator', without author's name. 

In 1880 Charles Roberts published the first ecll tion of his well-known 
and much-used English-Zulu uictionar:Y- This was a solid piece of work 
containing the Zulu equivalents for about lOPQO English words. With the 
second edition in 1895 vas added a supplement of some 400 additional words. 
Later editions were but fresh 1 impressions 1 3, the supplement not being 
incorporated in the body of the dictionary. In 1891 p. Mate published in 
German his Kleines Deutach--Kai'frisches Worterbuch4,which illustrated Zulu. 
This embodies a fairly extensive treatment, but was of use almost ex.
elusively to the Catholic missionaries of Mariannhill and other stations. 

At about the same time AoT.Bryant issued Isigama., ukuti nje,In.ncwadi 
yamazwi esingisi ecasiselwe n.gokvrabantu, under the pseudonym of I uNemo'. 
Two impressions5 of this appeared, W1dated, printed at Pine town, Natal. 
Th:i.s work doubtless acted as the basis for Bryant's Abriqged English-Zulu 
Word--Book.6: which has had a very wj_de vogue both among Bnglish learners 
of Zulu and Zulu students of English. The 'Word---4::>ook' was issued at 
Mariannhill in 1917 and has been reprinted severaltimes. Despite its 
wide use, it has several serious defects, chief of which is the lack of 
detailed differentiation in the meanings of English words·. Students need 
constantly to cross-refer to the Zulu-English dictionary before being 
certain o:f' using the right word. There are also a number of inaccuracies 
which Bryant should ha.v~ avoided. Bryant's ffi8:,Bnum opus, however, was his 
Zulu-English Dictionary' of 1915, which contained about 22pOO Zulu entrieso 
This was a real advance on previous work in several directions. Words 
were arr-a.nged alphabetically according to stem, and verbal derivatives 
were reduced to those which had some special signific8nce beyond the normal. 
What was most important was the inclusion o'f: aids to pronunciation 

1 I have not 'f:ound 
1873, the 5th in 

2 pp.53. 

the dates of the earlier editions, but the 4th was in 
1879, the 8th in 1892, the 12th in 1918 (pp.66). 

3 e.g. 4th 1905, 5th 1911, 
4 pp.173 (double col.). 

6th 1915. 

5 ~ach pp.249. 
6 pp.1.£,7. 
7 Now out of print; 

d~tory matter. 
PP• 778 (large) double col., with pp.111 of intro-

vri.de
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indicating where aspiration existed and differentiating between explosive 
and implosive ~- Of course these details w.ill all be inclicated naturally 
in a dictionary in the new Zulu orthography which makes provision for 
them. In a number of cases Bryant indicated intonation differences, 
though very inadequately. Large numbers • of idiomatic and proverbial 
illustrations were included. The main critioisms against Bryant's hand:
ling are: ( i~ too rambling a method of explaining meanin[;s, which could 
be more pithily stated, and ( ii) the inclusion of numerous unnec;essary 
and often fanciful coraparisons with other languages, even far outside the 
Bantu area. 

In 1923 R.Q.A. Samuelson published his King Cecywayo Zulu Dictiona.l"Tj 
which, though it added some new words,came nov,here near Bryant's standard, 
included nwnbers of unnecessary derivatives, and was guilty of numerous 
repetitions and missortings of vt0rd.s. In fact Samuelson's dictionary is 
a most annoying book with which to -mrk. After giving 535 pages ( double 
col.) from A to Z, he adds a repetition of another 30 pages of medical. 
etc. tenns, other special excerpts, 50 pages of 'Proverbs, Idioms and 
Useful Sayings•2 (unfortunately in no order 1 whatever), nearly 100 pages 
of excerpted words dealing with the Native Kraal and its occupants, and 
then 250 more pages (double col.) of an 'Extra Dictionary, be:ing an ex:tra.ct 
from the Gereral Dictionary of words and tenns more corranonly used'! Had 
he published merely the 5.35 pages of the general dictionary with the 
proverbs added in some order of reference, he would have made a vast im
provement. 

W. Wanger was responsible in 1913 for a specialized type of lexicon 
treated with true scientific acumen, his Catholic Zulu Tenninology3, as 
he states, 'an explanatory supplement to the Zulu Catechism by the same 
author.' The Catechism referred to is an enoIIDous publication of over 
500 pages, a scholarly piece of work, and the lexicon before us treats in 
detail of the words chosen in their theological setting. Even though some 
may dispute interpretations and meanings assigned to many words, the •~ 
minology is a valuable reference book. The words are arranged under the 
English, then German, Zulu and Latin indexes are added for cross-refe:reme. 
From 1911 to 1913 Wanger had edited The Collector4 composed of 941+ para
graph sections of information culled f'rom Native int"orma.nts upon ell types 
of' ethnographic subjects. There is in this a great amount of valuable 
lexicographical material, in the handling of which Wanger has proved him
self' an adept. Another specialist vocabulary is provided in J.Gerstner' s 

1 PP• xl.iii + 995• 
2 Though this is not acknowledged in the book the proverbs were derived 

from a collection made by Mr. Carl Faye. ' 
3 pp.266. 

4 i:'.~ 1--20 (Apl.~911), vii+ 19-48 (June 191)), xiv+ 49-119 (Apl.1912), 
xiii + 12Jr..183 including five pages dealing with Manyika of Southern 
Rhodesia (Sept.1913); in all sone 223 pages. 
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Prel~ Check List of Zulu Names of Plants, appearing periodicalzy in 
'B. St.' from 1930 onwards • 

.Since 1860 numerous works have been published dealing w.i:th Zulu gram
mar. In 1370 Bishop ( then Canon; Callaway wrote an interesting contri
bution to the 'Natal Witness' entitled Some Remarks on the Zulu Larlfauage. 
This appraisero.ent of the value of Zulu as a vehicle of thought was repub
lished in pamphlet form in the same year. 

Charles Roberts first issued The Zulu-Kafir Language simplified for 
_Beginners2 in 1874 from Mt. Coke Mission Press. This elementary study, 
with exercises and vocabularies,served a very useful purpose and went 
through a number of editions.3 Much about this time he also published 
his Step----0y-Step in Zulu4. A companion volume to his 'Z~ir Language' 
appeared in 1900, A Zulu Manual or Vade-41ecum5. This gave supplementary 
graimna tical and syntactical infonnation as well as certain specialised 
vocabularies. 

In 1890 Ambrosius published at Mariannhill Trappist Monastery his 
Grammatik der Zulu-Kaffrischen S rache fiir den Schu ebrauch Wld Privat--
studium 0 • This is a fairly full exposition of the grammatical s~ture, 
but the handling and treatment are according to European preconceptions 1 

for instance five 'cases• of nouns are treated. In 1895 Mariannhill is
sued (without author' s name) an Elemen t8:£::Sramma tile der Zulu--Kaff rischen 
Sprache7, with a large number of reading and translational exercises, as 
a complement to Ambrosius' Grammar. A very interesting publication was 
M. Dahl.e' s Kortfattet Zulugrammatik:8 of 1893. This is the second No~ 
wegian Zulu Grammar, the first being Schreuder' s of 1850.9 Dahle did 
not use Schreuder's strange orthograpey, but followed to a certain extent 
that in vogue at the time, using disjW1Ctive word-division. His little 
work was designed for the use of trorwegian missionaries and colonists. 
It is not devoid of mistakes. In 1902 came a third Norwegian publication 
in o.s.steenberg' s Gzundtraek of Zulu SprogetlO, published at Stavanger. 

Quite a number of little books to aid the quick study of Zulu for 
practical purposes have been published in English. The first of these 
was by F. Mayr, Zulu Simplified, published during the last decade of the 

l Vol.XII, PP• 21~36, 321-342; XIII, PP• 49-64, 131-149, 307-326; X!I, 
PP• 277-301, etc. 

2 PP• vii+ 145• 
3 2nd ed. 1880; 3rd ed. ( enlarged) 1895, of which a third impress:x>n ap-

peared in 1902, a fourth in 1904 an::l a fifth in 1909. 
4 I have not seen a copy of this. 
5 PP• viii+ 153• 
6 PP• xii+ 210, with folding tables. 
7 PP• 128. 
8 PP• ii + 91. 
9 Of. 'Bantu Pioneers', p.231. 
10 I have not seen a copy of this. 
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centuryol The gra.rnmatic al part with exercises was followed. by very use
ful Englis~ulu conversations and idiomatic phrasese About 1935 the 
gr&'Tall8.tical and exercise part alone (revised) was published, without 
3.Uthor' s name, by Shuter and Shooter, Mari tzburgo In 1900 came Zulu ~lf
ta.ught with Key2 by Fred Eyles, and in 1907 the first edition of Po A• 
Stuart's A Zulu Grammar for Beginners3 was publishedo In this grammatic
al rules were set out in a rough-end,-ready, often inaccurate, manner, the 
new decisions of tlie 1907 ~ulu Orthography Conference were embodied, and 
phrases and vocabularies added. The second edition, 1912 5 was entitled 
Stuart's Zulu Course, Part I (Part II has r.ever come!) o A third edition, 
bearinc the srune title as the first, and revised slightly, was published 
in 19324. Soon after Stuart's second edition, came F~ Suter's Lessons in 
Zulu, a simple little grammatical study which has been fairly popular and 
has seen a number of reprints.5 AoT.Br-Jant j_.)Ublished in 1909 a useful 
little volume 1 Incwadi Yesingisi Nesizulu: Zulu without a Gram:nar, an 
English-Zulu l-'hrase---£ook. Brother Otto of Mariann.hill had produced in 
1907 his Zulu Konstruktive ~aemente6, a study based on inte:dlnear trans
lation into Gennan. 

Reference has alreaey been made to W. ~'langer' s valuable lexicograplr
ical contributions in a specialist way. His greatest contribution to 
Zulu crune, however, with the publication in 1917 of his large K.onversa
tions--Gramma tik der .l;ulu-Sprache 7. This is a mine of most valuable rraterial, 
replete with idiomatic illustrations and a full study of the syntax of the 
langua.ge. Gernan scholarship has been fully expended on the wealth of 
detail presented in this book. Wanger has used an almost complete con
jW1Ctive method of word-division,8 but his grrunmatical approach is still 
insu.i'ficiently Bantu in character. In 1927 appeared Volume one of an 
ambitious scheme, Wanger's Scientj_fic Zulu Gramma.r.9 This book has been 
carried out with scholarly approach in many respectso Dealing with 
phone ties and the noun, it contains much new n:a terial and many valuable 
suggestions. The detailed treatment of Zulu prefixal formatives is 

1 The second edition was in 1899, 5th 1904 and 6th 1910 (reprinted 
several times),pp.119 with vocabs. pp.ix appended. 

2 pp.147. 
3 pp.ix+ 158. 
4 and a fourth in 1940. 
5 all undated, PP• vi + 135• 
6 pp.84-
7 pp.15 + lxxi + 601. 
8 In his 'Scientific Zulu Grammar' , page 55, he discusses 'CcnjJ.nctiYism , 

i.e. the method of joining into one word all those elements which in 
native :mentality and native pronunciatiol"'l; form a unit having one prin
cipal accent,' and says, 'From a scientific point of view, there is no 
need to defend conjunctivism. Arui from a practical point of view, it 
seems useless to refute disjunctivism.' But it has been refuted since. 

9 pp • .xix + .346; no further volume has appeared, though three were 
planned. 
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~especially meritorious. It is a valuable book of referen:e• It i.; serious
ly marred, however, by its arbitrary statement of I ph~netic laws ~ occup.,
ing pages 9 to 43, by which, for purposes of etymological gymnastics, a:ny 
one sound is proved to be equal to practically any other. As an ins~e 
of this faulty treatrrent of sound-shifting, Wanger shcr«s ~ to be equal, ll1 

turn, to c, gc,-r, d, nd., hJ., ~, nhl, _j, .!!j, _!!!, .£, _SL, _!!9., ~, l, ..!:!, tsh, 
v, and xoT Building on such impossible premises as these, Wanger then 
in trod.teed extensive coorpa.risons with ancient Sumerian, further spoiling 
his gramm8r with the thesis of a Sumerian derivation for Zulu and indeed 
all Bantu. This thesis was carried forward ad nauseam in his 1935 pub
lic a tion, C ompara ti ve Lexical S tua.y of Sumerian and N tu ( 'Bantu' ) , in whi..ch 
he characterises Sumerian as the 'Sanscri t of the African Ntu Languages'• 
The whole thesis is built up on an unsound and unscientific phonetic basis, 
and will not stand detailed scrutiny. 

Two little books might be mentioned here. In 1920 Alice \\erner wrote 
a little book of Zulu Exercises2; and in 1921 M.F.W. published Elent::nt
az:y Zulu3, a courseof lessoss for beginners. Carl Faye included some in
teresting lexical material in his Zulu References for Interpreters and 
.Students published in 1923; valuable textual material in the form of 
specimen speeches was also included. His brother, c.u.Faye, published in 
11B.s .. o.s. 1 4 in 1925 an in:fonna.tive paper entitled The I.nf'lueooe ct''!Uooipa.' 
on the Zulu Clickso In 1925, R.C.Ao Samuelson entered theg:ra.mnatical field 
with his Zulu Grrunmar5, which contributed nothing new to our lr..nowledge of 
Zulu .. 

In 1927, urged by a need for a text book for University studies,C.M. 
Doke published the first edition of his Text Book of Zulu Gramrnar.6. Con
jwic ti ve v1riting was used, and a modified phonetic orthography, designed 
to give a lead to the orthography discussions which were at that time be
ginni.ne. A second edition was published in 1931 and a third in 1939, in 
which the accepted new orthography for Zulu is usedo The ma.in contribu
tion in the book was, however, a new grarm:natical classification and trea:t
~nt designed to get away from European and classical preconceptions, and 
use a mould more natural.ly suited to the structure of Bantu languages.The 
complete 'conjW"l.ctive' word was therefore taken as the basis for determin
ing the parts of speech; such terms as 'preposition', 'case', 'comparison 
of adjectives', e"b::o were definitely cliscarded, and new terms including 
'copula ti.ve', and ultimately I ideophone I and I de fie ien t verb I f'ound t.heir p:1~. 
The bouK has been widely adopted in training schools and educational work 
in Natal.~ and the methods advooated in it have found acceptance a.morg~rk
ers in other language areas also. In 1932 Doke and Grant published a lit
tle supplementary volume of Graded Zulu Exercises? based on the text-

l See PP• 42, 43• 
2 PP• 51 including blank pages for class notes. 
3 PP• 106. 
4 Vol.III, Part IV, PP•757-782. 
5 PP• 322. 
6 PP• xii+ 341. 
7 PP• 56. 
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book. In 1933 G.c.s.Mdhladhla, a Supervisor of Native Schools, and a.H.s. 
Mbata, a Head Teacher in Natal, published a verycreditable work, l.. Zulu 
Manual for Native Primary Schools. J. This is a v-relcane si~ of Native in
itiative, and testifies to the virility of the Zulu longuage. In 1943

2
a. 

practical book for Afrikaa.n.s-5peaking students of Zulu, Zoeloe--leerboek 1 

was published by J • .A.Engelbrecht. This in traduced several features ofva:l.lE 
in a graded study of the language, and imluded appended vocabularies. 

Three books have been produced in Zulu vernacular dealing with gram
matical studies. The first was a little book of 34 pages by O.Stavem, 
published in Bishop Schreuder' s orthography at 'Kristiania' in 1886 
Inlela jolimi i loJ:elwe abafana ba kwa Zulu, aba fund.a esikoleni. Latin 
tenninology was used. The second was Igrama. Lesizulu.5 by A.R. Kempe 
and H.K. Leisegang, published in 1922. This is a remarkable little book, 
but its use of Latin-English tenninology is too unwieldy for practical u.s&

fulness. The following passage is typical: 'Ipasti futuri li pa twa ein
dikativi kupela; l' enziwa ngokubek~-~~t=h_E ka ba pambi kweverbi elikulu, 
lisemudi lerelativi efuturi. • 4- .Aeyone who is in a position to Wlde:ratand. 
such a statement as that could unierstand far more easily a grammar writ
ten in English. The third, also called Igrama Les izulu, written by H. 
Wiese in 19.33, is a llllCh smaller book5, and uses the same type of termin
ology. 

Zulu phonetics has drawn considerable attentiono In 1923 C.M. Doke 
contributed to the 'B.s.o.s. 1 6 A Dissertation en the Phonetics of the Zulu 
Language. This was followed by a much fuller monograph on the subject, 
The Phonetics of -the Zulu Langu~7, a doc tor's thesis presented in 1924 
and publisred in 1926. This was a work of descriptive phonetics based 
on considerable experimental work. .A deep analysis of t.'1-ie tone---system, 
recorded by me ans of the numbers l to 9 above tre syllables, was !llade. 
The system of the International Phonetic Association was adopted and oorne
what modified for details. Questions of worn-division, orthography and 
grammatical classification were touched upon. The book, though now out 
of print, has been widely used in advanced phonetic and Nguni studies in 
South Africa. Meanwhile,in 1924,C.Meinhof had published in -the •z.E.s. 18, 
an article Zur Lautlehre des Zulu in which he dealt with Zulu phonology 
historically in relation to the sounds postulated for U~antu. This 
article was subsequently, in 1932, inLorporated in his Bantu--¼'honolo&, 
translated by N.J. van Wannelo. In 1933 E.W. Selmer published at Oslo 

1 pp.100. 
2 pp.99. 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

PP• iv+ 181. 
page 97• 
pp.32. 
Vol.II, Part IV, pp.68.5-729. 
PP•Xl.l. + ,310. 
Vol.XIV, pp.241-287. 
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his Experirrentelle Beitrage zur Zulu Phonetik , a kymographic study of 
certain of the sounds. 

The deliberations and reco1mnendations of the Central Orthograpey 
Committee delegated by the Union Advisory Conmi ttee on Bantu Studies and 
Bese~..rch resulted in the publication of two pamphlets, an interim one in 
1929, Reconanenda tions on Zulu Ortho ra , and the final fin:lings in 
1931, A 1~ractical Orthography for Zul These, wi tJ1 sane slight modi-
fications, have famed the official orthography of Zulu for educational 
ancl literary purposes. Orthography had long been a bone of contention 
among Zulu wri terso L. Grout had written on the subject as ear.Ly as 
18524 and dissension had followed. An orthography conference had met in 
1906 and another in 1907, which latter resulted in a lenr;thy publica tian, 
Report of Proceedings of Zulu Ortho&raphy Conference held at Durban, 
Natal, South Africa, May 29, 30, 31, 19915. The main result of thi.'3 was 
the adoption by a majority vote of disjunctive wri tingb for Zulu. On 
account of tJiis decision three pages of rules, 18 par8<:;raphs, were necessary 
to gi. ve guidance. The 1931 firrlings reversed this decision and intro
duced conjw..ctive writing, which needed no rules - only common sensel 

It might be interesting to note that Zulu is the only Bantu language, 
as far as we know, that has attracted the attention of Russian writers. 
Professor r .L. Sneguireff7 has written two articles on the language; one 
in the journal of the Marr Academy of Leningrad in Russian entitled (in 
French translation) Le nombre des prefixes norninaux dans la Jangue Za.iJou ~ 
in 1933 ~ The otJier, in the same yea.r, appeared in the Dulle tin of' the 
Academy of Sciences of the u.s.s.R.9 

The roost important dialect of Zulu is Rhodesian Ndebele spoken in 
Matabeleland centring in Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia. This dialect is 
used by sonewhat under 200,000 speakers rutl is still used as an educa tiDn 
and literary medium particularly by the London Missionary Society. In 
1893 M.E. Weale published Matabele and Makalaka VocabularieslO, a li t"U! 

1 PP· 57 • 
2 PP• 7• 
3 PP• 9., 
4 er. 'Bantu Pioneers,' P• 229. 
5 PP• 114-. The report of the 1906 conference was printed by the Ebene.3-

er Press, Dundee, Natal as a 15-;?a.ge pamphlet. 
6 J~ Stuart ~~ pub~ished for the 1906 conf'erence Notes on the Conjuno

t1.ve ~ D1.sJwict1.ve Methods of writing Zulu, a 26--iage pamphlet. 
7 Snegu1.reff also translated into Russian CallaY1ay' s 'Nursery Tales of 

the Amazulu', and wrote articles on Commwti.stic newspapers and termin
ology especially in Zulu, and on cert~in aspects of Bantu phonology. 

8 In the section 'Le Lan.gage et la Men tali te• , pp. 29-36. 
9 1933 volume, PP• 631-645. 
10 PP• 32. 
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work arranged in three parallel columns, 'English, Tabele and Kalaka'. 
W .A. Elliott was the r.ext exponent of the language, publishing in 189':
his Dictionary of the Tebele and Shuna Languages.L. The introductory part 
of this book contained sore thirty pages of co~arative gramrra tical material;. 
then came an I English-Tebele--Shtlll8.' Vocabulary (pp. l-179.b '1'ebel&-:English 1 

Vocabulary (pp.l80-f'57), 'Shuna:-£nglish Vocabulary' (pp.258-398); and 
'Illustrative Sentences' (pp.399--44.1). A reprint published :in 1897 omitted 
the ls:u:\t section, though leaving it referred to in the contents, and 
ended at page 398. Elliott' s kncmledge and treatment of the Ndei:>ele part 
were superior to that of the Shona,which was very fault~. In 1911 Elliott 
wrote his Notes for a Sindebele Dictionary and Gramma.ro 

In 1912 appeared A Grammar of the Sindebele Dialect of Zulu 3 by J e 

O'Neil. This has proved a vecy useful and straightforward, albeit simple, 
exposition of ihe erammar with nurrerous examples and exercises. O'Neil 
had preceded this in 1909 with A Phrase Book in English and Sindebele 
wi ih a full Vocabular:y4; this has also been a very useful little book. 

It is very questionable whether separate linguistic and literary 
work should be continued in a dialect so little different fro;n Zulu. 

Of Transvaal Nde-0ele, spoken in the North::rn and Eastern Transvaal, 
the only publication ciealing with the language is N .Jo van Wannelo' s 
Transvaal Ndeoele Texts published in 1930. Pages 24:---32 deal vii th the 
orthography, phonology and a short grammatical outlineo 

Tre Ngoni dialect, spoken in Nyasaland and parts of Southern Tan
ganyika, was first illustrated by Dr. w.A. Elmslie in his Table of Con
cords, etc. of the Ngoni Language, and lW3 ~--oductory Grammar of the 
Ngoni Language 1 as spoken in West Nyasaland.5, both published in 1891. 
The Tangaeyika dialect was treated by C. Spiss in his Kingoni W1d. Kisutu, 
published in the 'M.s.o.s.' in 1904. The first thirty pages of this 
article comprise a grammatical outline of Ngoni; vocabularies Genn.an
Ngoni-Sutu follow this. 

It remains to make mention of the pidgin tongue Ki tchen--Kafir, which 
owes a large portion of its vocabulary to Zulu and Xhosao o.o .. Trapp 
contributed Die Isikula--Sprache in Natal, Siidafrika to '.Ant. 1 6 in 1908. 
B.G. Lloyd put out, through the Central News Agercy, Johannesburg, his 
Ki tchen-Kafir Grammar and Vocabulary, weird arrl amusing; for ' to nurse•, 
for instance, we get 'Basop pikanin'. This booklet went through several 
editions. 7 The Prevention of Accidents Committee of the Rand Mutual 
Assurance Co. , Ltd. , published in 1920 a Miners' Co::5, Jinion in zu1u8, in 

1 pp.xxxix + 441. 
2 I mve not seen a copy of this. 
3 pp.xii+ 177. 
4 pp.xi + 104; it went through a secom edition at least. 
5 pp.x, 51. 
6 Val.III, Part 3, pp.508-511. 
7 The third, Wldated, has pp.4B. 
8 pp.40. 
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which a short exposition of Zulu for mine use is -f'o llowed by phrases in 
En,:,lish, Zulu and Kitchen--¥ui'ir. A second edition entitled :tv:iners' Com
p~ion in English, Afrikaans, Sesuto and Mine Ka-f'fir 1 was published in 
1938. 

( b) ]Chosa is spoken in the Eastern Cape :Province. The earlier (pre-
1860) line;uis t:i.c work of Bennie, Boyce, Davis, Aylif-f' and Appleyard has 
already been noticed.2 \lf,.J. Davis, who edited Boyce's second edition in 
18l 14 spanned over this period, and. prociuced in J.872 his ~11a.r of~ 
Ka.f'fir Lan~;-t~e.3, which was really a fourth edition of Boyce. Davis' s 
grammar held the field for a considerable time; it was more concise than 
Appleyard' s and favoured for practical purposes. In the same year, 1872, 
Davis published what might rightly be considered the earliest real <lio
tionary of Xhosa, A Dictionary of the Kaf'fir Language: including tre 

.Xosa and Zulu Dialects. Part I Kaf1i~l}£lish~ In this the words are 
dealt with etymologically, meanings are carefully discussed ancl nwnerous 
illustrative sentences are included. It is comparable in style to Dohncli 
Zulu Dictionary. J:'~·t II, An Bnglish arul Kaf:fir Dictionary5, crure out 
in. 1f377.. '£.his was really a ver-J large vocabulary with certain idiomatic 
illustrations; while principally dealing with Xhosa, it also included 
certain Zulu words. In 1>()3 this wcrk was revised and enlarged by w.Hunte~ 

In 1862 J .A. Bonatz \·1rot.e Anleii:ung zur Erlermm,g der Kaf'fer--i3prachd, 
a stuey based on Appleyard.'s grannnaro In 1874 Roberts wrote aGrrumna.tical 
Hote8 on the languageo In 1886 J. Torrend, ·well--knovm later for his 
"'i"oompara tive Granumr', published his Outline of a Xosa:-Kafir Grammar frn. th 
~few dialogues and. a Kaf'ir Tale)9o This little book, which already 
reflectecl signs of the author's spirit of deep enquiry., WM in the press 
when J. McLaren published his An Introductory Ka-f'ir Grammar with Pro
gressive .l:!:xerciseslO ( 1&36). As he states in his introduction UcLarnn 
followed the sys tern of Bleek in nwnbering the nou..t1 c;i.as ses ,keeping singu
lars and pluraJ.s separate; he also broke avray from references to cases 
of nouns, and, in IDa.I\Y ways, his work is an improvement on the gram,..a.r.s 
then in use. This was published at Loveclaleo A second edition, entitled 
A Grammar of the Kaffir Language, entirely revised and rewritten was 
published by Longruans in 1906, ancl a further slightly revised formll' of 

1 pp.114. 
2 Of. 1 Bantu Pioneers•, pp,216--221, 22,3--226. 
3 Cf. 'Bantu Pioneers', po220; this edition had pp.viii + 183. 
4 pppviii + 260 (double col.). 
5 pp.xiv + 232 ( vrrongly printed 332). 
6 pp 0 v + 499. A further edition was published as recently as 1922. 
7 pp.xii + 292. 
8 I have not seen this, but take it to be Charles Roberts ·who published 

the first edition of his Zulu Grammar in the s~ year. 
9 pp.95. 

10 pp.viii+ 112. 
11 pp.xiv+ 240. 
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this appeared in 1917. McLaren's was the standard. Xhosa granumr used 
for educational purposes for many years. McLaren died in 1934 while sti~ 
at work revising his gramrmr. The new edi tion,entitled fa. Xhosa Grazmmr, 
was edited by G.H. Welsh arrl published in 1936. This was in the new 
Xhosa orthograpey. it contained a fuller phonological treatment, a rE>-

numbe'ri~ of the noun-classes to bring them into line with what had been 
adopted in Zulu, and a more up-to-date nomenclature and classification, 
inclui~ a valuable treat2Ilent of deficient verbs; ideophones, though 
referred to on page 135, are, however, very inadequately treated. This 
is still the standard reference book for Xhooa grammar .. 

A little vooabulary and phr8:e--boo~ prepared ~y, A.J • Newton was 
printed at 1s. Peter's-orr-Ind:we' in 1885 , Lessons JJl Words and Phrases 
in English and Kafir3. This is a rare little item. A book which, far 
many years, was popular for picking up a smattering of Xhosa Wa.J5 A First, 
Kaf'ir Course by c.J. Crawshaw. The first edition4- appeared in 1888, 
the secorrl in 1894, the third in 1897, a fourth in 1901. It was a preo-
tical course, with exercises - good as far as it goes. In 1887 E. Na.gel 
published his little Praktisches Hiilfsbuch der Kaffern--Spra.che of some 4J 
pages. 

James Stewart of Lovedal,e made his contribution to Xhosa studies. 
In 1894 he published Practical Exercises in Kaf'fir~ with the Essential 
Portions of the Kaffir Verb.5 Shortly afterwa.ros he published in co11r
pact form his Outlines of Kaf'fir Gra:mna.r7. These two publications were 
united in 1901 in Stewart's well-known Outlines of Kaf'fir Gramnar with 
Practical Exercisesc$, which was intended to serve Native students in 
imti.tuti.ons; it was unfortunately rather spoiled in later editions by 
faulty editing. In 1899 Stewart published his Kaf'fir Phrase Book and 
Vocabulary9, a book which for long had a very wide vogue, and went through 
many editions.10 

The latest grammatical stu~, and ore of the most interesting, is 
W.G. Bennie's A Gramnar for the Xhosa-8peald.ng 11 • published in 1939. It 
is prepared with up-to-date methods and presented in a pleasing converse
tional style. In ihis valuable contribution we get a discussion of 

l pp.xvi+ 248. 
2 Or 1884; a 5th edition revised came as early as 1894• 
3 pp.40. 
4 pp.viii+ 133. 
5 pp.4,6 + 23 pages of verb (unnumbered). 
6 Date not knONn, IIlY' copy is Y/ithout ti tle--pa.ge. 
7 pp.104. 
8 pp.vii+ 223. 
9 PP• iv + 134• 

lO For instance: 3rd ed. 1901, 4th ed. (without vocab.) 1903, 6th ed. 
(ditto) 1906, 8th ed. (ditto, pp.64) 1916, 8th ed. (full) 1916, 11th 
ed. (without vex:: ah.) 1928. 

11 PP•S + 169. 
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grammatical. Wld. synta.cti~al forms of ~alue to those who 
Xhosa. 'l.'he presentation 1.s therefore different from that 
ma.rs, vccabulacy examples are not so numerous and certain 
taken for granted. 

already speak 
in other granr

knowledge is 

Modern Xhosa lexicography is principally in:iebted to A• Kropf, who 
published his Kaffir--English Dictionazyl in 1899• This is a ma.:?terly 
2.tudy. Kropf shewed soun:l lexicographical method when he remarked~, 1 The 
words have been arranged in alphabetical order of the stem or root'; and 
though he grouped verb derivatives before noun derivatives from a common 
stem despite alphabetical order, his method of en try made reference fair:13' 
easy. He, however, carried derivative entries too far, including many 
forms the meanings of which can be deduced by the regular rules. Among 
the same remarks he raised the difficult question of the place of' dividing 
prefix frcm stem, the point of division often being cU.fferent from that 
employed in the ordinary re a.cling and writing of Xhosa.Much valuable idio
matic material. is included as illustration in this dictionary. A second 
edition.3, revised, added to and greatly i.mprwed by R.Godi'rey, was pub
lished in 1915.. This contained a valuable introduction dealing with d~ 
rivative forms. A third edition of this great work is awaiting complet:ion 
and publication. J. McLaren's contribution to Xhosa studies was roost 
effective also in dictionary work. In 1915 he put out A Concise Kai'fir
English Dictionary4, a very useful book of reference, which was revised a1d 
edited as a second edition by w .G.Bennie in the new orthography in 1936 
under the title of A Concise Xhosa-English Dictionary5. This is a sowld, 
reliable book of ready reference. In 1923 McLaren published A Concise 
English-Kafir Dictiona.ry6, a full ancl trustworthy explanation of English 
worcls, one of the best English--£antu dictionaries yet published, and fully 
comparable to Madan' s Swahili worx. McLaren' s trilogy, the gra.rrnnar and 
the two dictionaries, constitutes a most valuable Xhosa contribution. In 
regard to specialised dictionaries mention should here be made of Neil 
Macvicar' s An Englislr-Kafir Nurses' Die tionary, a small but useful work 
dealing with the equivalents to medical tenns. In 1917 T.R.L.Kingon con
tributed Some Place-names of Tsolo to the 's.A. Journal of Scieme'7. A 
far more important and valuable work is R. God:frey' s Bird:-lore of the 
Eastern Cape Province, published as a 'Bantu Studies Monograph' (Ho. 2) 
in 1941• This is a cyclopaedic die tionary of bird names principally in 
Xhosao Originally the embryo of this work appeared periodically in the 
'Blythswood Review'. 

1 Loved.a.le, pp.vii+ 486 (large, double col.). 
2 on page v. 
3 pp.x:xxii + 525 (large, double 
4 pp.xv +194- (double col.). 
5 PP .xix + 197 ( double col.) . 
6 PP• viii + 320 ( double col.) • 
7 pp.17. 

col.). 
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w. Bourquin mau.e some small scientific contributions to our know
ledge of Xhosa grammar in his papers, Adverb uni adverbiale UmschreibW)8 
i.m Kafir, a most exhaustive stuey contributed to the 'z. f oK.S. d between 
1912 and 1914-, and The Prefix of the Locative in Kafir, written for 'B. 
St.• 2 in 1922, in nhich an att<:'Jnpt is made to discover the origin of 
the locative prefix. In 1903 I.Bucl--M'Belle published his Kaf'ir Scholar 9 s 
Companion-3. This is rather a hotch-potch of infonna tion, some of it 
certainly useful, but much, particularly his large section of 'Syllabic 
words', et: little practical value. He has an interesting opening section 
dealing with 'Kaf'ir.Literature', as well as a bibliograp:qyof publications 
dealing with the Native races. In 1905 c.:Meinhof published his author
itative Hottentottische L:..tute und Lehnworte im Kafir, which had appeared 
in Vol llIDa, LVII I and LIX of the f ~ .D .M oG O I 4-.. 

In the field of phonetics the only special contribution to be noticed 
is D.11. Beach's The S~ience of Tone ties and its Applica ~9n to Bantu 
Languages in 'B.st. '.:> in 1924. This is an extremely valual?le introduction 
to the s tud.y of Tone, with a special application to an analysis ?f' Xhosa. 
Doke gave a short analysis of Xhosa phonetics in Appendix No .. VII 0 to his 
'Phonetics of the Zulu Language 1 • Good phonetic introductions were given 
by Welsh in his ecli ting of McLaren's grruumar, and cy Bennie in his edi tine 
of McLaren's dictionary and in his oym 'Grammar for the Xhosa-Speaking 1 • 

The new Xhosa orthography is represented in literature by a pamphlet 
issued by the Union Govermient Advisor.1 Committee on Bantu Studies and 
Research, A Practical Orthography for Xhosa?, 19.3lo This v1as prepared 
by \V .G. Bennie, as was also Notes on the New Xhosa Orthogra12.h.Y8 issued.from 
Lovedale in con~ction with their publications, 'The Stewart Readers', 
etc., in the new orthography. This latter is a lucid explanation of the 
position. 

Upon the literature as a whole in Xhosa, reference ma_y be rrade to 
R. Godfrey's article Rev. John Bennie, the Father of Ka.f'ir Literature, 
which was published in 'B.St. •9 in 1934; and to the 'Preliminary In
vestigation' in 'B.st. '10 in 1933. An article by RoGod:frey in the •~ha-
wood Review' of June 1931 is also very informative a 

1 Vo1.3, pp.2.30-211-3, 279-.326; 
some 125 pages). 

Vol~4, pp.68---74, 118-155, 2.31-21..S (in all 

2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

Vol.I, No.2, pp.2,.3. 
pp.xxiii, 181 • 
Vol.LVIII, pp.727-769, and Vol.LIX, pp.36--89. 
Vol.II, pp.75-106. 
The Phonetic Peculiarities of Xosa (ukuteta.), 
pp.8. 
pp.22. 
Vol.8, pp.12.3-1.34• 
See particularly pp.40----46 of Vol.VII. 

pp.305--307. 
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In regaro to Xhosa dialects there 1are two little studies on Mpond.o: 

F. Bachmann 7 s W6rterbuch Deutscl'H'ond~ , published in the 1 Z.A.S. 1 1888, 
and Beste' s ZusAtze und Berichtigungen zum !Jonclo-i'lorterbuch 2 in the same 
journal, 188~90, adding to Bachmann's worko In 1927 w. Bourquin contri
buted to the 1 Festschrift ?fleinhof'-' a phonological study on the Meinhof 
pattern entitled Die Sprache der Phuthi. The Phuthi speak a dialecta.J. 
form of Xhosa. 

(c) Swazi, spoken in SWaziland, apart from H.H. Johnston's vocabul
aries ,has not yet had its grammar seriously treated in any published work. 
J .A. Engelbrecht added some grammatical notes to his Swazi Texts with !Totes, 
published in 1930 in the 'Annals of the University of Stellenbosch' ;11. and 
D.Ziervogel gave a Kort Oorsig van die Klanke en die Vonnleer van Swazi in 
the first eight pages of his 'Swazi-Cebruike vanaf Geboorte tot Huwelik', 
published in 19Li1+-.. We have no records of the allied Old Mfengu or of Bae~ 
apart from ],IS.works on the latter by DoPa Hallov,es and AaC• Jordan. 

(2) Sotho GroUE• This group is divicied into four cluster sections, of 
which Southern Sotho, the most important from the point of view of liter
ature, is probably almost as recent in fonnation as Kololo, the least ir~ 
portant. Each of these four are today being used as distinct literary 
media, though, from mat point of vievr, Kololo might practically be dis
regard.ed. 

(a) Northern Sotho, conf'ined to the Transvaal, central, northern 
and eastern districts. The literary form is based almost entirely upon 
the biggest dialect, Pedi. '£he most important worker in this type of 
Sotho Y/a.J3 K. En:lemann, who :r;ublished his I classical and standard' work on 
the grammar of· the. language in 1876, uncler the title of Versuch einer 
Grammatik a.es Sotho5. He used an orthography of his m·m based on the 
Lepsius' system. The grammatical analysis and terminology are somewhat 
antiquated, but they are very full and acc.:urate. The worl: treats mainly 
of Pedi but includes refereme to Tswana. and southern Sotho. Endema.nn' s 
great Worterbuch der Sotho-£prache appeared :in 1911. This great work of 
727 pages (double col.) is not so generally acclaimed. as the gramll8.r.P.ere 
again the author uses a phonetic si:elling of his ovm with the basic in
tona tion of roost of the words given, though this is not always reliable. 
Besides Northern Sotho, much is d.ravm from TsVlana and Southern Sotho, 
dialectal variants being generally iniicated. Ja~ottet, the Southern Sotho 
scholar, paid high tribute to the 'Versuch', but wrote a rather scathing 

1 Jahrg.3, pp.40-76. 
2 Jahrg.3, pp.235---240. 
3 pp.27~87. 
4- Vol.VIII, Sectn.B, No.2, pp.1-21. 
5 pp.201. Praviously, in 1872, Endemann had given a granmatical sketch 

of the lan9J.age of 22 pages in his l.ii tteilungen iiber die Soth<r-Neger 
in tre ' z. f .E • 1 • 
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criticsm 1 of Endemann 1 s nethod of handling the dictionary work, in which 
he ~s he has emboc1ied material from Mabille 1 s and Brown's dictionaries 
without any o.cknowledgement. This work,however, is of special importance, 
because it was the first considerable dictionary to make an attempt at 
cons is tent marking of the tones. The dictionary ,ho.'ieve r, lacked idiomatic 
illustrations. In 1899 c. Meinhof included a chapter on 1 Pedi 1 phonology 
in his 'Lautlehre der Bantusprachen'. Here the language is brought into 
comparison with his postulation for UI'--Buntu. 

In l920 G. Beyer wrote a little Ha.nibook of the Pedi-ll'ransvaal-Suto 
Language~ using the spelling of the 1910 agreement. This was a little 
practical gramnar with exercises, phrases, dialogues and vocabularies. 
About 1924 G.H. Franz and T ■P• Matha.bathe published An Outline of English
•rransvaal--Sesotho Grammar and Composition3, written partly in E!lslish and 
partly in Sotho, ani intended for Native school use; it contains useful 
information on idiom and syntax. About the same time, also undated, th.e 
same authors publishe~ A Vocabulary of the more common words in ihe Tran&
vaal-Sesotho ~~ • G.H. Franz, about 1931, produced Thellenyane5"; 
a useful little beginner's book for Afrikaans speakers learning N9rthern 
Sotho, and about the same time Motsosa-Lenyora, Seripa saI, saII 0 (The 
Slaker of Thirst, Part I, II). These little books written in Sotho (new 
orthography) present a series of exercises upon the grammar am. conq:ositicn 
of Northern Sotho for Native School children. They are based upon the 
direct method of mothe~tongue teaching and are well suited to their pUI'
pose. P.E. Schwellnus, also about 1931, published his Thlalosa-Polelo: 
Gramnar a Sesotho se se bolelwaxo dilete tsa Transvaal (The Explainer 
of Language • This vernacular grammar of Horthern Sotho links up with 
the two exercise books of Franz. It attempts to supply Sotho egµivalents 
for the various technical terms employed; is short and elementary, but 
accurate and sys ter:lB. tic. Wi t.h 1939 came an important publication, T ■M ■H• 
Endemann' s Haruileiding by uie aanleer van Transvaal-Sotho (Sepedi) 0 • This 
marks the scientific interest being taken in Bantu la..n.guages, especially 
in the Sotho group, by young Afrikaans graduates. Endema.nn I s is a good 
piece of work, containing a sound phonetic analysis of the language. Ao
companying this was his Sotho-iVoorclelys,9 a Northern Sothe>-Afrikaans Voc
abulary of useful size. A bigger vocabulary of considerable importance 
was published by T.J. Kriel in 1932: Sotho---t\..frikaanse Woordeboek. 10 H■J. 
van Zyl made a very useful practical contribution t.o Ncrthern Sotho studies 

1 Cf • Intro. to his Gramrcar of the Sesuto Language, pp.xvii, xviii. 
2 pp.99 • 
.3 pp.112 • 
4 pp.69. 
5 PP• 77. 
6 Pt.I, pp.31, Pt.II, pp.35. 
7 PP• 71° 
8 pp.157. 
9 pp.~6 (double col.) 
10 pp.219. 
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in 194J. vii th his Thika:--i>olel~J. (Wholesale attack on speec~ a vernacular 
study and exercise book designed for use in Teachers' Training Colleges. 
Other si:nilar studies are K.xasa--f'eu I 2 , prepared in., 1940 by the Teachers 
of Pax College, and M.J.s. Madiba's ThutS ya Polel6J of 1941. 

Regarding more general linguistic subjects mention might be made of 
w.Eiselen's Zur Erforschwlg des Lovelu-..lialektes, a comparative phonetic 
analysis followed. by texts, which appeared in 1928 in the •z.E.s.•4 In 
1932 A.H. Tucker contributed to the '?,1.s.o.s. 15 an article entitled Some 
Little Kno.vn Dialects of Sei.'edi. Tucker further wrote a memorandum for 
the International Institute of African Languages and Cultu_res (c.1929) 
on Suggestions for the Spelling of Transvaal Sesuto. 6 This antedated 
the orthography coni'erences on the subject, but had little ini'luence upon 
the ul ti.r;:ia te decisions which were embodied in a pamphlet authorised by 
the Union Advisory Cor.1flli ttee on African Studies and Research in South 
Africa, and drawn up by G.P. Lestrade - The Practical Orthography of 
Transvaal Sotho, reprinted from 'B.St. 1 I in 19_,o. Tucker had done far 
more valuable work in his 'Comparative Phonetics' (1929), of which mo~ 
presently. T.M.H. Erdemann's Palatalisering en Labialisering in Sepedi~ 
is a comparative study of considerable importance. 

(b) Southern Sotho, or 'Sesotho sa haUoshoeshoe', spoken in Basuto-
land and the eastern parts of the Orange Free State, was to a certain 
extent dealt with by E. Casalis in his Etudes sur la Langue Sechuana of 
18419. JacottetlO refers to 'a long grammatical note on Sesuto' written 
by Ch. Schrumpf in the • .z.D.M.G.' in 1862. 

The first definite Southern Sotho gramrna. tical work, however, was 
that of A. Mabi;Lle, who published. in, 1878 his Helps for to learn the 
Sesuto Language 11 , of which Jacottet 12 ,;,,rote: 'It is a little book which 
does not prete.rrl in the least to give a scientific exposition of the 
language ••• But it is complete as far as it goes and qµite reliable. It 
is even todayl3 a mine of materials useful for a better treatment of Se
suto. Although now superseded am out of print for more than forty 
years, it is a most useful book and subsequent authors like Kruger and 

1 pp.149. 
2 pp.194. 
3 pp.93. 
4 Vol.XIX, pp.98-116. 
5 Vol.XY.XV, pp.133-142• 
6 pp.23. 
7 Vol.rv, pp.1-9. 
8 Cyclostyled foolscap, pp.65. 
9 :.{eferred to in 'Bantu Pioneers', p.221. 
10 On p.xiv of the introduction to hi.a 'Grammar of the Sesuto Language'. 
11 Printed at Morija, pp.223, 9·5 x 13 ems. 
12 On pp.xiv, xv of the introduction to his 'Grammar of "the Ses..tto L~e!-
13 Penned so~ time before 1920. 

V"' 
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myself, are deeply indebted to it.' In the same rear, 1878, FoHo Kruger 
brought out his Steps to Learn the Sesuto Language , which consisted. of a 
very sound elementary gramnnr, graduated exercises and a short vocabu.lazy. 
This work was an advance on Mabille' s ( of which Kruger but claimed his 
work to be a revision) arrl even on Endema.nn' s 'Versuch', which Kruger con
sul ted, in that the author endeavoured to give a thorough exposition of 
Sotho syntax. Jacottet entertained a very high opinion of Kruger' s lin
guistic ability. Of him he wrote 2 : 11-:r. Kruger had passed barely 18 
mont:bs in Basutoland when he composed his grru1u1ia.ro This· explains some 
tmavoidable errc.rs and a ~cmetimes too dogma tic tone a It is much to be 
regretted that Mr. Kruger' s health obliged him to leave Ba.sutoland after 
only a short stay. Had he remained we should have had in him the best 
possible Sesuto linguist. The present writer cannot express sufficiently 
his indebtedness to his gifted predecessor. 1 

In 1893 E. Jucottet published, as an introduction to the seconded
i tion of Mabille' s 'Vocabulary', An Elementary Sketch of Sesuto Granum..r, 
covering much the same ground as Kruger' s work, without touching on the 
syntax. Jacottet, who did more than anyone else to encourage and foster 
the groYrth of a Ha ti ve Sotho literature, became also its foremost gram
marian. In 1906 he produced the first edition of r1is Practical Method 
to learn Sesuto3, a book which has been, and is still being, used more 
than any other by students of the language. The 'Practico.l Method' went 
through a large nwnber of editions until, in 1936, it ,,.,as enlarged sonewhut 
by additional material by H.E. Ja.rude. In 1908 Jacottet published his verna(r
ular grammar for school use - Grammar e nyenyane ea Sesotho.4 His death 
in 1920 deprived Basutoland of one of their greatest champions of litera
ture. In 1927 c.11. Doke edited. a manuscript left by Jacottet am this 
was published as a special number of 'B.st. 1 entitled A Grammar of the 
Sesuto La.nguage5. Acknooledgement i.s ma.de to considerable help from z. 
D. Mangoaela in its composition, anci th~s gr~'llillar, despite certain faults 
and omissions, has since been considered as the standard grammnr of S::>uthern 
Sotho. Jacottet used a systen of diacritic marks on the vowels in this 
·11ork vrhich carefully distinguished them,what the present Somo orthography 
represents bye and o, being differentiated into e, e, e, e and o, o, o, 
o respectively: too cumbersome for practical purposes, but very valuable 
in a scientific work of reference. What is probably attributable to E. 
CasaJ.is is a little book of Sesuto and English Exercises of about :0 pa.ges6. 

1 A 2nd edition in 1883, 3rd ed. in 1904,arrl a 4th in 1905 (pp.viii+l27} 
2 On p. xv of the Introduction to his 'Grammar of the Sesuto Language'. 
3 The 1914 edition was pp.viii + 232. 
4 pp.vi + 70; in 1911 a book of Answers to the exercises in this was 

published, pp.54. 
5 p~.xxvi + 209. 
6 I do not know the date of publication; but the. 7th ed. v/8..s 1901, the 

11 th 1930 and the 12 th 1938. 
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One of the most recent Southern Sotho 51,antmars is one in Afri1<aa~ 

by c.F. de Jager, Harulleiding by die Studie van Sesoeto op ons Skole , 
published in 19.36. This is a good, sowld niece of work ancl blazes a new 
trail in Afrikaans terminology for Bantu grammar, it is the first Bantu 
grarr.rnar to be written in Afrikaans .meditmi. This was followed in 1941 by 
B .. I .c. va..'1 Eederis Inleiding tot die Studie van Suid-Sotho~ which embodied 
much more up-to-date treatment a: Sotho than mySotho grammar had hitherto 
done. In it a chapter was devoted to the' ideofoon' and a very :f\J.J.l treat-
ment of verbal derivatives given. In 1943 Van Eeclen supplemented this 
with his Praktiese Suid:--Sotho---Lesse.3 

In Southern Sotho lexicography A., 1/labille Wa:3 the pioneer. In 1£76 
appeared his Sesuto--English Dictionary 4

: really an extensive· vocabulary. 
The second. edition, of 1893, ea.me out preceded by Jacottetts grammatical 
sketch andi:;followed. i)y an 'Enelish-Sesuto Vocabulary', rr...tlcing a volwne ~f 
4f37 pages.- The Soth~nglish part went through a number of editions, 
being cont:inually expanded. The later editions were edited by H-Dieterlen, 
to whan the wor~ ovred mu:::h, and to whose wife we are indebted for a valu
able addition of botanical terms. The English--Sesuto Vocabulary section 
also went through a number of editions. I The later euitions were edited 
by A. Casalis and present a sound, reliable vocabulary. In 1.891 Morija 
Mission published l,1antsue a go Buisana ka se--Sotho le s~nelish, a 'dic
tionary of conversation'. This later became knovm as l'uisana, the oft,-. 
repr:inted and much-used phrase book - Sesot~nglish. 

Among other l:inguistic works on Southern Sotho deserving of notice 
are the followins;: In 1929 N.J. van i1armelo contributed. to 'B.St. 2 an 
article on European and other Influences in Sotho 0

• At about the same time 
A.Ne Tucker put out his Comrarative l:'honetics of the Suto-Chuana. Group of 
Bantu Languages~ a descriptive work of considerable value, giving a.eta.iled 
attention to questions of tonetics and special phonetic phenomena such as 
labializa tion. It treats of the three ma.in Sotho types , using as h~.s1-s 
the orthography of the International Phonetic Association. In 1938 G.P. 
Lestrade contributed to 'B 0 St., lO a valuable pa.1_..1er onLocative--class Houns 
and Formatives in Sotho, also surveying the phenorr.ena according to the 

1 pp.313. 
2 pp.283. 
3 Practical Lessons, roneod pp.70. 
4 pp.l.58. The Biblioeraphyd' the New York Public Library records under 

this ~ate a Sesuto--English Vocabulary by F.H. Kruger, also of 158 Pa.ees. 
5 of which 415 were of vocabularies in double colwnn. 
6 3rd ed. 15()1+; 4th ed. 19ll; 5th ed. 1924, pp.viii + 535 (double col.~ 

6th ed. 1937• 
7 2nd ed. 1905; 3rd ed. 1908; 4th ed. 1911 & 1915; 5th ed.1925 (pp.203). 
8 Vol.III, pp.405--421. 
9 Undated; pp.139. 
10 Vol 0 XII, pp-35-62. 
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three rra.in Sotho types. 

(c) Tswana, with a large number of dialects,spoken in Bechuanaland 
:Protectorate, British Bechuanaland, the Western Transvaal. and the Western 
part of the Orange Free State. 

After the early work of Archbell and Casalis ,C oSchrumpf contributed 
a fairly lone; gran'Jll8. tic al. sketch on the language, referred to as ' Se su to' 
in the •z.n.M.G.' in 1862; Jacottet does not speak _highly of' this. In 
1864 J. Frecioux published in Cape ToYm A Sketch of' the Sechuana Gra..nure.r, 
a little 12-page booklet, presenting the elements very concisely. Crisp 
gave considerable praise to this little work. 

In 1876 John Brovm of the London Missionary Society published a 'd.jo... 

tionary' 1 in two parts Lok.vale loa Mahukii a Secwana le Seeneles ( •rsvrana
English) and Secwana Vocabulary English-Tswana • A second edition of 
this enti tied Secwana Dictio appeared in 1895 in which the 'English-
Tswana' part came first. This was preceded by sore 15 pages of' 'Hints 
to learners of Sec\'tana'. Reprints of this second edition came out in 
1914 and 1921. But in 1923 J. Tom Brovm re-edited, enlarged and greatly 
improved the work W1der the title Secvmna Dictionary, SecYrana--English and 
English--Secwana. Brown's basis was Tlhaping, and the latest edition in 
the orthography of 1910 is the standard dictionary of the language. It 
could be improved in explanation and illustrative sentences, but is fhlr
ly full and accurate. 

Vl. Crisp did good grruruna.tical work, mainly in the Tlaro dialect and 
Southern Rolong, when he produced in 1880 his Notes towards a Secoana 
Gramnar,3 printed at Bloemfontein. This is considered to be the . best 
Tswana Grammar to date, both in analysis and phonetic transcription. A 
second edition appeared in 1886, third in 1900, fourth in 1905 and fifth 
in 1924. In 1$05 A.J. Wookey produced his Secwana Granunar vtiih Exercises'!
Usine the Tlhaping dialect as basis, Wookey produced a valuable source-
book, containing a mass of material, which however was badly arranged. A 
second edition revised and enlarged, but not materially improved, by J.T. 
Brown,was issued in 1921. Much earlier on Wookey had produced his use
ful Secwana and English Phrases, 'with a short introduction to grammar 
(22 pages) and a vocabulary'. The second edition of this was issued in 
1902 and a third in 1904. Tvro recent publications of the University of 
Cape Town, by I. Schapera and D.F. v.d. Merwe in collaboration, have 
ad<led to our knowledge of some of the less---etudied dialects. These are: 
Notes on the Noun Classes of Some Bantu Languages of I-lt_,amiland.5, and A 
Comfarative Study of Kgalagadi, Kwena anu other Sotho Dialects. 0 

l pp.viii+ 279 + iv. 
2 pp.466. 
3 pp.100. 
4 pp.232. 
5 l9li2, pp.103 ( roneod;. 
6 1943, pp .119 ( roneo<i) • 
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In regard to Phonetics and Orthography nll..Ch information on Tswana is 

to be h~d in Tucker's Conroarative Phonetics of the Suto-Chuana Group of 
Bantu Languages. Daniel Jones and s.T. Plaatje had issued in 1916 ! 
Seclmana Reader 1 in International Phonetic Ortho 0 r~ph~ preceded by a most 
valuable phonetic analysis. This was a pioneer effort. Daniel Jones 
further contributed Words distinguished by Tone in Sechuana to the 'Fest
schrift J.!ei.nhof•2 :in 1927: and The Tones of Sechuana Nouns) as Memorandum 
VI of the International Institute of African Languages and Cultures, 1929, 
which included division into intonation-classes, positional intonation
chane;e, etc. 

The present recognised Tswana Orthography was fixed· at the Johannes-
bur£; Conference in 1937, the findings of which were embodied in A Practicai 
Orthography for Tswana'+-, compiled by G.P. Lestrade. This superse<l.ed a 
previous interim pamphlet, issued in 1930, entitled The Practical Ortho
~ of Tswana5. • 

( d) Kolo lo. This S. Sotho di.alee t with infiltration of Tswa.r1ao which 
became the language of Barotseland, was first illustrated bys. Colyer's 
Sikololo, Notes on the Grammar with a Vocab~, published in 1914-• This 
book contained a fair percenta.ee of importations :from the Lozi dialect, 
and the grammatical part was based on a manuscript by A. Jalla. In 1915 
Stirke and Thom3.S produced a little Sikololo Phrase Book, and the next 
year a Comparative Vocabulary. But it is to Adolphe JaJ.la that we CMe 
our knowledge of the l~"Uage. In 1917 he published a usGful little tri.
logy Sikololo-:English Dictionary7, English-Sikololo Dictionar:y8, and ~ 
men ta.ry Grammar o:f the Sikololo Language9. The gra.'TUilar was modelled on 
Krugerw s 'Steps v in Southern Sotho. In 1942 M. Gluckman contriLuted a 
short pa.per to VAfrican Studies•lO entitled Prefix Concordance in Lozi, 
Lingua Franca of BarotselandQ 

(3) Vend.a, spoken in the Northern Transvaal up to and across th:: Limpopo 
River into Southern Rhodesia, has practically no distinctive dialectal. 
forms, and is spoken by somewhat over 150,000 people • 

. In 1901Meinhof published in the 'Z.D.M.G.'ll a phonological study 
entitled Das T si-ve_Erla in which the sound-Ghiftings from his hypotheticct.l 
UI'-:Bantu are fully studied. In this there is very little tabulated gram
matical material, but a short vocabulary in phonetic script. In 1904 in 

1 ppox1 + 45• 
2 pp.88-98. 
3 pp.26. 
4 'B.St.• Vol.XI, pp.137-lli,8. 
5 pp.11. 
6 pp.53. 
7 pp.205. 
8 PP•l59° 
9 pp.102. 
10 Vol.I, pp.105--J.14.. 
11 pp.607-682. 
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Volume VII of the 'M.s.o.s. '1 appeared Die Verba des T~:i.ve9@-, by T. and 
p. Schilellnus·; this is a small vocabulary in phonetic script with inton
ation marked. This had been preceded by the same author's Warterver-z~ 
nis cl.er Venaa--Serache, which appeared in 1919 as a special rn.unber of Vol. 
XXXVI of the Jahrb. Hamb.Wiss.Anst. 2 • 

P. Schwellnus, known for his Bible translation and otre r literary 
work in Vencia, published a little gr~ in the vernacular, entitled 
Luveng.a Grammar or Pheaja:-luambo ya u taluka.nya Tshiveng.a., in which he 
introduced an amount of gre.mmatical terminology in Venda, English equiva
lents and explanations being freely added. This was follovred in 191µ by 
T.M.H. Endemann and E.F.N. Mudau's PhenQ.&--Luambo ya Zwikolo z,,•,a Vend.a~, 
based on the work of Schwellnus, but extended an:l giving exercises. In 
this the Venda terminology wa.2, used without English explanations. In 1936 
L.'.l.'. Marole and F.J. de Gama had published quite a useful ~sh-~. 
vend.a Vocabulary5, in which an orthography devoid of d.iacri ties was em
ployed. 

The most important dictionary of the language, however, was NoJo van 
Wannelo' s Tshiveng.a-English Dictiona:r.y6 which was published in 1937. This 
is a fairly full ciictionacy, with tone-markings on all the entries, pre
ceded by a short grammatical outline. 

Certain manuscript work has been used in missions and training centres 
for stu~ng the language. I have before me Tshivenda Grarnrr,ar Notes of 
31 quarto typed pages, a simple exposition, author unknmm. Then Ch. Ende
mann produced two manuscripts Versuch einer Venda-Grammatik,and an Afri
kaans version ~da:-Grammatika, containing some 71 pages of morphology am. 
16 of syntax.7. F. KriJeer also produced manuscripts which have been dup
licated ancl used as textr--4:>ooks, viz. Pen~luambo ya Tsluverula and Tsumba
ajila. 

There is an obvious reed for a good gramrm. tical exposition of' Vendao 

(4-) Tsonga Group (Sha.nganar-Jronga):8 Spoken in PortUc,'"Uese East Africa 
fran the ZuluJ.and border to the Sabi River a.J;ld in the North-eastern sector 

l pp.12-31 
2 pp.51-78. 
3 PP•59, n.d. 
4- pp.72c 
5 pp.94. 
6 Vol.VI of the 'Ethnological Publications• of the Union Dept. of Native 

Ai'fairs I ppo.31.i-5 ( double col.). 
7 For information on these see Lestrade's notes on p.88 of 'B~St.', Vol. 

VII, No.l. 
8 For cletails of the literature of this Group, reference should be mRde 

to A.A. Jaques A Survey of Shangana---rr'sonaa, Ronga and Tswa Literature, 
'B.St.', Vol.XIV, pp.259--270. 
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of ,:he Transvaal. Of the -cnree ma.in clusters in this group. Ronga, the 
language of Louren<io :tl.arques, was the earliest dealt with. 

A.A.P. Cabral included in his Vooabulario lists for 'Shiro~a• and 
'Shi tsua', as well as for I Gui tont;a' and 'Shishope' ( of Inhambane) • 

( a) Rong a: Bleek had included this language W1cier the name ' Lour
e nzo Marques' in his 1856 'Languages of Mosambique' • In 1893 Smith
Delacour (H.B•M• Consul at Louren~o Marques) published a little Shironga 
Vocabularyl, said by H.H. Johnston to have been 'deriveu. from the works 
of a native missionary'. Johnston criticises the work as 'misleading 
and incorrect'. The author uses a most weird methcxi of ind.icating the 
pronunciation. In 1895 R. Paiva published a little 75--Page handbook, 
entitled N9xoes de grammatica Landina 2 e breve guia de conversayao em 
portuguez, inglez e la.ndim• In the next year A.s. Pinheiro included 
Subsidios :,ara a ramnatica landina Xi o a de Loure o Mar ues, as a 
fragment of 'Portugal em Africa' • The standard gramrna.tical work onthe 
language,however, is that of H.A.Junod, Grammaire Rong_a4, which appeared 
in 1896. This is a straightforwa.r~ exposition followed by a 'Manuel de 
Conversation' a..Ylci. a 'Vocabulaire ronga:-;portugais.-fr~ais-e..nglais'. Junod 
was careful to use illustrative sentemes freely and added some folklore 
textual material. In 1901 Paiva published in the Bulletin of the Soc. 
de Geographia de Lisboa.5 his Diccionario da lingua landina, portugues 1 
ingles, landim ••• ; and in 1903 Junod prodooed Bukha.neli bya Sironga6, 
a granmar of Ron.ga in the vernacular for use in schools, where it has 
proved of value despite its close following of European structureJ. methods. 
In 1906 E. Torre do Valle produced fairly comprehensive vocabularies en
titled Diccionarios Shiro ~ortu uez e Par uez--Shiron a7. to which 
he prefaced a few pages of grarmnatical notes based on JW10 'Gramma.ire'. 
In 1907 came }'. Loze' s little 24:--page Vocabulario Portuguez...Shironga for 
Mission school use. In 1917 Father A.L. Farinha published his Elementos 
de Gramatica Landina8. Besides a simple description or the grammatical 
elements, the author included some folk-tales in the vernacular, sentences 
in conversation and vocabularies (60pages). The missionary P. Berthoud 
produced in 1920 his little Elements de Grantna.ire Ron,ga9, a simp'!.e outr
line. H.L. Bishop contributed a valuable paper on Tha Descriptive Com-

1 pp.31, preceded by a map of the district. 
2 Using the tenn current for the language of that area. 
3 PP• l+/7-5 34. 
4 pp.218 + 90. 
5 Ser.18, Nos.2 and 3, pp.47-123. 
6 pp.59. 
7 pp-322. 
8 pp.196. 
9 pp.56. 
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pleme nt in the Si.:rol1J:a Language to tile 'South African Journal of Science' 

1 

in 1922. This is probably the first attempt to classify the ideophones 
in a:n:y Bantu language. He also wrote, On the Use of the P.rocli tic 'a' 
in Sironga, a short paper in 'B.st. •2 in 1925. .Among unpublished works 
is a Honga:-±;nglish Dic·tionary prepared by P. Loze a.nu H.L. Bishop. 

( b) Tonga: For this lan,guage, coounonly called Bha.n,eaan' , with its 
ma.in dialect Gwamba, the earliest publication was P. Berthoud's little 
Le9ons de Sigwamba of 1883, anu. his Grammatical Note on the Gwamba Lan
guage in South Africa, published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
Society) in 1884; but our main authority is again H.A. Junod, the re
nowned author of 'The Lif'e of a .South African Tribe•. In 1903 he wrote 
a vernacular grammar entitled Vuvulavuri bya Si thonga,a translated parallel. 
to his Ronga version, 'Bukhaneli', of tile same year. A second edi tion4 
of this appeared in 1929. He followed this work in 1907 by his Elemen
ta.cy Grammar of the Tho~cr-Sha.ngaan Language5, a good exposition, only 
marred perhaps by a tendency to superficial treatment, exemplified by his 
dropl:-'ing of the initial vowel of the noun-prefixes because of its irreg
ulari ty and difficulty(). A second edition of this appeared in 1932.. 
Meanwhile however the first had been issued bound. as an introduction to 
Ch. W. Chatelain I s Pocket D ic tionary7 ( Thonga,--English; English-!l'honga) , 
which was published in 1909. This short vocabulary has served a very 
useful purpose and saw a seconi edition in 1923 and a third in 1933. Part 
I of a lesson series, Step by Step in Thonga8 prepared by C .A. Chavmer 
appeared in roneo fonn in 1938. 

In 1914 Paul Passy, the foun:ler of the Inteniational Phonetic As
sociation,gave a careful analysis and J.escription of the sounds of this 
language in his La Lsrue Thonga, which appeared in lJ.fi.scellanea Phonetica'. 
Af'ter P. Berthoud's death his little unfinished Shangaan Granmar9 was 
published in 1920 in out-of-date orthography, which has detrac tea. from 
an otherwise usef'ul piece of ,·rork. 

In 1527 W .M. Eisele_n wrote an article on Nasalverbindungen mi Thonga 
for the 'Festschrift Meinhof•lO, and N.J.van Vlc .. rmelo gave a phonological 
analysis of Gwamba in his 'Die Glieden.mg der sud:-e..frikanischen Bantu
sprachen • 11 in 1927, following this with an article Zur Gwamba:-Lautlehre 
in the 'Z.E.So •12 in 1930• These three studies pre:,ent the subject ac-

1 
2 
3 
4-
5 
6 

Vol.XIX, pp.416---425. 
Vol.II, pp.111-114-• 
PP•4-5-73• 
pp.53. 
pp.98. 
See his argument in para.68 
pp.151 (double col.). 
quarto, 55 PP• 

on page 27. 
7 
8 
9 

10 
ll 
12 

pp.56. 
pp.25~62. 
pp.17-42.. 
Bd.XX:, pp.221--231• 
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cording to Meinhof's method. A curious little pamphlet by H.B.Ntsanwisi 
on How to Write Shitron' ga was published about this time. 

(c) Tswa: This is the most important dialect of the Northern sec
tion, spoken inla.ni from Inhambane. For all the grammatical and lexi
cographical work, as indeed for most of the ver,;1 considerable literary 
output, we are indebted to J.A. Persson. In 1917 he published from the 
Inhambane 1iission l'ress his Outlines ot' .Sheetswa Grammar (with practical. 
exe1~jses)l; the second (greatly enlarged) edition of this, Outlines of 
'l'swa Grarruna~ (1932) i:.; a very creditable survey of . the grammar, and 
canpleted the 'trilo~• ·)'fith the works of Junod on Honga and Tonga. 
l'ersson•~ Hork is fairly urto-<latc in treatment. In 1928 he published 
An ~nelisl:~Ts1m Dictionacy5, a work of considerable extent rurl scholarship. 
A I Ts~nglish Die tionary' is still awaited. 

(5) Inhambane Group. 

For Chopi (or Lenge) and Tonga (giTonga) of t:t"w! group, there is 
very little of importance published., In 1902 Bishop Smyth and John 
Matthews published .A Vocabulary with a Short Gramwar of Xilenge4. In 1933 
Hel-'o Junod published at Lisbon Bl~rnents de grammaire tchopi5,ave:ry brief 
outline. 

In 1931 H.J. van .Varmelo contributed to the •z.E.S. ,6 his Das Gitorpj8t 
a phonological study on the Meinhof principles, with a short vocabulary. 

[6a] SOUTH-CENTRAL ZONE 

Position: Southern Rhodesia and l:'ortuguese East Africa. 

Characteristics: 

(1) A bridging between the Centr~ Zone and the South-eastern, with 
certain resemblanr.es to the East-central. 

t 2) Three-tone sys "l;..Jm. 
(3) Staccato type of pronunciation. 
(4) Peculiar phonetic phenomena including implosives, affricates 

and 'whistling fric a.ti ves' , with the features of velariza tion 
and vocalization. 

( 5) Monosyllabic noun prefixes with latent initial vowel. 
(6 ') Possessive form of relative construction. 

1 pp.88. 
2 pp.2O9. 
3 pp.249 (double col.). 
4 Vocabulary, PP•.47; Gramnar, pp.44. 
5 pp.43. 
6 Vol.XXII, pp.16---46. 
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Noun diminutives ond augmentatives 

as suffixal di.mirrutives). 
Locative prefix system. 
Deficient verbs. 
Ideophones. 

f onned by pref ix (as well 

Classification of langua..ges: This zone comprises the Shona group 
of languages divided into the following clusters: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

( 4-) 

(5) 

(6) 

Western, with dials: Nyai, Nambzya, Ro~i, Kalanga, Talahundra, 
Lil:iJna (Humbe), ~eri. 

Northern, with dials: Ta"ara, Shangwe, Gooa, Budya, Korekore 
(including: Tande, Nyongwe, Pfungvre, 
Sipolilo, Urungwe). 

Zezuru (Central), with dials: Shawasha, Hara1S1a, Go'-'e., Nohwe, 
Hera, Njanja, Mbire, Nobvu, Cikwa.kwa, 
Zimba, Tsunga. 

Karanga (Southern), with dials: Duma, Jena, Mhari, C-o"era, 
Ngo'-'a, Nyuf>i. 

Eastern, vlith dials: Hungwe, Te-.,--e, Manyika, (including: Unyama, 
Karanbe, Bunji, Nyarnuka, Domba, Nya twe, 
Guta, Bvumba, Here, Jindwi, Boca). 

South-eastern, with dials: !Id.au, Tollfla, Garwe, Da.nda, Shanga. 

Of these no gramrna tical or lexicographical work has been done upon 
the various types of Western or of Northern. I deal with the others in 
turn. 

( i) Ka~a: In 1893 M.E. Weale published Matabele and MakaJ.aka 
Vocabularies i the author used a very misleading orthography, and much 
of his Karenga is incorrect. In 1915 appeared Mrs. c.s. Louw' s A Manual 
of the Chikara.nga Language 2 , with grammar, exercises, conversational senten::es 
and vocabularies. This book was for long the best grammatical sketch of 
any of the Shona dialects. 'l'he Karanga vocabulary contained over 8,000 
words. In 1926 Mrs. G. Murray produced a 1 it tle l:ng lislr-Chikara.nga Dio
tionary, being some .50 pages of excerpts from Mrs. Louw' s larger book. 

(ii) Zezun.i: In 1893 A.u:. Hartmann, brought out An Outline of a 
Grammar of the :Mashona Language', a pi.oneerill:'; piece of work but one which 
revealed the author's faulty ear, for he frequently confused _g ani k, ~ 
am dz, etc. In the next year he published his English--Mashona Diction
~' 'with appendix of some phrases'. 'l'he vocabulary contained some 
2,000 English V.Qrds. In 1897 W.A. Elliott published his Dictionary of 

1 pp • .32. 
2 pp.x + 397• 
.3 pp.69. 
4- pp.vi + 78. 
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the 'febele and Shun.a Languages 1 , containing a grammatical outline and 
dictionaries intended to cover several of the dialects of Mashonaland. 
His work on I Shuna' is very inaccurate; he did not even recognise the 
'whistling fricatives'. In 1906 E. Biehler brou 6ht out the first edition 
of his .i!;!)glish-Chiswina Dictionary with an Outline Chiswina Gramma.r2 • A 
new and enlarged edition was published in 19133, and a further revision 
in 19274. This was for long the only real book of reference to ~ezu:ru. 
In 1931 'B.st.' published as a special supplement A Grainmar of Central 
Karanga5 by F. 1/.arconnes. This was a work of considerable scholarship, 
containing a ueep analysis and a wealth of illustrative material. But 
it was roo.rred by the author's inf'atua tion for -the ul tra--disjuncti.ve method 
of v,ord-division. He, however, carried this to its logical conclusion 
and was bold enoU[;.h to c.livid.e noun-prefix and noun--eteminto two different 
words. The prefix he called an 'article'. :Mainly dealing with Zezuru, 
this work also contains references to Karan.::;a and l;i:anyika. 

( iii) ~ika: The first Manyika analysis was made by Mrs. H.~, 
Springer in her Hand- E:>ok of Chikaranga or the Language of Mashonaland. 0 

published in 1505. Though based on Manyika, this work contained many 
words of Zezuru. A brief gra.mnatical introduction was followed by voc
abularies, about 3,000 Shona words being included. From her introduction 
one gathers that Mrso Springer had a remarkable grip of the language 
position in Mashonaland. In 1911 H. Buck published A Dictionary with 
Notes on the Grammar of the Mashona Laneuage, com...only called Chiswina7. 
This conta.i.'1.ed a simple grammatical sketch and a vocabulary of about 
4,5C() 1,18.l'\Yika words. A Vocabulary of Chimanhica8 was contained in the 
Mozambique Government publication, 'Respostas .ao Questionari.o Etnografioo' 
of 1928. 

(iv) Ndau: Bleek had included an Nd.au vocabulary under the name 
of 1 Sofala' °"1:nhis 'Language;s of Mosambique' of 1856. In 1911 Danj el 
Jones wrote The PronW1Ciation and OrthographY of the Chindau Language9, 
a brief analysis conducted with a Native Ndau and the assistance of Dr. 
W .L. Thompson. Dr. Thompson contributed to 'Nada', in 1927, A Unifonn 
Phonetic Alphabet for the Native Languages of Rhodesia 10 , based on Nih1u 

or its dialect Shanga, In 1915 the American Board Mission published 
Ohindau-£ngli.sh and English-JJhindau Vocabulary with Grauu.ra tical Notesll. 

l pp.xl + 398. 
2 pp.263 + J20. 
3 ppo288, followed by a 'lti:a.shona or Chiswina Vocabulary' of 155 pages. 
4- pp.428. 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
ll 

ppe:>..'V + 270• 
pp.106. 
pp.2(10. 
pp.l--25 at the 
on pp.11,3-22. 
pp.16. 
pp.10. 
pp.139. 

end of the book, and also certain grammatical notes 
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The work was due principally to G.A.Wilder, who had collected a vocabul
ary of over 1000 words as far back .as 1888, Jol:' .. Dysart, c.c. Fuller and 
A.J. Orner. It contains about 4-,(X)() Ndau words. In the Ndau-English 
section the nouns are listed according to the initial letters of' their 
prefixes. ItaJ.icized letters are used to indicate· maey of the sounds 
not provided for by the Roman alphabet. The 1-iozrunbique G-Overrnrent pub
lication 'Respostas, et.co' includes a vocabulary of Nd.au, and a short 
grammatical. study in which the Sena and Ndau verb conjugatiop.s are ccq-. 
pared. J .p., Dysart prepared a maruscript of Chindau Lessons.L, which is 
widely used by American Board missionaries in learning the language .. 

During 1929 C .M. Doke undertook a survey of all the Shona dialects~ 
with a view to advisi~ the Goverrurent of Southern Rhodesia on t.he sub
ject of unification. A direct result of this survey was seen in three 
publications: (i) Occasional Paper, No .. 2,of the Dept.. of Hative DeveloJ;r-, 
ioont, The Problem of Word-Division in Bantu, with special referer1..ce t~ 
the languages of Mashonaland.2, in which a strong plea was rmde for the 
adoption of conjW'lctive writing for the area .. This was published in 192~ 
( ii) Report on the Unif'ication of the Shona Dialects3, presented to the 
Legislative Assembly in 1931. This reportj after giving statistics of 
population and language distribution,presented an outline of Shona phon
etics, followed by recommendations for unification of orthography, grammar 
ard vocabulary under the name of 'Shona•. A fairly complete bibliography 
for the area was included, as well as comparative vocabuJ.aries~ a le..ngl.lB.gl;! 
map and subsidiary distribution mapao (iii) A Coro:oare.tive Stua,y in 
Shona Phonetics4•, which was the scientific report presented to fue Carn~ 
Corporation, who had in part financed the research .. The phonetj_c s.ualysis 
covered all the cluster fields and dealt with 37 dialectal types o This 
contained the first detailed study of the phenomena of 'Vocalization 
rurl 'Velarization', and was illustrated with kymograp.h tracings and pal
atograms. 

As a result of the 'unificationr proposals two further books have 
so far been published. In 1932 B.H. Barnes brought out in the new 
orthography, A Vocabulary of the Dialects of Mashonalana.5, a very valuable 
piece of work in which dialectal differences were carefully indicatedoin 
1935 appeared. J. O'Neil's A Smna GramIIl!l.r (Zezuru dialect)6.Though this 
was in the new orthography and sponsored by the Committee on Unificatioq, 
i.t is disappointing, as O'Heil used the rew orthography against h.i.s own 
inclinations, and employed old methods of' a.pproa.ch,while a certain amount 
of editing and the inclusion of Kara.nga ard 1,ianyika variants were done 
by B.H. Barnes. There is still need for a cood unified Shona gramm,qr. 

1 ?7 typed quarto pages. 
2 pp.22. 
3 pp.156, with numerous folders. 
4- pp.viii + 2)18. 
5 pp.ix + 214. 
6 pp.vi + 216. 
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[7] WES'ERN ZONE 

Position: Y/est Coast of Africa south of Benguella to Mandated Terri
tory of South-west Africa, and includin/::; central. o.nd southern Angola. 

Characteris ties: 

Use of a particular initial vowel, e.g. 'o' in Herero. 
Distinctive type of absolute pronoun. 
Use of eopulative verb. 

Classification of laneuages: 

( 1) Mbunlu ( uMbundu) o 

(2) Ambo group: Nclonga, Kwanyruna. 

~{~ 
~5) 

Herero9 
Iryaneka group: 
Yeye or Yeei. 

(1) Mbundu. 

including Hwnbe, Mwila, etc. 

This lan8Uage, uMbundu of the Bihe Hi.ghJ..ands, must be cleo.rly dis
tinf,ruished from kiMbnndu or Ndongo, which belongs to the Coneo zoneo A 
certain amount of useful information about investigations into this lan
guage is to be culled from L•D• Turner's article Linguistic Research and 
African Survivals contributed to the 'Bulletin of the .American Council 
of Learned Societies• 1 . As early as 184-.3 Ladilaus l,i:agyar, Hungarian 
traveller and slave-trader, illustrated Mbundu or 'Nano' by short vocal>
ularies in the 'Prcceedings of the Royal Geographical Society' in 184-.3, 
and in his 'Reisen' published in 1859• Both the missionary Rath and w .. 
Hol., Bleek compiled l1sts of 'Nano' words. Capello and Ivens published 
e. vocabulary in their I Travels' (1882), as did Serpa Pinto in his 'How I 
crossed Africa' (1881).. Ho Schuchardt wrote a few pages Ueber die Ben-
_g__uela....eprache in a Vienna journaJ. in 1883. The first real details, 
however, were given by W .M. Stover in 1.885 when m published his Observa
tions upon the granum. t:i.cal structure and use af'1he Umbund.u or -ljie language 
of the inhabitants of Bailumu am. Bihe, and other countries of West 
Central A.fricao2 This was quite a small work. In the same year W .H. 
Sanders am w .E. Fey bro~ht out their Vocabulary of the UmbWldu language, 
compr:ising Umbumu-English and English--Umbundu3. Other missionaries also 
contributed to this collection of some I three thousand. words'. Later 
editions more than doubled the number of entries: I have a mi.ssion--printed 

1 No.32, Sept.1.941~ 
2 pp.viii + 83; L.De Turner also refers to a dictionary by Stover, but 

I have no further information upon this; a further edition of the 
'Grwrma.tical Notes' was published in 1919. 

3 pp.76. • 
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1911 edition with over seven thousand Mbundu wora.s 1 • These vocabularies 
are little more than 'word--lis ts '• In 1894 J. Pereira do Nascimento pub
lished as No.102 of the 'Sociedade de Geographia, Boletim.13° serie',his 
Granura.tica do Umbundu2, characterised by HoH.Johnston as 'excellent'; and 
in the srune 'Boletim' in 1897 appeared Ernesto Le·Cornte's Methodo Pratico 
da Lingua Umbundu3. In 1918 Helen Stover published at Bailundo First 
Lessons in Umbundu4; and in 1930 Amandus Johnson his 1,Ibundu-Engl ish--Por
tuguese Dictionary at Philadelphia.5 Dr. Merlin W. Ennis i::; preparing 
considerable M.S. material upon the Mbundu la.nguage 6• In 1933 H.F.Schatt&
burg produced a small 37-page Sprachschatz des Umbundu.Ih 1935 R.L .. Wilson 
published his Dicionario :Pratico, Portugue&-Umbundof, containing nearly 
5000 coDD1on words; and L'l 1937 the Catholic Mission at Bailundo issued 
L. Keiling' s Elemen tos de Grama tica Mbundo of 7 5 pages .. 

(2) . .\mbo Group. 

(a) Hdonga: C.G.Biittner published a short Vocabulary and gra.mn:a.ticD.l. 
note in the 'Zei tschrift' of the Gennan Geographical Society in 1881~ Ro 
N. Gust refers to a grammar of the language written by Theophilus Hahn 
in 1883.8 An adelJuate dictiona.zy of lTdoq;a was included in parallel by 
H. Brincker in his important Worterbuch und Kurzgefasste Grammatik des 
Otji-Herero of 1886, which will be fully discussed when dealing with Ee
~ro. .A. short practical exposition of the language v,as giYen ty-A.Seidel 
in 1892 in his Praktische Gramma.tiken der Hauptsprachen Deutsch-Siidwest
afrika.s: I Nama.1 II Otyiherero, III Oshindonga. The Ndonga granuna.r and 
vocabularies occupy pp.127-100 of this little book,and constitute mere 
outlines. In a similar manner P.H. Brincker imluded three languages in 
his 1897 s~udy, Vergleichende Gramma.tik des Otjiherero, Osikuanjama und. 
Osindonga. -.7 In the Ndonga and Kwanyama. sections of this book there are 
many mistakes, the work being done before a full :.nvestigation of these 
languages. In 1908 a. Savala published at Helsinki the only grrunm.ar of 
a Bantu language in Fin.ruish of which we have knowledge - Osindongan Ki
elioppilO. This is a practical grammatical exposition of Ndonga for 
the use of the Finnish Mission in Ovambolam. Very little recent work 
has been done on Ndonga, but mention might be made of Pa.nconceDi~alzia' s 
Untersuc~en iiber die stimnlosen Nasa.le im Ndonga, contributed to the 
•z.f.K.s. '· 

1 pp.648. 
2 pp.105. 
3 Of which I have no further information. 
1+ pp.106. 
5 I have not seen this book, a.nu further details are needed. 
6 He is working out a- detailed gra.rranatical analysis. 
7 pp.158. 
8 I have not seen either of these items. 
9 For details, see under Herera. 

10 pp. vi, 1.34. 
ll 1917; Vol.VI, pp.257-26}. 
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(b) Kwanyama: The traveller James Chapman included m his 'Travels 

in the Interior of South Africa' , 1868, as an appen::lix to the second 
volume 'Notes on the Damara Language' • This contained vocabularies of 
'Druna.ra' (Herero), 'Ovambo' (Kwar~ama1 and 'Vanano' (Mbund.u). Under the 
name of 'Humba' Capello and Ivens illustrated short vocabularies of Kwa
nyama :i.Ji. their 'Travels to the Territories of Yacca.' (1882). In 1891 
Brincker published his Lehrbuch des Oshikuanjama, which has a special 
value in the comparative s tud.y of Ban tu l.arlf::uag es. 'l'he book is in two 
parts, the first of which (pp. 1-118) is a gra:oma. tic al exposition of 
Kwanyaroa with parallel treatment of Hdonea run Herero. The classification 
is 'old style' in which prepositions, etc. are recognised. The second 
part (pp.1-136) is a 'Worterbuch des Oshikuanjama' with comparative entr:im 
for Ndonga and Herero, each of the three languages being indicated by a 
different style of type. Brincker al.so included a study of Kwanyama in 
his 'Vergleichende Gramma.tik' of 1897, already referred to. In 1910 H. 
Tonjes published two volu.rres in the series 'Lehrb .. s.o.s. (Berlin)'l, his 
Lehrbuch der Ovambo-sprache Osikuanjama. 2 , and his Worterbuch der Ovrunbo
sprache, Osikuanjama-DeutscfJ. The fonner contained a fair phonological 
outline, a systematic grammatical stu::ly with exercises, considerable syn
tactical details, s~ pages of phrases ancl short vocabularies - al
together a very useful manual. The dictionary is a painstaking piece 
of work with consici.erable detailed infornation. 

(3) Herero. 

This is the chief language of the Western Zone, and considerable 
literary and other linguistic work has been done in it, mainly by Gennan 
workers- Herero is spoken :in ihe Mandated terri to:-y of South--,vest Africa
As early as 1857 C.H., Hahn had produced his Grundzuge einer Gra.nrnatik 
des Herero nebst einem Worterbu.che, detailed refereme to which has al
ready been made4. The next worker to claim our notice is F.·,,. Kolbe. 
Kolbe had commerced missionary work in this field in 181~, and in 1868 
published a seV,:;;i.:-page pamphlet, A Brief statement of the discovery of 
the laws of the vowels in Herero... beari u on the ori in and unity of 
language; and in l 9 a slightly larger pamphlet, entitled The Vowels; 
their rirueval lavrs and beari u on the formation of roots in Herero.5 
'l'his was lat-er • 1:1188~j further elaborated in his book, A Language study 
Based on Bantu, in which rm.ich Herero material is cited. In this work, 
~ow~ver, Ko~be allowed his imagination to run awes with his judgn1ent, and 
it is a relief to turn from this sort of thing to his reaJ.ly sound piece 
of work, An English-Herero Dictionaif, which had appeared in 1883. In 
this most useful book, Kolbe refers to certain sources: Hahn's "Korte~ 

l Vols. XXIV and XX:V. 
2 pp.xii+ 235. 
3 PP• x + 271. 
4 See 'Bantu Pioneers' pp.235--6 •. 
5 PP• ii, 32. 
6 pp.lv + 570 (double col.) 
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buch'; a manuscript Herero-German Dictionary by J. Re.th, a copy of which 
is preserved in the Grey Library, Cape Town; a Herero-Eng;lish Vocabulary 
appended by H. B~ker to his Herero Reading-book. This w8:s a very full 
treatment, and was preceded by some 40 pages of grammatical outline. 

In 1879 H. Brincker published a little 'second' reader entitled~ 
honge ookuleza. Otyiherero.1., to which he added a very considerable 'Vocab
ulary for translating this reading book into English', in ·which numerous 
gra.nnna tical notes are im lucled. In 1886 Brinck'er published his well
knovm comparative lexical study o'f: Herero - hl.s Worterbuch und Kurzgefasste 
Gramrna tik des Otji--Herero 2 . This is a fairly complete an:l thoroughly 
reliable dictionary, in which the Ndonga equivalents are added in italics. 
It is to be regretted that nouns are listed according to the 'f:orms of 
their prefixes and not under sterns e Followirg the main body of the dic
tionary are a number of Herero Folk-tales with German interlinear trans
lation. The thirty--0ne pages of gramnar give a concise comparison of 
Herero and Ndoll:!;a ( 'Otj-ambo'), while some valuable grammatical tables are 
appended. A sl:i..ort grammar and vocabularies of Herero were included on 
pages 59-126 of A. Seidel's Praktische Grrn t:Lken der Hauptsprachen 
Deutsch-Giidwes tafrikas: I Nama, II Otyihe rero I III Oshindonr;a, which was 
printed in 1892. This was a concise work but contained many mistakes. 
In 1B97 Brincker prodooed.)1is Ve:rgleichende Grrur.matik des Otjiherero, 
Osikuanjama wtl OsindongaJ. 

In 1897 Brimker contributed to the 'Z.A.OoS. 1 4 an article Die Bedeu
tung der Nominalprii.f'ormative etc. von sechs Dialekten der Lingua Bantu., 
dealill?; with Herero, Ndonga, Kwa.I\Yama, Mbundu, 'Kafir-Sulu' and Hyanjao 
In the same year appeared his Deutscher ilortfiihrer fiir die Bantu--dialekte 
in Si.idvrest-Afrika, a work characterised as good but not a1Yl8YS reliable5 o 

1897 also saw the publication of G. Viehe' s Grammati.k d_es Otjiherero nebst 
W6rterbuch6, by far the most canplete and reliable work to date.. 75'ue 
space is given to synta;q phrases ore added, and a vocabularyQ In the 
same iear, too, C.G. Buttner contributed a 4-(r-pa.ge phrase book to the •z. 
A.S.' I entitled rachfuhrer fur Reisende in Damaraland. In 1899 c.i:;einhof 
included in his 'Lautlehre I a chapte on the phonology of Herera, treated 
on his principles of refarence to the eypothetical U~antu forms. Thi.s 
chapter vra.s omitted from the later English translation or the book.. In 

1 Reader pp.1-78, Vocabulary PP• 79---218. No author's name is published., 
but an inscribed copy presented to Theophilus Hahn shews it m be Br.incken 

2 pp.viii, 351, 31 and 7 tab • 
.3 I have not seen a copy of this. 

• 4 Jalu--g. III, pp.31&-331. 
5 I have not seen a copy. 
6 pp.xii, 140. 
7 I, pp.252-294. 
8 Ch. VI, pp.113-14.1. (of the 2nd ed. 1910). 
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1909 Meinhof published a little. study book for beginners, Die Spraohe der 
Herero in Deutsch--Biidwestaf'rika 1 , as Vol.I of the series Dwtsche Kolon
j_alsprar.hen 1 • J. Irle was the author in 1917 of a Deutsch--Herero iYOI'
terbuch2, which contains a rich store of words, suitable for gaining a 
first knowledge of the larguage, but is far too uncritical. 

(4) Hyaneka group: 

Of the nany dialects comprising this group very little is knO\m■ 

Nyaneka, -the speech of the Huila Highlands in Central A..,gola, is illus
trated by a Diccionario l:'ortuguez--Olunyaneka.3prepared by the missionaries 
of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit and Sacred Heart of Mary; and pub
lished in 1896, and by A .. 1.r. Lang's Ensaios de Grarnma. tica Nyanek~ of 1906 • 

:rtegarding Humbe, it seems that only a ma.nu.script vocabulary is in 
existence. 

(5) ~ (Yeei) or Kuba, spoken in the Northern Kalahari area,nortbva.rds 
from Maun;was exemplified in short vocabularies by David Livingstone, c. 
J. Andersson and. Passargeo A recent publication, Notes on the Noun 
Classes of some Bantu Languages of Ngamilana.4-, by I. Schapera am. D.F. 
van der Mervre, gives considerable grammatical information on thi.3 language. 

[ 7a] WEST-CENTRAL ZONE 

I>osition: Eastern Angola and North-western Rhodesia. 

Characteristics: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

A buf'fer type between the Western zone and the Central zone 
with features of the C~ngo zone. 

An extreme type of vowel assimilation, in which the :fj.naJ. vowel 
of the verb often ass:imilates with the stem vowel. 

A striking sub-division of the noun classes into animate and 
inanimate. 

Classif'ication: 

(1) Lwena or Luvale, dial. Chokwe. 
(2) Lucha.zi, Lwimbi; Mbunda, ~angalao 
(3) Lllllda (Ndembo). 
(4) Soli ■ 

(1) Lwena, also called Luvale, is spoken on the upper reaches of the 

1 pp. viii, l.14-■ 
2 pp.455 (double col.). 
3 I have not seen either of these publication.s. 
4- 1942, mimeographed foolscap, pp.103. 
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Zambesi River arrl to the westward into Angola. Chokwe seems to be one °f 
the priroipal dialectal forn1Sc .Apart from an early Livin.8stone vocabulary, 
the earliest analysis of this language is a short note in 1912 entitled 
Luena by w.A. Crabtree in the 'J.A.s.• 2 . This contained second-hand in
formation and gave little detail. Burssens refers to a Petit Diction
naire francais-lwena 2 lwena:--frailQai~, by G.Vettor, which I have not seen. 
In 1922 D.T. Hume produced his Lwena Gr8Jilma.l'" fbr Beginners,whi::h was ro~ 
not printed. This comprised some 57 small foolscap pages, covering ele
mentary grammatical. notes, exercises and a key., The best eXI?osition 
appeared in 194J., A.E. Horton' s A Grammar of the Lwena Languag~.J 

For Chokwe Burssens refers to a multi-copied English--Chokwe Vocabtr 
~, Chokwe-EI1£jlish Vocabulary, and. Chokvre Grammar Notes, issued from 
Luma, Kasayi. This evid.ently refers to M.B. MacJannet' s ~~Gr~ 
Lessons ( quarto cyclostyled) of which I have a copy of the~ first 32pages. 
T. Loutti t published in Chicago in 1916 a Chokwe Grammaro • Ao Delille 
contributed a. short Inle iding tot de Chichoksche Sp:raakleer ix:> the journal 
1Congo•5 in 1935. 

( 2) Luchazi, Mbwrla, e tc • : 

There is s001e inf onna tion regarding the languages of this group in 
certain vocabularies, e.g. Qapello and Ivens 1 'Kaluiana' vocabulary in their 
'Journey to the Territories of Yacca' (1882), and A.w .. Thomas' comparative 
vocabulary of Sikololo-Silui-Simbunda of 1916. MS: vocabul.ariES of Luohazi 
are extant. L. Hamburger dealt with Kvrambi and Ilund.u in her comparative 
study af the 'South-west group of Bantu Languages• 6 • C.M.No Whi.te contri
butes infonnat:i.on on certain of these languages, Some Comparative Notes OJ! 

the Noun Prefixes of the West-central zone of Bantu Languages, 7 in which 
he deals with Lund.a, Chokvre, Lwena, Luchazi and. Lwimbi .. 

(3) Lnnda: This is known as Ndembo or Lund.a of Kalunda,and nu.ist be dis
tinguished from Luunda of the Central zon_e. It is spoken to the south
west of the Luba region, on the eastern side of the Upper Kasai,mostly in 
Belgian Congo, but reachi~ into Angola ancl into Northern Rhodesia. at the 
headwaters of the Kabompo River. 

Vocabuleries of the language were published as early as 1882 by 
Capello and Ivens, and by Heli Chatelain in 1894- in his 'Bantu Notes and 
Vocabularies•8. In 1889 H.d.e Carvalho published at Lisbon his Methodo 

1 In the Grey Library, Cape Town. 
2 Vol.XI, PP•3~lr-4()0 • 
.3 pp.85. 
4- pp.4-7. 
5 Vol.XVI, pp.366-374-. 
6 See Tome III, Fascicule 1, 'Linguistique de Angola et Rhodesia',Mission 

Rohan-Chabot, 1925. 
7 'African Studies', Val.III, No.4, 1941,.. 
8 'Journal of the American Geographical Society', No.II. 

H.de
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'pratico para fal.lar a Li.npla da Lunda. Dr. Walter Fisher furnished me 
in 1919 with a manuscript vocabulary 'Bnglish-i,unda' ruld 'Lwicla-&1glish'; 
while 19..ter his son Sin5leton '!;'isher produced grannnatical notes ani exe:i
cises on the language ( untitled) in four 'books 1 , 1he fU'st three (totalling 
90 pages) being mission printed, and the fo..irth a roneod quarto of ~ 
pages. In 1943 C .. M.H. White produced a small Lunda--English Vocabulary', 
dea.J.ing with the lang.iage around BaJ.ovale in Northern Rhodesia. Mrs.fUn
gleton Fisher has in the press a Grammar of the language and is engaged 
on dictionary work. 

(4-) Soli, spoken east of Lusaka i~ Northern Rhodesia, has many features 
oomnxm with the surrounding Central Bantu languages, but shews a western 
origin. For info ma tion upon this language we are indebted to two pub
lica tions of B.r .. c. van Eeden: The Phonolor..v of Soli, contributed to the 
•z.E.S. 13 in 1936, a study on the Meinhof principles, and The Grammar of 

~, an outline contributed to the 'Annals of the University of Stellen
bosch 1 4- in the same year. 

1 1889, PP• 64-; de C arval.ho also published in two volumes, V ocabularioa 
dos dialectos dos povos do occiden te a.e regiao -trq;>ico-au.stra.J. d.a Africa, 
etc. 

2 pp.480 
3 Vol.X1.'VI, No.4., 
4 Val.XIV, Sectno 

pp.241-271. 
B, No.l, pp.1-51. 
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